YULL BROWN'S WATER FUEL: SCIENCE FICTION OR SOLID FACT?

SOLAR CELLS: THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHTER

TONE CALLER FOR CB ★ COMPUTER POOL ALARM
WAY OUT FRONT
BECAUSE THEY'RE WAY OUT FRONT

SONY'S NEW G SERIES SPEAKERS.
WE LINED UP THE SOUND SOURCES — NOT THE SPEAKER EDGES — TO GET THE EDGE ON THE FRONT-NAME SPEAKERS.

We admit it, for years our front name reputation in audio and video hasn't quite been matched by our speakers. So in 1972 we began a total new research programme specifically designed to put our speakers where all of our other stereo components have long been — out front.

After years of research and development our engineers have found the answers:

First spring water. Like good whisky, good cone papers depend on the purity of the water used in making them. So we built an entirely new factory at Kofu at the base of Mt. Fuji where we can get all the spring water we need.

Next there was the use of carbon fibre in our speaker cone paper. It's very strong and light. So our speakers are more efficient. And the carbon fibre prevents the cone from bending out of shape in the high frequency range. Moreover it doesn't resonate much. Which cuts out unwanted vibration.

Then so does our use of a cast basket rather than a cheap stamped one. Finally our big breakthrough came by breaking through the standard idea of simply attaching the front of each speaker to the baffle board.

By moving our woofer and mid-range forward to a position where the sound waves originate in the same line, we aligned them acoustically. The result is transparently smooth and deep sound over the entire audio frequency range.

It's a sound that specifications alone cannot describe. But some of the toughest critics in the whole audio world can. They heard our new G Series speakers first at the last Japan Stereo Components Contest. Result? They awarded Sony the "Grand Prix".

Now hear this: The new Sony G Series speakers have arrived at your dealers. Listen to them and you'll hear just how beautiful five years' research can sound.

SONY
Research makes the difference.
This automatic cross-fader unit allows one high level audio source to be faded into a second such source, with control over depth of fade and the fade rate. Full constructional details begin on p48.

Viewdata — the concept has the potential to turn the home computer terminal into reality! The details are on p18.

On the cover
Sydney engineer Yull Brown with the engine dynamometer and analyser test setup in his laboratory. Mr Brown has recently received a great deal of media attention for his proposal to use water as a fuel, and on p12 we give you the facts behind the confusion. Photo by staff photographer David Raffan.
How to own two superb 12" 3-way 40 watt speakers and save about $50 per hour while you assemble them.

The Philips AD12 K12 MKII Speaker Kit. Full 40 watts RMS capacity. Modern, completely finished cabinet. Assembles in nine simple steps, taking most people about two hours. The finished job looks like it has been put together by a professional. And you save about $100 per pair on a comparable assembled system!

A modern three-way Hi-Fi system with 1" domed tweeter, 5" mid-range and super 12" woofer, all fully imported, and rated full 40 watts RMS per channel. Power to deal with any reasonable living room. A particularly brilliant sound, with an excellent overall frequency response for the cost. It closely follows the ideal Bruel & Kjaer curve for Hi-fi equipment measured in an actual listening room, using the "Third Octave Pink Noise Method".

Also available: Other quality systems at similar impressive savings. Phone or send coupon now for full details of all kits.
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Japan at the crossroads...

During late November, I was one of a group of Australian hi-fi writers invited to visit Japan by Haco Distributing Agencies and by Matsushita Electric, the manufacturers of Technics, National and Panasonic brand products. It was a busy trip, during which group enthusiasm to see and to talk, and the readiness of our hosts to entertain left little time for relaxation and sleep.

The main purpose of the visit was very effectively served: to allow members of the group to see at first hand the depth of research, the degree of quality control and the huge resources which are behind the particular brand-name products.

I saw computer-controlled equipment align FM receivers precisely and automatically, within seconds; I watched the production of the new Technics/National moving coil cartridge from the minute individual components to the finished product, complete with automatically-drawn response curve; I sat in one of the anechoic chambers and heard the impossible — true and startling binaural effects from conventionally placed stereo loudspeakers.

Some of these subjects I plan to take up in following issues, along with another discussion which really stressed the language barrier — the operating principles of the latest Technics class A+ power amplifier.

But, beyond the technical interest and the strong personal rapport which we all experienced with Matsushita management, engineers and sales staff alike, one profound question was implicit in everything we saw: where is it all leading to? Japan as a nation is bursting with technology and the products of that technology. Alkite, the department stores and the crowded stalls of Akihabara are crammed with consumer “goodies”, far exceeding the needs of the domestic and the available export markets. And behind the finished products is a huge surplus of raw materials, labour and automated production facilities.

1978 will have to see a massive re-thinking of the Japanese economy, of which the electronic industry is a vital part. It will be a tough year for marketing managers in Japan, Australia and elsewhere, who have to reconcile what the factories can produce with what consumers might elect to buy.

Neville Williams
News Highlights

Is this the ultimate electronic watch?

Psssst!.... wanna buy a watch? How about this one. Besides telling the time it incorporates an alarm, an electronic calculator, a memory, a calendar, and timer facilities. And it'll only cost you a lousy $1,000!

Actually, the HP-01 Computing Time Instrument, recently introduced to Australia by Hewlett-Packard, is the most advanced wrist-sized instrument of its type. It's wrong to think of the HP-01 as just a digital watch with features though — Hewlett-Packard's description of it as "a personalised wrist-size time and data system" gives a better idea of its range of capabilities.

The unique features of the HP-01 are made possible by an advanced, low-power microprocessor said to contain the equivalent of around 38,000 transistors. This allowed a design which permits complete interaction between each of the major functions.

For example, a user may perform operations such as dynamic calculations where a rate may be continuously calculated and displayed. Twenty-eight keys (six finger-operated, 22 stylus-operated) enable the user to operate the HP-01. It also features 12 different display modes or indicators. The information is displayed on a bright LED display panel.

More than three dozen functions can be performed on the HP-01, according to Hewlett-Packard. Here are just some of the things that user can do:

- maintain in its continuous memory a running balance of his cheque account;
- use the alarm to remind him of an important meeting during the day;
- clock remaining time by counting backwards for time-limit games;
- use the timer as another alarm to signal an event up to 100 hours in the future;
- use the built-in 200 year calendar to compute any past or future day within 100 years;
- store a phone number, birthday date, plane arrival time, etc. in its memory;
- perform all normal four-function calculator functions, with answers automatically displayed in scientific notation where necessary; and
- time long distance phone calls and see costs accumulate on the display like a taxi meter.

And there are many more features and uses! — for example, time may be displayed in either 12 or 24-hour format, or converted to and from decimal hours; the number of days between two dates may be readily calculated; constant operations on a previous result or on new data may be performed; and time can be added or subtracted from the present time.

Two 1.5V batteries power the HP-01's display, while a third battery powers the internal circuitry.

Videodisc saga continues

The American magazine "Radio Electronics" reports in its November 1977 issue that RCA has discontinued pre-production development of its SelectaVision videodisc and has sharply reoriented the product. In fact, RCA has virtually developed a completely new version of its capacitance videodisc system.

According to "Radio Electronics", RCA's new system has a two hour disc playing time — one hour per side — and is thus able to contain a complete motion picture on a single record. The disc is now made of an uncoated plastic material, eliminating the expensive and exacting production step of coating the disc with the metallic material used previously. RCA says that this new technique will make videodisc production as simple as pressing an audio record.

Although RCA plans to further develop this lower-cost system and build about 100 players, it has no plans to go into production at this stage. Meanwhile, says "Radio Electronics", North American Philips and MCA are undiminished in their enthusiasm for the optical disc system. "Test marketing" in one or two areas, probably with a price around the $500 mark per player, was due around the end of 1977.

Teletext/Viewdata decoder from TI

The first firm with a Teletext decoder, Texas Instruments, plans to be first in the Viewdata market, too, with a microprocessor-based module. This module will essentially be an adapter for TI's existing Teletext decoder, called Tifax.

Tifax decodes Teletext signals, which are sent during the field-blanking interval of TV transmissions, and displays the data in alphanumeric form on the screen of a TV set. The new module, the VDP-11, has a 9980 16-bit microprocessor that permits the Tifax units to also decode Viewdata signals.
Large diameter silicon ingots

Another example of Japanese determination to forge ahead in semiconductors is a successful laboratory effort to grow single-crystal silicon ingots that are 125mm in diameter! These are not the first 125mm ingots: American firms such as Dow Corning Corporation, Michigan, have samples of this size available. But the Japanese think that they will be able to reduce the number of wafer defects significantly by growing the ingots under low pressure.

The ingots have been grown by the Czochralski method, at the Musashino Electrical Communication Laboratory of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation. So far, ingots with lengths of 150mm have been grown, and the eventual goal is 1-metre long ingots.

Integrated circuit manufacturers are hardly ready to handle the 125mm wafers — they are still in the middle of switching their production lines to the 100mm size, both in Japan and in the US. However, there is no question that the larger the wafer the easier it is to develop bigger LSI ICs and to fabricate them economically.

Price rises predicted for Japanese goods

Retail prices for imported Japanese TV sets and sound equipment could soon rise sharply, according to Mr Trevor Thacker, managing director of Toshiba-EMI (Australia) Pty Limited.

The decline in value of the Australian dollar in relation to the Japanese yen, coupled with a recent 11% increase in freight costs, is forcing most importers to plan for price increases which will become effective as soon as existing stocks run out.

"Before devaluation in November last year", said Mr Thacker, "the Australian dollar was worth 361.38 yen. Now it's down to 278.97, which represents a drop of 22.8% in less than a year. Importers and retailers just cannot absorb such cost increases."

Kits help student training

Electronics students at Box Hill Technical College, Victoria, have been building stereo amplifiers and tuners as part of their curriculum. The students are first year Radio Technicians, second and third year Radio Apprentices and adults attending evening classes.

Mr Graeme Scott, Lecturer in Electronics at the college, said that the advent of these kits has enabled the students to put their theory training into practice.

The kit projects, apart from providing the students with experience in interpreting circuit diagrams and high reliability soldering and testing, also provide an insight into some of the latest developments in solid state technology.

Coupled with the obvious educational advantages are the benefits of incentive and satisfaction to the student in building his own quality amplifier or tuner.

Two kit types are currently being constructed — the amplifier Model 250, rated at 25W per channel; and the AM/FM Tuner Model 620. Both are supplied complete with all parts and a comprehensive set of instructions by Selectronic Components Pty Ltd, 17 Barry St, Bayswater, Victoria 3153.

A sound “cure” for stammerers

An electronic speech aid for helping people who stammer or stutter to speak normally, and which is small enough to fit into a pocket, has been successfully developed by a research team at Edinburgh University, Scotland. Called the “Edinburgh Masker”, it has achieved a remarkable 90 percent success rate through seven years of extensive trials.

The device works on the principal that many stammerers find their speech impediment disappears when near certain types and levels of noise because the sound of their own voice is masked. The Masker, about the size and shape of a cigarette packet, produces a sound which the patient hears through small earpieces and which is triggered off automatically each time the patient speaks.

The immediate result in nine cases out of ten is a vast improvement in fluency, enabling the person to carry on a normal conversation, even on the telephone.

The “Edinburgh Masker”, which should only be worn on the professional advice of a doctor or speech therapist, is now being marketed commercially by Findlay Irvine Ltd, Bog Road, Penicuik, Scotland.

New Dick Smith store

Dick Smith Electronics has opened yet another store, this time in Adelaide. The new store, in operation since 1st December, 1977, is situated at 203 Wright Street, (telephone 212 1962), and is being managed by Phil Roberts.

The usual wide range of electronic parts, tools, kits, CB gear, radios and hifi equipment will be available from the store, the 8th in a growing chain for Dick Smith.
BASF gives you original sound... sound as it really is... BASF the professionals in magnetic tapes since 1934.

**BASF LH super double play tape**
Smaller magnetic oxide particles of equal shape permit higher density and better alignment. Result? Wider dynamic range. Superb sound quality in both high and low frequency bands. Plus 50 percent more sound volume than standard LH tape — with the same low level of distortion.

**BASF LH professional hi-fi quality tape**
Mature electro-acoustical properties. Extreme low noise. Extreme high output — optimised over the whole frequency range. This high quality BASF audio tape is a hi-fi version of the well-known LH. With conductive black matt reverse side. Prevents static charging which leads to crackles and arcing, often experienced with metal spools. Right for fast-winding machines.

**BASF ferrochrom cassettes with SM**
Highest quality cassette — the result of years of BASF research. A new dual-layer tape combining the best properties of LH super ferric oxide with those of chromium dioxide. Super high and low frequency range. Unsurpassed stereo hi-fi sound, even on recorders without a special FeCr switch. Exceptionally low noise.

**BASF chromdioxid cassettes with SM**
Brings superb stereo hi-fi quality to cassette technology. Extremely high output — especially in high frequency range. Low noise. For outstanding high frequency performance, 60, 90 and 120 minutes playing time. Specially designed for machines fitted with CrO2 switch.

More sound — more music
Colour from black & white

Hitachi Ltd has developed a prototype device capable of reproducing colour television images from b&w microfilm. The device makes possible the storage of "colour images" for long periods at low cost.

Compared to b&w microfilms, colour microfilms tend to fade when stored for long periods, and their cost is high.

The device developed by Hitachi is a simplified reproduction device composed of a single tube colour television camera and monitor. Special black and white images on the microfilm are converted into the three primary colours — red, blue and green — by the device.

A special camera is not needed to take microphoto pictures for the reproduction of colour images. A stripe filter is attached inside an ordinary camera close to the emulsion side of the film. The stripe filter is a glass plate, 1.4mm in thickness, with cyanogen and yellow gelatine arranged in a mesh on it.

When the light enters the stripe filter, blue colours pass through the cyanogen mesh and red colours through the yellow mesh. The green colours are not affected by the cyanogen or yellow meshes in passing through the stripe filter. The three colours are thus presented on the film by various black and white shades.

The reproduction device is composed of a light source for the developed microfilm, a single tube colour TV camera employing an image pickup tube without a stripe filter, a TV camera controller and a colour TV monitor.

Silicon ribbon width reaches 75mm

Mobil Tyco Solar Energy Corporation, Massachusetts, has reported that it has been able to pull silicon out of a melt in a ribbon that is 75mm wide. However, there is still much to be done to perfect the system, which relies on the process of edge-defined, film-fed ribbon which Mobil Tyco pioneered.

Previously, Mobil Tyco, formed in January 1975 by Mobil Oil Co. (which owns 80%) and Tyco Laboratories Inc. (20%), has been able to repeatedly produce only 25mm and 50mm wide silicon ribbon. Production of the 75mm wide ribbon required a special "cartridge", placed above the trough-like silicon furnace. The cartridge guides and cools the ribbon as it is pulled through the die, and incorporates special techniques to prevent ribbon shattering.

Growth is initiated by touching a seed to the silicon meniscus that forms at the top of the die. The seed is then pulled up through the top of the approximately 230mm high cartridge. The shape and thickness of the ribbon is controlled by the dimensions of the slit in the die.

While continuing to refine its cartridge-growth process for silicon ribbon, Mobil Tyco has also reached a new high in solar cell panel efficiency in a panel whose cells were made with its conventional edge-defined, film-fed growth (EFG) process. The figure — 8.49% efficiency for a panel containing some 42 cells, each measuring 25 x 18mm.

ATDA welcomes Hamer report

The Australian Telecommunications Development Association (ATDA) has generally welcomed the report of the Hamer Sub-committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence which has proposed an urgent improvement of the defence capability of the electronics industry.

The committee found that Australia was more dependent on overseas electronics equipment and expertise than at any time since the last war.

Member companies of ATDA made lengthy submissions to the Hamer Committee on all aspects of the telecommunications manufacturing industry's role in the defence area. Part of the companies' submissions to the Committee said that the Australian Government should ensure that a large proportion of Australia's defence needs in the electronics field should be met in Australia.

The Committee seems to have gone along with that idea and has expressed concern over the sorry state into which the industry had fallen as a result of government inaction and the actions of the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC).

Change of name for E. D. & E.

As from 7th November 1977, E. D. & E. Sales Pty Ltd has been trading under the name "All Electronic Components". The previous owner, Mr Arthur Marks, who built the business up into a respected establishment, has now decided to retire.

The new owner/proprietor is Mr Neville Folley who has had over 25 years experience in electronics and instrumentation. His last position was with Kodak Australasia Pty Ltd as Support Operations Manager in the Customer Equipment Service Division.

Existing staff at the store have been retained by Mr Folley. The store address is 118 Lonsdale St, Melbourne 3000.

Microcomputer course

A course on microcomputer fundamentals will be held at the Adult Education City Centre, William St, Brisbane over a 10 week period commencing 14th February, 1978. The course involves two hours of lectures each week.

An electronics background and a basic knowledge of digital electronics are considered pre-requisites for those contemplating the course. Those seeking enrolment should write to The Superintendent, Technical and Further Education Department, PO Box 29 Mater Hill, Queensland 4101. A cheque for $10 should be enclosed to cover the cost of the course.
A great deal of solar energy research is now centred around reducing the cost of solar cell production. This article looks at some present day developments and applications — by Dr Martin Green and Bruce Godfrey, School of Electrical Engineering, University of NSW.

Solar Cells: the promise of sunshine electricity

Solar cells convert sunlight directly into electricity without any moving parts or any polluting byproducts. Although the gap is being rapidly bridged, currently they are too expensive to allow electricity to be generated at prices competitive with large conventional power stations.

The major use of solar cells to date has been either extraterrestrial (to power spacecraft such as the Skylab orbital workshop) or in low power applications in remote areas. Despite this rather restricted present day use, it is possible that solar cells will begin generating a significant portion of the world’s energy requirements within the next 25 years and the majority within the next 50 years.

In the US, the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) provides the major funding and guidance for energy related research. During 1975, ERDA set a series of cost and production goals for solar cells over the decade ending in 1986. The aim is to decrease the cost of cells encapsulated into weatherproof arrays from their 1975 value of about $20 per peak watt power output to 50 cents per peak watt in 1986. As an indication of the implications of this latter figure, the capital costs involved in building large coal and nuclear power stations in the USA are now quoted as 53 cents and 75 cents per watt generating capacity respectively.

Looking at the ERDA goals of Fig. 1 more closely, a steady decrease in cost is expected until 1981 when costs are expected to reach about $5/peak watt. In the five years following 1981, a more rapid decrease in costs is anticipated as a result of introducing a new manufacturing technology. The more promising candidates for this new technology will be described later in this article.

Silicon is by far the most important solar cell material today. Not only is its technology the most advanced, but silicon cells have a demonstrated reliability extending back over 20 years. Silicon is also the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust, so there will never be any difficulty with depletion of this particular resource.

Silicon solar cells are just large area P-N junction diodes, as shown in Fig. 2. They are presently made by forming a large cylindrical crystal of extremely pure silicon using the Czochralski method. This crystal is then sliced into thin wafers.

A very thin layer of impurities with “N-type” properties is introduced into the wafer which has “P-type” properties. This forms a P-N junction near the surface of the silicon.

Electrical contacts are made to both the “P” and “N-type” regions. As shown in Fig. 2, the contact to the “N-type” region is in the form of a grid to let light into the cell. Several cells are connected together electrically and encapsulated together to form a solar panel.

Most of the light striking the top of the cell is coupled in and reaches the bulk P-type region. This light breaks some of the bonds holding the atoms of the silicon crystal together. Electrons which were part of these bonds are then free to move about within the silicon.

Fig. 1: The ERDA cost and production goals. Shown is the manner in which the cost of solar cell arrays is expected to decrease as the volume produced increases. The goal: to produce arrays costing 50 cents per peak watt output by 1986.
The P-N junction acts as a very attractive region for these electrons which move off toward it. Since electric current is just the flow of electrons, this constitutes a current flow in the cell and in any load connected across it. Similar processes occurring in the N-type region augment this current.

The cells give about 30 milliamps output current for every square centimetre area, under bright sunlight, at a voltage of around 0.5V. In most solar panels, the cells are connected in series to boost the output voltage.

In a production situation, the efficiency of cells in converting sunlight to electricity would normally lie in the range of 11 per cent to 15 per cent. Since the cells are circular, the solar panel area is larger than that of the active cell area so that overall the panels are usually 7-10 per cent efficient.

The maximum solar energy falling on the Earth's surface is just over 1kW for every square metre, which means that solar panels generate about 100 watts maximum per square metre area.

The structure of a new type of high efficiency cell is shown in Fig. 3. The most striking feature of this cell is the pyramids over the surface of the silicon which are formed by attacking it with a suitable etch. As indicated in Fig. 4, these pyramids ensure that light has two chances of being coupled into the cell.

With this type of surface plus a suitable antireflection coating, less than 3 per cent of the incident light is reflected. The high absorption gives the cells a characteristic black velvet appearance. With this and other improvements, silicon cells of up to 19 per cent efficiency have been made.

At the present stage, lowering the costs of the cells is more important than increasing their efficiency. At the University of New South Wales, our research group has developed a solar cell structure which does not require a P-N junction, thus eliminating the sophisticated and expensive operations required to form it. This also greatly relaxes the quality of the silicon material required in the cells, a feature whose importance will become apparent later in this article.

The new cells — called Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) solar cells — have a layered structure consisting of silicon, silicon oxide and metal coatings. We have shown that this structure produces cells inherently as efficient as conventional cells using both single crystal and less expensive polycrystalline silicon.

Currently the silicon used in solar cells is the same as that produced for the larger microelectronics market. No advantage is taken of the fact that poorer quality silicon can be tolerated in solar cells. The cells are processed in batches as in microelectronics and assembled into solar panels largely by hand.

Large cost reductions are possible with the development of techniques more suited to mass production. Another consequence of this development would be the reduction of the energy required to produce a completed solar array. With present techniques, it takes three-six years of solar cell operation to pay back this energy. This period is expected to reduce below one year in the future.

Three different approaches look promising for these cost and energy savings.

The first is an approach where, instead of growing a cylindrical crystal of silicon, the silicon is grown in the form of a thin ribbon. Fig. 5 shows the important features of this process.

Molten silicon rises up the thin space between the two sides of a graphite die.
Solar cells: new applications as costs decrease

Prototype array using Fresnel lenses to concentrate sunlight onto water-cooled silicon cells. The array produces 1kW peak power. Large arrays of this type are expected to generate electricity at $2.00 per peak watt output by 1978, with costs reduced to around 50 cents per peak watt output by 1986.

Solar panels were used to power drifting buoy transmitters as part of a recent CSIRO marine research program.

It is seeded at the top of the die and the thin ribbon crystal is drawn off.

Ribbons up to 100mm wide and several metres long have been produced by this method. Obviously a candidate for large scale production, the major problems at the moment are with the interaction of the silicon with the graphite die.

A second promising development has occurred recently with polycrystalline cells. A method has been developed whereby silicon can be cast into large polycrystalline ingots of large polycrystal size (1-3 millimetres). The ingot is then sliced up to form wafers.

Solar cells made from these polycrystalline wafers are only marginally less efficient than those made on single crystal silicon. The wafers are cheaper and larger than those produced from the Czochralski process, and they can be square, rather than circular. This makes better use of the solar panel area.

A third approach is to deposit thin polycrystalline layers of silicon onto relatively inexpensive substrates. Ceramics, graphite, metals, and impure "metallurgical grade" silicon have all met with a degree of success as substrates. Cells of about 8 per cent efficiency have been reported on the latter. The silicon is usually deposited by the decomposition of a gaseous silicon compound. This makes this approach particularly well suited for integrating with the processes used to purify the silicon to the level required for solar cell use.

The previous approaches to lowering the costs of electricity from solar cells depend upon the introduction of a new manufacturing technology. Even with present technology, it is possible to produce solar electricity at reasonable prices by concentrating the sunlight.

In 1976, Sandia Laboratories in the USA completed a prototype 1kW peak output array using Fresnel lenses to concentrate sunlight by a factor of 50-80 onto water cooled silicon cells. Sandia estimates that a replica of this system including the lenses and the water cooling and tracking mechanism could be built for $3500 or $3.50 per peak watt output. This price is several years ahead of the ERDA cost goals for non-concentrating systems.

In 1977, Sandia issued contracts for prototypes of a 10kW array to be based on technology to cost less than $2 per peak watt output. They expect other prototype arrays to be built within the next few years which can be manufactured at 50 cents per peak watt.

With Sandia's $2/peak watt array, the main costs of a system generating electricity from solar cells shift from the generator to the energy storage system.

Since the solar energy input to a terrestrial system is not continuous, some form of energy storage is essential. The most common form of energy storage used today is lead-acid batteries. These have limitations in cost and resource availability for future large scale use.

Fig. 4: Light absorption into the cell can be increased by forming pyramids over its surface. Cells of up to 19 per cent efficiency are possible.
Several new possibilities are now being investigated for such use, including newer types of batteries, pumped water storage, hydrogen generation, reversible fuel cells, and large flywheels.

Another possibility is the idea proposed by Peter Glaser where a large station is assembled in synchronous orbit in space. This station generates power virtually continuously and beams it back to earth in the form of microwaves. This scheme eliminates storage problems and ensures that the solar cells are being used to their full potential.

Solar cell use in Australia is presently limited to providing small amounts of power for remote locations. Such uses include powering small capacity telephone and other communications services in remote locations, and powering instrumented buoys for research purposes. They are also being considered for powering electric signalling systems on the Trans Australia Railway.

By far the largest use planned for solar cells in Australia to date is by Telecom Australia for a 580 kilometre microwave trunk system between Tennant Creek and Alice Springs. There will be 13 repeater stations along the new trunk system and each will be powered by its own solar module.

Power consumption at each repeater station will be around 125W continuous. Telecom studies have indicated that solar cells have an economic advantage in this type of application for loads up to about 200W. The system is scheduled to begin operation in 1979, and will be the first large capacity multiple station system of its type in the world.

As the costs of the cells decrease further, the range of possible uses will expand. One such use is in generating electricity for outback properties in Australia.

The vast majority of rural Australia is isolated from an electrical power grid. In fact, over 50,000 properties are not connected. The typical power consumption of these properties lies in the range 4000-12,000kW hours per year.

Currently, diesel generators are used to generate the requirements of such properties. The total cost of electricity generated by this means is in the vicinity of 15-20 cents per kilowatt hour, the major portion being fuel costs. These costs will rise in the future as fuel costs escalate.

A solar cell array of 2-8kW peak rating could also be used to generate the required energy. Using a system consisting of a Sandia concentrating system ($2/peak watt), batteries for short term storage, and a small fossil fuel generator as a back-up for long periods of poor weather, the generating costs are calculated as 15-30 cents per kilowatt hour, depending upon interest rates.

Capital and interest charges form the major part of this cost. It is likely that such a system will have an economic advantage in the near future.

Looking further afield than Australia, solar electricity has a tremendous potential in improving living standards in the less developed nations. Despite the claims of some proponents, nuclear energy is not suited for accomplishing this. Electricity can be generated economically using nuclear reactors only if the reactor is very large. The electricity must then be distributed to a large number of small consumers.

The cost of installing such distribution systems is very high. Solar cells, on the other hand, require no fuel, little maintenance, and generate power right where it is required.

Australia as a well-endowed, developed nation is acting irresponsibly if it sits back and lets other countries do all the groundwork in developing solar energy. As a developed country with a demonstrated large market for solar energy products, we should at least contribute our share towards making solar energy a viable energy resource for the future.

---

**INTRODUCING OUR GREAT NEW BOLIVAR 125.**

Model 125 has the same woofer as does the Model 18 and therefore the same enclosure, and therefore the same incredible bass response. It has the same tweeter, too. And therefore the same lucid shimmer on higher frequencies.

Most of all, it allows you to make another choice within the class of great—for the price of good.

---

**Bolivar Speaker Works GREAT FOR THE PRICE OF GOOD.**

HARMAN AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.,
P.O. BOX 6, BROOKVALE, N.S.W. 2100
PH. (02) 939-2922. TLX. 24873.
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The facts behind the media confusion:

Yull Brown & the oxy-hydrogen economy

In recent months, newspapers and television news programs have run a number of stories on Mr Yuli Brown and his achievements in the field of energy conversion. Despite the garbled nature of many of the reports and their references to "perpetual motion" and "unlimited energy", EA's editor Jim Rowe accepted an invitation to go and see for himself what Yuli Brown has actually achieved. Here is Jim's report, which we believe readers will find very interesting reading.

If you've seen some of the stories in the press or on television about Mr Yuli Brown and his development of a "water fuel" welder, you probably found them rather unconvincing. With talk of unlimited energy, "secret devices", ships and cars running "indefinitely" on water, death threats and even the claim that he has come up with a "perpetual motion" device, the stories were such as to make most technically aware folk simply wince and turn away — probably concluding that Mr Brown was either a crank or a confidence trickster.

I confess that this tended to be my own reaction, after the first couple of stories had appeared. Nevertheless when some brochures and press releases arrived shortly after that from Mr Brown's company, Water Fuel Holdings, I did look through them in case my initial reaction had been wrong.

In fact the literature turned out to be quite in contrast to the stories in the news media. It still talked of "inexhaustible" energy, to be sure, but the main emphasis seemed to be on things like pollution, the rising costs of liquid and gaseous fuels, and a down-to-earth comparison between the costs and calorific values of two welding fuels: conventional oxygen and acetylene in bottle form, and a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen produced by the electrolysis of water.

But the thing that really caught my eye was a photostat of a testimonial letter from Professor John Bokris, of Flinders University. As many readers will know, Professor Bokris is one of the leading authorities on energy resource management, and a protagonist of the "hydrogen economy" concept.

In his letter Professor Bokris explained that he had accepted an invitation to visit the Water Fuel Holdings laboratories, and had been very impressed by the work Yuli Brown was doing and the results he had achieved. He described Mr Brown as a remarkably inventive man, and made it clear that he believed Brown's work may represent a significant development in the realisation of a hydrogen economy.

Needless to say, this letter did quite a bit to allay my initial scepticism. Professor Bokris is a highly qualified chemical engineer, an acknowledged energy authority, and a man whose opinions I respect. If he was convinced that Yuli Brown had come up with something significant, this must be the case.

The next development was a telephone call from Mr Paul Keegon, who works with Water Fuel Holdings as their public relations consultant. He had rung to tell me of an item to appear on national television, dealing with Yuli Brown's work, and to ask if I would watch it. I agreed to do so, and to contact WFH afterwards with a view to pursuing the matter further.

I duly watched the item as requested. It still seemed to leave the story rather confused, with talk of inexhaustible energy and secret processes. But by now I was inclined to think that there was more to Mr Brown than met the eye, particularly the eyes of non-technical newspaper or television reporters. It seemed likely that Yuli Brown and his work could make an interesting article for EA readers, so I rang up the next morning and arranged to visit the WFH laboratories in Auburn, one of Sydney's western suburbs.

By this stage I thought I had formed a fair idea of what Yuli Brown had actually achieved, and where its significance lay. But just to be on the safe side, I decided to check these ideas with the only expert I knew to be familiar with Brown's work: Professor John Bokris.

Happily, I was able to contact Professor Bokris by telephone just before the visit to WFH was due. He was most helpful, and was able to confirm that I was thinking along the right lines. As a result of this I was able to visit WFH reasonably confident that I had "done my homework", and knowing in broad terms what to expect.

The visit to the WFH laboratories turned out to be very interesting. I was able to have a long talk with Yuli Brown, who was happy to discuss any aspect of himself and his work. In contrast with the news stories about him, he himself made no claims at all concerning the supposed discovery of a source of "inexhaustible energy" or "perpetual motion". Nor was there any suggestion that his achievements to date involve "secret processes". Quite the contrary; having protected himself with patents, the details are now public knowledge and he is happy to answer any questions.

But let's get down to specifics, first about the man and then about his work. Yuli Brown is a solidly built man of medium height, who was born in Bulgaria in 1922. As a young man he studied electrical engineering at university, and after graduating, went to Moscow where he worked in a research organisation. The work was interesting, but he found life in USSR society not at all to his liking.

After spending three years in a forced labour camp for political dissidents, he managed to leave the country. However, in Turkey he was again arrested as a suspected spy, because of his education, and spent a further four years in a prison camp.
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Yuli Brown in his office at Water Fuel Holdings. His oxy-hydrogen welder may earn him millions, but already he is more interested in broader applications. (Photographs in this story by David Raffan).

In 1952 he reached Australia, where he decided to settle. Like those of many other refugees, his academic qualifications weren't recognised here; but, despite this, he was eventually able to get a job in a large manufacturing company as a laboratory technician. He became a naturalised Australian citizen, changing his name to Brown from the original Bulgarian surname — which he assures me was almost impossible for Australians to spell or pronounce!

As a laboratory technician he was able to make at least partial use of his training. He designed and built production test instruments and equipment for quality control — some of it quite sophisticated. But the projects were decided upon by others, and on the whole were rather narrow and limited in application. Not only this but when each was finished, all he got was a polite “thank you”. So he decided to go into business for himself. One of his first projects as a private designer was a gun detecting alarm system for banks and airport terminals. Patented in many countries, this uses a magnetic sensing system with three different induction signals to sense the mass, composition and surface conductivity of any metal object passing through the fields. A logic circuit compares the outputs from the sensors, and activates alarm systems or devices when a pistol or similar weapon is detected.

Although considerably more reliable than existing gun detection methods, the system does not seem to have attracted much interest. Yuli Brown thinks this may be because banks and airports are either not able or not prepared to pay for this degree of protection.

He has apparently been working on the “water fuel” concept for about seven years now. It arose from an awareness of growing world problems concerning hydrocarbon fuels: diminishing reserves, accelerating consumption, and the associated pollution. A far-sighted man, he had given these matters considerable thought well before they had become popular causes.

One of the things which made him think about electrolysis of water, he says, was a prediction by the famous writer Jules Verne. In 1875, Verne wrote in his book “The Mysterious Island” that:

"Water decomposed into its primitive elements, and decomposed doubtless by electricity, which will then have become a powerful and manageable force . . . Yes, my friends, I believe that water will one day be employed as a fuel . . ."

Of course the idea of electrolysis of water is anything but new — Michael Faraday established the basic laws of electrolysis way back in 1833. In basic terms, when an electric current is passed through water, the water is dissociated into its two component elements: hydrogen and oxygen. These are released as gases, in the same proportions as they are combined in water molecules. Two volumes of hydrogen are produced for each volume of oxygen.

Needless to say, the hydrogen and oxygen gases produced can be quite easily persuaded to react together, combining to again form water — and at the same time releasing the energy expended in dissociating them.

The idea behind all this is that electrolysis of water provides a potentially simple method of converting energy in electrical form into fuel gas, suitable both for storage and for convenient use in heating and vehicle propulsion. And a fuel gas which in contrast with hydrocarbon fuels like coal and oil has no pollution problem: the only combustion product is water vapour. (Continued overleaf)
Why hasn't the idea been put into practice? Well, hydrogen is a very inflammable gas, and a lot of people — including many scientists — have been and are still very nervous about its use as a fuel. They get particularly nervous about the idea of storing it together with oxygen, itself a very reactive element.

By tradition, it is very dangerous to mix the two gases together — particularly in the stoichiometric 2:1 proportions such that if they react together, they are both fully consumed.

In line with this view, conventional water electrolyser cells have been designed specifically to keep the generated hydrogen and oxygen separate. This has been done either by giving the cell a "U" shape, with the anode and cathode in separate legs, or by using a liquid-permeable membrane to divide the cell into two separate parts.

The problem with both approaches is that the internal resistance of the cell becomes rather high. As a result, the voltage which must be applied to the cell rises well above the theoretical value required for dissociation to take place. (Note that the quantity of gas produced is proportional to the quantity of electricity passed, measured in Coulombs or alternatively in Ampere-hours; however, the voltage drop of the cell will determine the energy consumption, in Joules or alternatively in Watt-hours.)

Conventional water electrolyser cells have thus been rather inefficient devices, in terms of the electrical energy input for a given output of gas. So that the cost of producing fuel gas by this method has been regarded as relatively high in comparison with the cost of hydrocarbon fuels, at least until recently.

What has Yuli Brown done to change the situation? Well, perhaps the main thing he seems to have done is show that contrary to what many people have believed, hydrogen and oxygen CAN be handled and stored together as a mixture — with no more danger in practice than is associated with many other fuels in common use. That an oxygen-hydrogen gas mixture can be generated, stored and used safely as a fuel in welding torches, room heaters, and conventional internal combustion engines of any desired size.

He has been doing most of these things for years now, and without a single accident. There have been explosions, but of the carefully controlled intentional variety — more about them later.

During my own visit to his laboratories, he spent some time in demonstrating just how safely the gas mixture can be handled. Not by taking any foolish risks, merely by taking advantage of modern knowledge of gaseous fuel behaviour and combustion technology.

His second main achievement follows from the first. By taking advantage of his discovery that the generated hydrogen and oxygen don't have to be kept separate, he has been able to simplify the electrolysis cell and improve its efficiency quite significantly. At the current stage of development it is possible consistently to produce more than 290 litres of gas (10 cubic feet) per kilowatt-hour of electrical energy input. This is not a figure for special cells in the laboratory, but for production prototypes using simple construction and low cost materials.

To demonstrate the practical and immediate implications of these developments Yuli Brown has devised a small gas welding plant around eight of his small electrolyser cells. Its construction is shown in the diagram. The eight main electrolyser cells are connected in series, with a ninth "control" cell to provide automatic adjustment of current flow. The low voltage DC (around 100 amps at 20V) comes from a transformer-rectifier combination of the type used in a normal electric arc welder. The transformer and rectifier are also available for use in AC or DC arc welding, so that the welder is a "three-way" set.

The cells of the electrolyser produce more than 580 litres (about 20 cubic feet) of hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture per hour, from an electrical input of around two kilowatt-hours. This is at an operating pressure of 690 kiloPascals (100psi).

Compared with the cost of conventional gas welding with oxygen and acetylene (in bottle form), Yuli's welder works out at between 4½ and 15 TIMES cheaper to run. The range is because the cost of bottled gases varies with the size of the bottles you get them in, and also because the cost of running Yuli's welder will depend upon the tariff rate you pay for your electricity.

This comparison is worked out on the basis of heat output in kilojoules per cent of total running cost. The figures for oxy-acetylene are expressed in joules per cent of cost, depending upon bottle size, while those for oxy-hydrogen from Yuli's electrolyser vary from 660 to 1410kJ per cent of cost.

This assumes 100% efficiency of the transformer/rectifier combination used to supply the electrolyser, it should be pointed out. However, Yuli's welder is still cheaper to run than an oxy-acetylene welder using bottled gas even when the transformer/rectifier efficiency is as low as 20%!

But how does the welder perform? In terms of actual welding capability, it seems to perform extremely well. The temperature of an oxy-hydrogen flame is very high — around 2800 degrees C, which is about 300 degrees hotter than oxy-acetylene.

Although he admits cheerfully that he isn't a welder, Yuli Brown takes some pride in demonstrating its capabilities: welding various metals including thin aluminium (almost impossible to weld with oxy-acetylene), cutting thin metals, and "tricks" like melting a house brick in a very short time. He told you can do this trick with oxy-acetylene, but it takes quite a while.

While I was at the WFH laboratories, an experienced welder arrived unexpectedly, asking for a demonstration. Yuli was happy to pass over the welding torch to the welder, to try it for himself. He did so, and before long pronounced himself very impressed. In particular he was taken with the ease with which one could weld thin aluminium, and with the clean nature of the welds produced.

The welds do seem to be very clean, even when the metals being welded are not themselves clean to start with. Presumably this is due to the reducing capability of the burning hydrogen, even though it is already mixed with oxygen.

Note that oxy-hydrogen welding with Yuli's welder needs less skill than welding with bottled oxygen and acetylene, because the gases are already mixed in exactly the right proportions. Also you apparently don't need special goggles, because there is no ultra-violet light produced.

But perhaps the main thing that the winder demonstrates is Yuli Brown's main thesis: that a hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture can be generated, stored and handled safely on a day-to-day, matter of fact basis. This was of course his main idea in developing it — apart from it being a product line to hopefully sell and start returning some money to Yuli and his backers!

Needless to say, the implications of Yuli Brown's achievement with the hydrogen-oxygen mixture could well go far beyond gas welders. It has obvious potential as a fuel for motor vehicles as he himself realises very well. In fact he has been running a variety of internal combustion engines on the gas mixture for some time, and has done a lot of measurements on them using his laboratory's fully instrumented dynamometer setup. He
also has a small Japanese car which has been modified to run on the gas, although the authorities are nervous and won't allow him to use it on public streets.

It turns out that an internal combustion engine needs very little modification to run on the hydrogen-oxygen mixture. The main thing is removal of the carburettor, and its replacement by a pressure reducer and throttle valve. The only other change needed to the engine itself is re-timing, to allow for the fact that the hydrogen-oxygen mixture has a higher flame speed than the normal petrol-air mixture.

Once modified, engines run particularly well on the mixture. The energy output is typically around 8% higher than the peak-tune output with normal petrol and air, and of course there is no fall-off due to changes in mixture — the hydrogen and oxygen are always mixed in exactly the right proportions for optimum combustion!

There is also a worthwhile improvement in engine life, as the only product of combustion is water vapour. So there is no carbon build-up on plugs or valves, and no corrosion of the exhaust manifold or muffler due to acid vapours in the exhaust. The engine even runs cooler, due to the absorption of heat by the exhaust water vapour as it expands on exhausting from the cylinders.

And, as Yuli Brown hastens to point out, there is no pollution. The exhaust is pure water vapour, which forms part of the normal water cycle in nature.

Now for the crucial factor — cost. The energy/cost figure for hydrogen-oxygen mixture from Yuli Brown's electrolyser varies from 660 to 1410kJ per cent, as noted earlier, depending upon the electrical tariff rate. To compare this with petrol we have to take the calorific value of petrol, which oil industry data quotes as 3498kJ per litre, and divide this by the cost in cents per litre.

If we take the current average cost of petrol in Australia as 18 cents per litre, this gives a figure of 1944kJ per cent — 36% more energy than for the gas. So that petrol is still 36% cheaper than Yuli's gas, at present in Australia. But of course the cost of petrol in Australia is considerably lower than in other countries; most experts agree that it is unrealistically low. For example the cost in many European countries is between 30 and 35 cents per litre, giving between 1166 and 1000kJ per cent. As you can see this makes the gas alternative quite attractive, already.

Even the most optimistic energy experts are agreed that the cost of petrol is going to rise quite steadily from now on, even in Australia, as the

Yuli Brown with one of his prototype electrolytic gas generators. The latest version generates more than 580 litres of oxy-hydrogen mixture per hour, from an input of less than 2 kilowatt-hours. It occupies about the same volume as that shown, but includes the welding transformer and full-wave rectifier as well. The diagram below shows the basic operation of the generator.
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oil reserves are diminished. So that the cost benefits of using Yuli Brown's gas mixture are going to steadily improve.

Of course for use in vehicles, the gas mixture would have to be stored in useful quantities. At present the only way of doing this is by storing it under pressure in conventional gas bottles. According to Yuli Brown this is quite practical, although the stored energy-to-weight ratio is not as good as for petrol. This is partly because the oxygen needed for combustion is carried along with the hydrogen, whereas with petrol only the fuel itself is carried. This gives a figure of around 4400 watt-hours per kilogram, compared with about 13200 watt-hours per kilogram of petrol.

However, while the energy-to-weight ratio is only about a third that of petrol, it is still much larger than that for batteries. These range from 40 watt-hours per kg for lead-acid types up to about 350 watt-hours per kg for the lithium-sulphur type.

As it happens, Yuli Brown isn't satisfied with the idea of simply storing the gas under pressure in normal bottles. He believes there may be more future in another approach: storing it by adsorption on metallic surfaces. This is a principle which has been known for some time, but as yet the metals which have been used are quite expensive, like palladium. Yuli hopes to do research into achieving the same results with much less costly metals, so that relatively large amounts of gas could be stored easily and safely in quite small volumes.

Apart from working on the use of his hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture in welding and vehicle propulsion, he is also working on a number of other applications. He has adapted the catalytic or "flameless" heater concept for use with the gas, and the two seem ideally suited. As the gas provides its own oxygen, such a heater uses no oxygen from the space it heats. Nor does it produce fumes or carbon monoxide — only a small amount of water vapour.

Another area Yuli is looking into is controlled explosions. He has already patented an idea for the production of heavy water, after finding that this can be produced from the hydrogen-oxygen mixture under controlled explosive combustion.

And as if all these things weren't enough, he is also looking into lots of other energy-related things. Already he seems to have come up with an improved Peltier-effect device, capable of converting electrical energy into a temperature differential and vice-versa. He is also working on an idea for a new type of primary battery.

What do the experts think of Yuli Brown and his work? Well, as I wrote earlier, Professor Bokris has seen what he has achieved and has obviously been impressed. While writing this report I have also sought comments and reactions from other scientists and academics, including Dr Geoffrey Sergeant, Senior Lecturer in Fuel Technology at the University of New South Wales, and Dr Neville Gibson, Associate Professor in the Department of Inorganic Chemistry at the University of Sydney.

Although they had not had the opportunity to meet Yuli Brown and examine his results, these learned gentlemen were in general quite prepared to concede that he does seem to have produced some interesting results, and that his work suggests worthwhile avenues for further research in connection with the longer term energy problems.

In short, despite the rather garbled and unconvincing stories about him, there seems little doubt that Yuli Brown is a serious and credible energy researcher whose work could well prove of considerable relevance in terms of the world's growing energy problems. In the short term, it seems likely to make a big impact on the welding industry, and in the long term it could have the potential to make an even bigger impact in the area of vehicle propulsion.

After meeting Yuli Brown, talking with him for many hours and seeing the current results of his work, I can only agree with Professor Bokris that he is a remarkably inventive man. A man with the vision to see new answers to old questions, and the perseverance to follow them through.

EA editor Jim Rowe gets a demonstration of the heat output from a "flameless" catalytic heater running on the hydrogen-oxygen gas mixture. It gives efficient, no-pollution heating.
Viewdata offers one of the most versatile and economic communications and information systems yet devised. It will provide an unparalleled opportunity for business to increase efficiency, and a powerful information retrieval and message handling service for the private citizen.

Developed by the British Post Office, Viewdata is a powerful new information retrieval and message handling system for business and the private citizen, with no special skills required by the user. It has the potential to turn the dream of a computer terminal in every home into reality.

In simple terms, Viewdata uses an ordinary telephone linked to a modern TV set to access information stored in a computer database. Viewdata information is fed to the television set by way of the telephone line, and decoded for display by additional decoding circuitry fitted to the set. A separate handheld pushbutton unit — somewhat like a pocket calculator in size and appearance — is connected to the set to enable the user to select the information he requires.

Central to the Viewdata concept is a set of interconnected small computers, located close to large centres of population. Each computer centre would contain in its random-accessed storage the basic data needed to support local demand.

The user would normally access this local centre for most of the information he requires, thus incurring the cost of only a local telephone connection plus a variable charge related to the information used. Provision would also be made for the user to access a regional centre, or even a national centre, for certain items of information for which a sufficiently large demand does not exist locally, but may exist regionally or nationally.

The major attraction of Viewdata is the almost limitless store of information that customers will be able to call up on the screen. This wealth of information will range from up-to-the-minute news to household hints, and from stock market prices to sports results. It will include information on such subjects as leisure activities, jobs, careers, motoring, travel, holidays, education, money, welfare services, business services, and commodity prices, as well as a wide range of facts and figures.

Independent and government agencies will be responsible for providing the information displayed on Viewdata. They would supply in a form suitable for direct use by the system. Some 80 organisations ranging from publishing houses to central government are currently developing such contributions in Britain.

But providing information from a computer database is just one facet of Viewdata. Other features include: two-way message transmission capability; interactive facilities for problem solving, for performing calculations, and for education; and the ability to act as a temporary or semi-permanent store of information for an individual's own use (phone numbers, recipes, etc).

Viewdata should thus be considered more as an information medium than as an information source. The two-way message transmission capability will, for example, enable deaf people to communicate via the telephone line for the first time.

The work of transferring information into the database is currently carried out by the Post Office Data Processing Service using special Viewdata terminals. Known as editing terminals, these consist of a television receiver modified by the addition of a Viewdata decoder, and coupled to a keyboard containing standard typewriter letter and number keys plus additional control keys for colour and format.

In operation, the page of information to be entered into the database is first arranged into the standard format for Viewdata (which it shares with Teletext) — up to 24 lines of not more than 40 characters a line to give a page with a maximum of 960 characters using up to seven colours and providing for simple line diagrams. The information is then rewritten in the computer language in which it is stored — Coral 66 — and typed in this form on the editing terminal keyboard.
Control keys on the keyboard allow information to be displayed on the terminal screen for editing. Another key then enables the operator to transfer the information into the database.

To receive Viewdata information a user would first switch on the TV set and then call up the Viewdata centre over the phone by pressing a button on a specially provided pushbutton unit. There would be no need to even lift the telephone receiver.

Then, by depressing a button on the hand-held keypad unit wired back to the receiver, the Viewdata opening display would appear on the screen. This is an index listing the subjects on which information is available. By following simple instructions displayed on the screen, the user would select the “page” of information wanted by depressing further buttons.

On the other hand, if the “page” number of the information required is known in advance, the particular page can be accessed directly, bypassing the intervening treeing structure. The display would be cut off, and the call ended, also at the touch of a button.

An alternative terminal to the modified domestic TV set is also being considered by the BPO. Known as “Viewdataphone”, this is an integrated display-unit-cum-telecommunication terminal intended mainly for the business user for desktop operation.

The extra decoding circuitry necessary to receive Viewdata may be either integral with the television set, or external to it. The external adapter approach will be very popular, at least in the initial stages, as it will allow existing sets to be used. The output from the adapter would be fed in either via the aerial lead or via a video input socket.

The integral adapter approach, however, is considered to offer the best solution in the long run. As indicated previously, a standard display format has been agreed on for both Viewdata and Teletext, and a great deal of the circuitry necessary to decode and display the information received is now common to both systems. A combined Viewdata/Teletext adapter seems likely in the future.

How does Viewdata differ from Teletext? The answer is that Teletext is strictly a broadcast information system, with a strictly limited database (if access time is to be kept realistic). Typical Teletext broadcasts are currently limited to around 100 pages.

What sets Viewdata apart is its ability to store a vast amount of information with a reasonably short access time, and the two-way message transmission and interactive facilities described above. The main advantage of Teletext, on the other hand, is the large number of people who are able to access the same item or different items of data simultaneously.

Teletext is thus seen more as a short-term news and information system, while Viewdata is more suitable for long-term reference information, message transmission, and personalised data storage.

The two systems are also quite different in a technical sense. In the Teletext system (which is a broadcast system) the whole of the database is contained in a cyclic store which
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What is ahead for spectrum users — order or anarchy?

It may, perhaps, be unjustified but it would be easy to conclude that many individuals throughout the electronics industry have a more genuine and realistic concern about law and order on the airwaves than has the Government itself. They fear that the recent policies and attitudes of the Administration can only lead to anarchy.

In the light of the present problems, it is interesting to compare the situation that once was with the situation that now is.

Until about four or five years ago, the control over radio frequency transmissions by the Radio Branch of the PMG Department was virtually complete.

Commercial radio and television broadcasters had to toe a very precise line in respect to technical parameters.

Two-way equipment manufacturers and operators had to conform to rigid guidelines in respect to design, manufacture, installation and use of such equipment.

Marine and other mobile communicators had their own peculiar rights and responsibilities.

Amateurs were hobbyists with rather special privileges, but they were privileges which had been won at the examination table and which, by and large, were jealously guarded.

And so on . . .

I am not about to say that everything during that period was good and commendable. For sure there were complaints about the administration. While Radio Branch officers were pleasant enough as individuals, their human qualities were often heavily overlaid by the attitudes of office, sufficient to exaggerate their authority. Like the Pharisees of old, they were not above adding to the law attitudes and interpretations of their own, which irked many who were expected to live by them.

But one thing was certain: the regulations were known, they were observed.

No less important, the system tended to be self-purging, because it threw up and isolated the "pirates" automatically.

Enterprising souls who elected to play at broadcasting within their street usually lasted a week at most.

And even isolated hobbyists who bought disposals gear and put it on the air, instead of stripping it down, were soon frozen out by the licensed operators.

So also were those who ventured too far towards obscenity.

But then 27MHz CB-type equipment began to appear on the horizon, largely as a byproduct of the CB explosion in America. Pressure began to build up to import them into Australia, coming initially from truckers, small boat owners, pastoralists and others who felt that they had a legitimate use and need for such equipment. Gradually others got into the act and, as they did, importers and retailers began to sense a potential growth market.

And this is where the first major fumble occurred.

While, in its own view, the Radio Branch was extremely generous in allocating 27MHz licences on the basis of need, it said "no" to truckers, "no" to pastoral groups and "no" to most others.

Precedent was paramount: "It hadn't been done before, therefore it couldn't be done again!"

But the official Radio Branch veto, a clear extension of established conventions, might have prevailed had it not been for the attitude of another arm of Government controlling customs and tariffs. They decided that it was not their job to prevent the import of 27MHz transceivers, provided the requisite formalities and charges were satisfied.

In fact many of the more responsible importers and retailers did not hurry to take advantage of this anomalous situation. Perhaps the bogeyman image of the Radio Branch still loomed too large. They were cautious and they went along with the idea of recording the names of purchasers until it became clear that it was an empty gesture and a waste of their employees' time. It was simply beyond the resources of the Radio Branch to assert authority over the increasing number of 27MHz users.

Very soon, of course, truckers, farmers, small boaters, neo-amateurs, teenagers and civil libertarians found common cause and began lobbying parliament, with the inevitable result: CB style radio was licensed in principle and it remained for the authorities to work out and impose a system of control facilities.

So what did they do?

They imposed a licence fee of $20 per set, which has since been upped to $25.

Maybe it was a carry-over from commercial licence fees; maybe there was an element of "sock the so-and-soso"; maybe there was a thought that the revenue could be used to set up more effective control facilities.

Whatever the motive(s), one immediate result was to dissuade many unlicensed operators from going "legit" and inheriting an annual fee of $40 for a couple of transceivers, in some cases quite inexpensive ones.

What made the situation worse was an industrial dispute within the
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Department which further inhibited the issue of licences over several critical weeks. As a result, the "amnesty" deadline — August 31 — passed, leaving behind a large number of CB transceivers which had not been licensed and which were no longer eligible for licensing.

By force of circumstance and by self-ordination, the operators were destined to remain pirates. A new cult had been established and entrenched.

Statistically, a few tens of thousands of unlicensed operators might represent only a small percentage of the ultimate whole but they cannot be dismissed as easily as this. If there are that many people operating without a licence with relative immunity, they provide an example and an incentive for others to follow suit, and this has been happening ever since; a very large number of people saving $25 per set per year.

Now think ahead to June 30, 1982, when the Government says that all CB activity on 27MHz must cease.

We've said it before and we say it again: this is a totally illogical proposition which the Government will not be able to enforce. Furthermore, we stick by our opinion that the Government will back off before that date and will legislate for a tapering down period beyond 1982.

But, in the meantime, the threat remains and there are many thousands of CB operators who have already made up their minds that they will go right on using their 27MHz gear as long as they want to. If they're going to be forced to operate as pirates in 1982, why pay money in the meantime and get their names on the Department's records, ready to be "picked off"?

Please understand me: I'm not counselling this attitude; I'm merely reporting what's happening, and why.

There's another aspect that I believe is worth thinking about:

Seeking to accommodate the wishes of CB protagonists, the Minister and his Department accepted the idea that licensed CBers could use callsigns derived from their club affiliation, in addition to the official number shown on their licence.

But a very practical problem follows in that only a proportion of the legal CB callsigns being used on air are recognisable as such. An operator, firing up his new CB rig, is not faced with an array of recognisable callsigns (as on the amateur bands) but by a seemingly random procession of numbers, letters and nicknames.

The users might be licensed or they might not!

I said, a little way back, that operating conditions up till a few years ago tended to throw up and isolate non-licensed operators.

Just about everything that has happened since on the CB band has had the reverse effect, tending to foster and perpetuate unlicensed operators.

---that's where the money is!

Stott's course is totally comprehensive — and includes both sophisticated electronic equipment and project materials you need to gain a thorough understanding of servicing techniques.

Divided into three self-contained sections, the course covers:

Part 1 — Introduction to Electronics (theory and practice)

Part 2 — Monochrome Television Receivers

Part 3 — Colour Television, including processing circuitry, service techniques, fault tracing and trouble shooting techniques.

Like all Stott's courses, you work with your own instructor who is an expert in this exciting and rewarding field, at your own pace, in your own home.

If you are a beginner, Stott's will teach you everything you need to know concerning television principles and receiver circuitry.

If you are already working in the field, or have completed some studies in electronics, you may be eligible to enter the course at an advanced stage.

Whether your aim is to enter the TV service industry or whether you wish to gain a thorough understanding of television theory and servicing as an aid to sales experience, this is the course which will help you make it!

Other electronics courses offered by Stott's include:

- Digital Electronics
- AM Radio Receivers
- Radio for Amateurs
- Amateur Operator's Certificate

Stotts TECHNICAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE
The name to trust in correspondence education

Please send me, without obligation, full details of the following courses:

Please (PRINT)

Mr., Mrs., Miss  Age

Address

_  _

Stott's undertake that no sales counsellor will visit

St. George's Terrace, Perth, 6000. Tel: 22 5481

290 Adelaide Street, Brisbane, 4000. Tel: 31 1627

383 George Street, Sydney, 2000. Tel: 29 2445

66 King William St., Kent Town, S.A., 5067. Tel: 42 5798

159 Flinders Lane, Melbourne, 3000. Tel: 63 5583

P.O. Box 3996, Singapore 1
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and, as an extension, irresponsible behaviour.

One does not have to listen long on
the CB bands any night to appreciate
the emptiness of the directive in the P&T
Department's documents RB-14:
"A person shall not transmit or make
a signal containing profane or obscene
words or language . . ."

Nor does one have to look very far to
discover equipment being openly
displayed and sold which is flagrantly
outside the terms of a CB licence.

Okay, so I've had a long bellyache
about the situation surrounding the CB
band, about CB pirates and CB
obscenities. What does that have to do
with behaviour by other users in other
parts of the spectrum?

Quite a lot, I believe.

For decades, commercial, military
and amateur operators alike have
accepted the relevant regulations as a
means of preserving law and order on
the frequency bands. Without trying to
present them as a lilly-white group of
people, they have tended to cooperate
with, rather than frustrate, the efforts of
the Radio Branch.

Without such cooperation, the Radio
Branch could never have made the
system work.

Now there are pirates on the air by
the tens of thousands, ignoring band
limits, ignoring splatter and
interference, ignoring procedures and
callsigns, ignoring the decencies of
public conversation, and ignoring the
pronouncements of the P&T
Department in its remote public service
ivory tower.

Seemingly it has no power to back
up its pronouncements, partly from
lack of funds and staff, and partly from
cohesive government backing. That
kind of frustration was behind the
recent work bans mentioned earlier.

And so to the emotional reaction
which I've heard over and again: "If the
Government is powerless, or doesn't
care, why should we bust our guts to
uphold their (adjectival) regulations?"

That kind of rot, once set in, all too
easily contaminates the whole.

It only needs a couple of people to
dump their rubbish into a strip of
roadside bushland to encourage others
to believe that they can do the same!

Amateurs have other reasons for
apprehension. I mention just two.

The first is that some of the smear
will wash off pirate CBers on to licensed
amateurs. To the media and the man in
the street the difference between
licensed amateurs and unlicensed
CBers is much too subtle to appreciate.
They both transmit, don't they?

The other is that unlicensed CBers,
emboldened by their apparent
immunity, and looking for new fields to
conquer, will equip themselves with
amateur band gear and carry right on.

Nor need the pirates limit themselves
to the amateur bands. A newsletter
from the Vicom company in Melbourne
notes that they have already
trespassed, overseas, on to
aeronautical frequencies. And, right
here in Australia, there are reportedly
"disciples" of the so-called "HF
International" group who communicate
on any frequency they so choose —
including 10.7MHz, reserved worldwide
as an IF channel for FM receivers.

In saying all of this, I might seem to
be championing regulations for their
own sake, and to be railing against
CBers while upholding other band-
users, amateurs in particular.

In fact, my basic concern is with
the disorderly use of the public frequency
domain and, if that means living within
national and international
treaties, so be it.

CB is involved to the extent that, here
in Australia, unwise attitudes and
decisions have combined to erode the
credibility of the administration. Either
that credibility has to be restored, or
law and order in other parts of the
spectrum will be at risk.

Am I alone in these thoughts?

Apparently not, to judge by the
number of times the subject comes up
in conversation.

Or by an exploratory group which
met recently in Sydney under the title
"Licensed Spectrum Users'
Association". It involved licensed
amateurs, licensed CBers,
representatives of the Volunteer
Coastguard, the Volunteer Coastal
Patrol etc, along with verbal support
from taxi companies and television
stations. Their common cause was —
and is — to convince the Government
of the urgent need to make its own
regulations work, before complete
anarchy takes over.

Anarchy?

I borrow the word from a yellow
and blue bumper sticker recently
released by Vicom International of
Melbourne and pictured on the first of
these pages. Literature from the same
company indicates that they are
genuinely concerned about the whole
position and prepared to inhibit sales
by supplying only licensed operators
with equipment.

Talking things over with Vicom
Director, Russell Kelly, I gathered that
he sees a double task: (a) to strengthen
the hand of those who in the P&T
Department want to see things done
in a logical and orderly manner and (b)
counter the attitude in some quarters of
Government to get no more involved in
spectrum management than they have
to.

It will be interesting to see which
philosophy emerges from the new
"Wireless Telegraphy" act, assuming
the act itself emerges.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

Are you aware??

We offer Top Brand Products at market prices with one of the largest product ranges available from a single source of supply.

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE AS LISTED:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semi-conductors</th>
<th>Passives</th>
<th>Electro-Mechanic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELCO</td>
<td>BEYSCHLAG</td>
<td>ALCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELCOMA</td>
<td>BOURNS</td>
<td>AUGAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL ELECTRIC</td>
<td>ELCOMA</td>
<td>CANNON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERMETAL</td>
<td>ERIE</td>
<td>ITT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT</td>
<td>ITT</td>
<td>J.A.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIONAL (NS)</td>
<td>SOANAR</td>
<td>JEAN RENAUD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC (RECTIFIERS)</td>
<td>SPRAGUE</td>
<td>NATIONAL (RELAY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.C.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>POMONA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANYO</td>
<td></td>
<td>ROTRON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGNETICS</td>
<td></td>
<td>SWITCHCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.I.</td>
<td></td>
<td>T.I. (IC SOCKETS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERSIL</td>
<td></td>
<td>THERMALLOY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.M.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td>WELLER SOLDERING TOOLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOLITHIC MEMORIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instant Component Service

16 GERTRUDE STREET, ARNCLIFFE
Meet the New Leader....

S.500D Specification Features
- Power output 340W R.M.S. into 4 ohms
  500W R.M.S. into 2.5 ohms
- Bridged Mono output 900W R.M.S. into 5 ohms
  640W R.M.S. into 8 ohms
- Intermodulation Distortion Less than 0.02% from
  20Hz to 20KHz F1 60Hz.
- Integral "Force Cooled Dissipators" for reliable operation into adverse loads.
- Power Bandwidth +0.1dB from D.C. to 20KHz.
- Very low Transient Intermodulation Distortion.
  Restricted rise time, fast slew rate.
- Input sensitivity 0.75V for 300W into 4 ohms.
- Noise 105dB Below 180W into 8 ohms 10Hz to 20KHz. Unweighted.
- Elaborate system protection against short and open circuit operation.
- Small size 3 3/4" x 19" Rack mounting.
- 1KVA Toroidal power supply providing 55 joules of energy.

S.500D Module
Each channel is neatly assembled into its own 'Force Cooled' modular package for ease of service.

The S500-D
A higher standard of power amplification design

- PROFESSIONAL POWER AMPLIFIERS • INSTRUMENT AMPLIFIERS • P.A. SYSTEMS
- ECHO AND EFFECTS UNITS • MIXERS

SOUNDS A LOT BETTER

Literature available from the Australian Distributors:
W. C. WEDDERSPoon PTY. LTD., 3 FORD ST., GREENACRE, N.S.W. 2190
PHONE: 642-3993; 642-2595
HOW MAGNETIC TAPE IS MADE:
WE VISIT BASF’s GERMAN FACTORY

In an attractive rural setting, in the Black Forest area of West Germany, the BASF factory at Willstadt is the source of most of the reel and cassette tapes which are so familiar to hifi enthusiasts in Australia. It was my pleasure, recently, to visit the factory and to talk with some of the people responsible for the development and quality control of BASF tape products.

by NEVILLE WILLIAMS

The Willstadt complex was not the first tape factory I had visited but it is certainly the largest, the most modern and the most deliberately planned. Outside, the vista is one of lawns, trees, cropland and mountains; inside, everything is orderly and dust-free, even in areas not specifically maintained as “white” zones.

Earlier, BASF tape manufacture had been centred at the main chemical complex in Ludwigshafen (see our last issue) but the ever-increasing demands on quality control imposed by video, computer and high definition audio tape made it desirable to re-site the operation in an area remote from industrial and urban pollution. The finer the magnetic particles on a tape become, the more gross in their effect are those foreign particles of dust which might elude filtration barriers and become part of the tape coating.

In seeking a suitable site for a tape factory, a pollution-free environment is not the only consideration. Generous quantities of water are required at various levels of purity for cooling, for the actual manufacturing processes and for staff use. Surplus water then has to be disposed of, either directly if not polluted, or after mechanical/biological purification.

Situated at the junction of the Rhine and Kinzig Rivers, the site at Willstadt offered access to river water, to underground springs and to the municipal system. Electric power was available, plus low-pollution gas for the boilers, while the main complex at Ludwigshafen — the source of most of the raw materials — was only an hour away by rail or autobahn.

Yet another important consideration was the availability of staff. As in Australia, a factory in a rural centre can draw upon a relatively stable local population, with the difference that, in Willstadt, only a few kilometres from the border, a significant proportion of the staff live in, and commute daily from nearby France.

While the Willstadt factory is modern and forward-looking, BASF’s interest in magnetic recording dates back many years — to about 1932, in fact. One of the people I talked to was Heinz Ritter, now export manager for BASF EDP products, but a man who had been part of the audio scene in the early ’30s. He had witnessed the birth pangs of audio tape and was more than happy to talk about it.

According to BASF’s handout literature, the basic idea behind tape recording — discrete magnetic particles on a non-magnetic thread — was put forward by the American engineer Oberlin Smith in “The Electrical World” way back in 1888. The idea was sound but he lacked the technology to put it to the test.

Some 10 years later, the Danish physicist Valdemar Poulsen, probably without having seen Oberlin Smith’s article, devised a number of experimental magnetic recorders using solid steel wire or strip, thereby doing what Smith had thought to be impractical: separately magnetising adjacent domains in an homogeneous magnetic body.

But while he successfully demonstrated the principle, Poulsen ran into endless mechanical trouble because the steel wire or strip tended to tangle and break. To repair it involved welding, which produced discontinuities in the magnetic pattern. Nevertheless, wire recording was gradually refined and reached a utility peak during World War II. However, it remained essentially an information medium and, despite some optimistic promotion, was never seriously considered for entertainment.
Ortofon professional cutter head type DSS 732 in action.

Latest from Ortofon is the M 20 Super—a unique magnetic stereo cartridge, based on our exclusive world-patented Variable Magnetic Shunt (VMS) principle.

When it comes to perfection in recorded sound the principle is as simple as this:
What goes in must come out.
Which means that the response from the groove of your favourite record should be as close as possible to the sound of the original master tape.

With this in mind, we at Ortofon concentrate our activities in two areas only: the production of sophisticated cutting equipment for making master records—and the manufacture of the finest pick-up cartridges to play the discs which they produce.

Most of the major record companies use Ortofon cutters. And because it is only natural that the manufacturer who knows most about making the records should also know most about playing them, our cartridges for many years have been the choice of professionals and discerning music lovers throughout the world.

Ortofon do not make turntables, amplifiers or loudspeakers. We put all our experience into developing advanced products to cover the two most critical sectors in sound reproduction: the cutting and the playback of records.

For us accuracy in sound is more than just a slogan.
It's our reason for being in business.

Ortofon
accuracy in sound
Meanwhile, the original Oberlin Smith concept had been taken up by the Dresden engineer Fritz Pfleumer around 1927–8; Pfleumer experimented with a coating of steel particles applied to the surface of a paper tape. The coating was rough — reminiscent of sandpaper — and the paper tape itself was frail, but the method held sufficient promise for his work to be taken over, in 1931, by Allgemeine Elektrizitäts Gesellschaft, better known as A.E.G. A.E.G. in turn, sought the cooperation of BASF at Ludwigshafen, which suggested the use of a plastic rather than a paper tape base. In 1934, 50,000 metres of BASF’s newly developed tape were delivered to A.E.G. to be used in their specially developed recorder, the “Magnetophon”. In the following year, the Magnetophon was shown at the Berlin Broadcasting Exhibition, along with the tape, which was by now coated with iron oxide particles and described as “Magnetophon tape”.

On November 19 of the following year, Sir Thomas Beecham and the London Philharmonic Orchestra made the first full-scale recording on magnetic tape at Ludwigshafen — an occasion which Hans Ritter remembered well. A recording of that historic session is preserved in the company archives and I was given a copy — on cassette!

A curious aspect of the story is that, while the inspiration for magnetic recording came from varied sources, and while it was exhibited publicly and involved the use of a British orchestra, it was left to the Germans to develop it, more or less in secret, as an aid to broadcasting during World War II. As recounted in our July 1976 issue, tape recording was virtually rediscovered by the invading allied forces, leading to the now worldwide tape recording industry.

But, getting back to BASF’s Willstadt complex, basic planning has been to keep all peripheral activities separate from the tape fabrication buildings, to minimise the risk of air and dust pollution. Thus, between the main assembly buildings and the adjacent Kinzig River is a group of buildings simply referred to as the “power supply”. There are electrical power distribution facilities, connected to a nearby substation, with a further connection back to the main BASF works at Lugwigshafen. Gas is taken from the national grid and fed to three boilers, which produce hot water and steam. There is a compressed air plant, a nitrogen gas plant and yet another to produce cooling liquid for air conditioning. Output from the power supply area is transferred to the main assembly buildings by a complex network of pipelines.

One facility is especially worthy of mention. Lacquer solvents feature large in the tape manufacturing process and it would be both hazardous and wasteful if the vapour from the lacquer (as it hardens on the tape) was allowed to escape in the factory. All but the merest whiff is sucked from the drying ovens to a condenser in the power supply area, where it is recovered, ready for re-use.

Add to all this a maintenance workshop, a water purification plant, staff amenities and canteen, ambulance station, etc, and you have quite a complex before the production of tape even begins! And I haven’t mentioned a nearby housing estate which the company had to set up to accommodate key employees transferred from Ludwigshafen.

Once inside the actual factory area, the visitor is given a substantial white coat intended to confine the lint and dust particles which are shed by ordinary street clothing. One does not have to walk very far, so clad, before starting to wish that one could shed the clothing and wear just the coat!

Even so, donning the coat admits one only to the so-called “black” areas of the factory — those areas which are merely clean. Admission to critical “white” areas is limited to those wearing approved dust-free clothing, with access via a special chamber where the person concerned is “scrubbed” with a clean air draught.

Employees working in these areas have their own “white” changing rooms and their own “white” canteen. The “unwashed” — visitors included — can observe the “white” processes only through viewing windows. The basis for practically all modern recording tape is a base foil of clear polyester, which comes from specialist manufacturers in rolls a metre or so wide. Tape manufacture involves coating one side of the foil with a magnetically sensitive layer, slitting it into separate tapes, which are wound onto the spools as pictured.

Film from a roll on the far side of the slitter, passes through precision knives and is slit into separate tapes, which are wound onto the spools as pictured.

A tape coating unit at Willstadt. The clear film is washed, dried and surface treated. The magnetic coating is then applied, grain aligned while still wet, then dried and glazed. Finally the coated film is rolled into a finished “block”.
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SPECIAL PURCHASES

GARRARD Model SL65B

RECORD CHANGER AT LESS THAN 1/3 LIST PRICE — $29.50
(RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE $110.00)

SUPPLIED WITH GOLDRING MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE AND DIAMOND STYLUS.

CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH SHURE M75-6 MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE AND DIAMOND STYLUS AT $2.50 EXTRA — ALL CHANGERS NEW IN ORIGINAL CARTONS

SPECIFICATIONS:
A precision automatic and manual record-playing unit fitted with Garrard Synchro-Lab4 pole shielded motor to provide constant speed conditions for the 10⅞ inch aluminium turntable.
The low resonance tubular pickup arm is counter-balanced with a resiliently mounted weight to permit light sensitive tracking, and the slide-in cartridge carrier enables stylus inspection and the interchange or replacement of cartridges to be carried out simply and quickly.

Fine stylus force adjustment and bias compensation are both calibrated for accurately setting the arm to give optimum playing conditions for the chosen cartridge.
The fluid-damped level-type cue and pause control ensures gentle lowering of the pickup to the surface of the record and the record-stabilizing overarm swings back out of the way for more convenient single-record play.
Up to eight 12-inch 33 1/3 rev/min records of the same speed, size and stylus setting can be played at one loading, single records can be repeated automatically.
A short spindle is supplied for single record play records.

Precision engineering is reflected in the styling of the SL65B, which is elegantly finished in black and silver.

Size (including rear and side overhang of pickup arm) 14⅞in (374.5mm) wide by 12½in (317.5mm) front to rear by 4⅝in (114.5mm) above and 2 15/16in (75mm) below lower edge of unit plate.

Performance: Wow and flutter better than 0.14%.m.s
Rumble (relative to 1.4cm/sec at 100Hz) better than —

POST AND PACKING EXTRA NSW $2.75 Vic., SA & Qld $4.75, Tas., WA & NT $6.00 (Reg. post $2.00 extra)

BASE AND PERSPEX COVER AVAILABLE AT $25.00 EXTRA Plus Postage

NEW STANDARD PM-403 W-24 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER AT LESS THAN TRADE PRICE

MANUFACTURED BY STANDARD RADIO CORPORATION — A MAJOR JAPANESE ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURER

SPECIFICATIONS:
Continuous power 12 watts R.M.S. per channel at 8 ohms. (24 watts) at 1KHz.
Harmonic distortion at 1KHz 0.5% to 10 watts.
Power bandwidth 20-20,000Hz at 8 ohms.
Frequency response 15-40,000Hz.
Signal to noise ratio Aux 70db Mag. 60db.
Bass control +10db at 100Hz Treble control +10db at 10,000Hz.
Input sensitivity Mag. 2.5mv, Cer. 150mv.

$59.00 plus post & packing

NSW $3.50
VIC. QLD. SA $5.00
WA, TAS. $6.50 (Reg. post $2.00 extra)

CLASSIC RADIO
245 PARRAMATTA RD, HABERFIELD 2045. PHONES 798-7145, 798-6507.

HIFI NEWS — continued

distorted tape spells big trouble for the ultimate user.

Extreme care is necessary also in preparing the oxide coating which will ultimately be applied to the polyester base film.

The oxide particles used by BASF in the manufacture of their ferric tape are minute needle-like crystals less than .00004 inch in length and so small that they can only be inspected with the aid of an electron microscope.

These particles are combined with a lacquer and a solvent, and subjected to a protracted pulverising and mixing procedure. The aim is to break up any clumps and to ensure that each single oxide needle is completely wetted by the lacquer and isolated from all other needles. After filtering to separate out any residual clumps or solids, the liquid is stored, agitated and kept ready for transfer to the coating machine through polished stainless steel pipes.

While the consistency of the liquid and other details are matters which tape manufacturers don’t talk about, the actual application of the coating to the base film is allied to a printing operation. The ink-like magnetic liquid is applied to a roller system which ensures a very even layer of the required thickness — typically one hundredth of a millimetre — and this is then transferred to the surface of the film.

To ensure good adhesion, however, the polyester film is first washed as it comes off the roll, then dried and given other (unspecified) surface treatment. Immediately after “printing”, and while the coating is still in liquid form, the film passes under a magnetic field which causes the needles to move in the coating and to align themselves along the longitudinal axis of the film. The tape then passes into a hot-air drying tunnel which also collects the lacquer vapour. The now-dry film is electronically monitored for coating thickness, and passed between polished and heated rollers to thoroughly glaze the coated surface. It is then rolled into a completed “block”, ready for the next operation.

The exact formulation and the thickness of the coating required depend on what the tape is to be used for: audio reel, cassette, long play, double play, video, data recording, etc. It may not be a ferric formulation at all, but chromium dioxide with even tinier needle crystals.

Or it may be a double coated tape: chromium oxide on top of ferric oxide. And this is where the obvious question failed to evoke a definitive answer:

“Just how are the two coatings applied? In separate passes?"

“That would be one way of doing it... I next question...”
Some time later, the “blocks” are loaded on to a slitter which parts the fullwidth coated film into tapes of the required width: approximately seventh-inch, quarter-inch, half-inch, etc. The “knives” must be very sharp, so as not to curl the edges of the tape, and very precisely set — typically within a tolerance of .00004 inch in the case of quarter-inch tape.

Two rolls of tape from each block are diverted to a product testing laboratory, which operates quite separately from the factory’s own quality control section. If the specimen rolls fail in any respect, the whole block is condemned. If the rolls pass the lab tests, the remaining rolls are spooled and packaged for distribution but, even in the process, are scanned by photoelectric cells looking for any visual departure from normal.

I gathered that the records for each batch, along with a sample of professional tapes, at least, are filed away for possible future reference. This makes it possible to react in a constructive manner to any user complaints and also to determine whether such complaints are isolated, or add up to a pattern.

The electrical tests involve the kind of procedures and instrumentation one would expect, aimed at verifying the basic magnetic parameters of the coating, as well as the ones most apparent to the user — freedom from noise, dropouts and distortion, frequency response, etc.

Because I was expecting just this kind of instrumentation, I was much more intrigued by the mechanical tests. Those for tensile strength, stretch and breaking strain were obvious in their intent, but the test for curling involved snipping a few centimetres of the tape and resting it in an edgewise loop on a vibrating steel plate; when so agitated, the tape must not curl into a loop of less than a specified diameter. My guide for the occasion, tape engineer Klaus Goetz, explained that tape which had an undue tendency to curl may deviate from the intended path on a deck, and may even tangle if the tension is not maintained.

Cupping of the tape and rough or rippled edges are evaluated by visual comparison with standards. Longitudinal twist is evaluated by laying a metre or so of tape along a gently inclined table and smoothing it into its natural position by allowing a metal cylinder to roll freely down the incline on top of the tape. The rolling cylinder, pushing a slight buckle ahead of it, will smooth a neutral tape into a line straight down the incline. If the tape has any twist — a “memory” of some stress during original manufacture — it will form a gentle arc away from the reference line; this is readily measurable.

While the Willstadt factory produces a variety of open reel tapes for audio, computer and video applications, along with domestic video cartridges, I gathered that blank compact audio cassettes dominate the present market. Certainly a large and very busy area in the factory is devoted to the task of bringing together cassette shells manufactured in a French BASF factory, and all the tiny bits and pieces, and spooling in the locally made tape.

It is all highly mechanised, with female operators feeding and supervising the machines which do the actual fabrication. Again, random production samples are diverted to the test centre for further checks, including a whole bank of machine-actuated desks which put the cassettes through repeated play, wind and rewind cycles.

One couldn’t help but wonder what was being life-tested — the cassettes or the decks?

Newly spooled tape from the slitter is checked on special equipment to ensure that it conforms to standard. Later, it will be cut into commercial lengths, fitted with coloured leaders and spooled into the familiar reels and cassettes.

But the BASF Willstadt story would not be complete without reference to the computer-controlled bulk store.

Operating largely unseen behind glass viewing ports and sliding fireproof panels, it is comprised essentially of a row of huge steel racks, each of which looked to me about 20 metres high and about as long. Between the racks are mobile stackers running on rails and served by a conveyor belt system along the front.

When a completed carton of tapes, cartridges or cassettes is placed on the conveyor belt, a computer decides where in the various racks it can conveniently be stored. The conveyor belt and a stacker are instructed to put it in that position, while the computer commits to memory what the package was, when it was accepted and where it was put.

When orders are to be fulfilled, the sequence is reversed. The computer notes the incoming order, checks through its memory to identify its stock of the particular item and decides which carton(s) to extract. The appropriate stacker recovers the nominated carton(s) and deposits them on the conveyor belt which delivers them to the dispatcher. At the same time, the computer adjusts the stock records and initiates other paperwork.

The point is that only the computer knows where everything is in what, to a human storeman, would be a huge random stock of cartons. I asked Klaus Goetz what would happen if something catastrophic happened to the computer’s memory.

His answer was along the line “God only knows!”

Because supplies of BASF tapes seem still to be coming forward, I can only assume that the computer is still working!
Each B & W speaker comes with its own written proof of superb performance:

B&W's reputation is based on producing clean natural sound without distortion, even at low volume. Each B&W speaker is tested in an Anechoic Chamber and issued with its own individual pen graph. You know exactly the performance of the speaker you are buying.

B&W DM6 Monitor
A brand new design. A high powered dynamic loudspeaker with low colouration and very high transient performance.

B&W DM2A Monitor
A more conventional design, utilising B&W research into acoustic line rear loading. Brilliant clarity and lack of distortion.

B&W DM4 Monitor
A speaker with large B&W Monitor characteristics; its performance surpasses speakers of much greater size.

B&W DM5
A speaker for small living areas. It has above average performance at moderate cost.

Hear B & W Speakers at:

N.S.W.: CONVOY SOUND WOOLLOOMOOLOO SHOWROOM 357 244; CONVOY SOUND CITY SHOWROOM 29 1364; INSTROL HI-FI PTY LTD. (CITY) 232 5523 (EASTWOOD) 85 2726; MILVERSON PTY. LTD. (CHATSWOOD) 412 2122 (PARRAMATTA) 635 3588; ARROW ELECTRONICS 23 5858; RUSSIN HI-FI 799 2423; PITMAN'S RADIO & T.V. (MAGCA) 25 2155; ALBURY AUDIO CENTRE 25 1712; WRATH CENTRE HI-FI (BATHURST) 31 2088; A.C.T.: DURATONE 82 1386; VICTORIA: ALLANS MUSIC (AUST) LTD. 63 0456; ENCEL ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 42 3761; INSTROL HI-FI (VIC) PTY. LTD. (CITY) 67 5831 (FRANSTON) 783 7535; SOUTHERN SOUND (CITY) 67 7869 (MOORABBIN) 37 7245; TIVOLI HI-FI 81 2872; THE SOUND CRAFTSMAN 509 2444; BUY RITE ELECTRIX 42 6200; OMNISOUND 24 2428; QUEENSLAND: JOHN GIPPS SOUND 36 0080; PREMIER SOUND (NTH. ROCKHAMPTON) 27 4200; TARGA ELECTRONICS (CAIRNS) 53 2735; RUSS ADAM (TOWNSVILLE) 71 5618. TASMANIA: BEL CANTO (HOBART) 34 2008. WEST AUSTRALIA: TECHNICAL SERVICES PTY. LTD. 31 5455; SOUTH AUSTRALIA: BLACKWOOD SOUND CENTRE 278 1281; ALLANS MUSIC (AUST) PTY. LTD. 223 5533; SOUND SPECTRUM 223 2181.

B&W DM5
A speaker for small living areas. It has above average performance at moderate cost.

B&W Sole Australian Agents
Convoy Inverntional Pty. Ltd.
4 Dowling Street, Woolloomooloo, 2011
Sydney, N.S.W. Tel: (02) 357-2444
387 George Street, Sydney, NSW.
Tel: (02) 29-1364
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“The Brain”
Sharp’s new RT-3838 cassette deck

Claiming an “industry first”, the Sharp Corporation recently introduced to the Australian market their “Optonica Electronic Tape Processor RT-3838”, the name they have given to their new microprocessor controlled cassette deck. It represents a significant forward step in bringing the cassette deck to the level of automation already achieved by the most ambitious disc players.

To reverse Sharp’s publicity, “The Brain, The Body”, the basic deck is in line with modern practice: front loading, a full range of tape traverse controls (manually operated), twin VU meters with LED peak indicator, stereo Mic and line inputs with mixing facilities, phone jack, output level control, bias and equalisation for three types of tape, Dolby, memory rewind, etc.

Electrical specifications are also well in line with modern practice.

But the RT-3838H also has a “brain” and a liquid crystal readout which begins by displaying the time (quartz controlled), and also acts as a tape counter and elapsed time indicator while the tape is in motion. More than that, it will locate and play any song, or songs in any order, go back to any nominated point on a tape ready for replay, switch itself on and/or off at any time, thereby doubling as an alarm clock or serving to record any required session on a radio or TV receiver.

If you want to know how it all works and what the all buttons are for, best you write to the distributors and ask for a brochure on the RT-3838: Sharp Corporation of Australia Pty Ltd, P.O. Box 233, Fairfield NSW 2165.

Stanton 881S moving-magnet cartridge

Stanton Magnetics Inc has recently introduced a new top-of-the-line magnetic cartridge, the 881S. It is a moving-magnet design, with a rare-earth magnet and "nude stereohedron" stylus. Outstanding features of the performance are high signal output and excellent tracking.

Now what on earth is a "nude stereohedron"? Before those of you with more fertile imaginations start running riot, I can assure you that it is relatively prosaic. Stereohedron is, in fact, the Stanton CD-4 stylus shape which is similar to Shibata, Ichikawa and others. Like the Japanese variants, the Stereohedron is shaped from a "nude" square shank diamond which (so we're told) results in lower tip mass.

The reason for using a "rare earth" magnet is to obtain a very small but powerful magnet which results in a high signal output from the cartridge coils. And the fact that this magnet attached to the stylus cantilever is minuscule means that the effective tip mass is very low. The figure quoted is 0.2 milligrams.

In other respects, the new 881S cartridge is similar to the 681 model which is continuing in production. It has the same shape and same "long-hair" brush, 12.7mm mounting centres and colour-coded output terminals.

And as with other Stanton brush-equipped cartridges, the 881S must have a tracking force which is one gram greater than the effective stylus tracking force, to overcome the upward force of the brush. In practice, the tone arm is set for a tracking force of two grams.

If desired the brush can be easily removed. Under these conditions the tone arm is set normally and the tracking force set to 1 + 0.25 grams.

Specified load for the 881S is 47k with shunt capacitance, made up of connecting cables and preamplifier input capacitance, of 275 picofarads. DC resistance of the cartridge is 900 ohms while the inductance is 510 millihenries. This last figure means that the cartridge should be relatively tolerant of variations in shunt capacitance away from the specified figure.

Nevertheless, our tests were performed with the specified load. We found the optimum true stylus tracking force to be 1 gram, with little to be gained at the maximum setting of 1.25 grams. The stylus brush does not affect the tracking in the slightest, although it may render the antiskating adjustment a little more vague. Suffice to say that with the optimum figure of 1 gram, the 881S sailed through every tracking test we could provide. Quite simply, it rendered the best tracking performance we have seen to date.

We did not, however, try the tracking performance at settings below 1 gram. There seems little purpose in such an exercise and, in any event, most tone arms become increasingly inaccurate in the tracking settings at figures below 1 gram.

Frequency response and separation between channels was tested with the CBS STR-100 test record. This gave results which did not quite tally with the calibration data supplied with the 881S. For a start, the data quotes the frequency response from 10Hz up but notes that the low frequency response will be a function of the tone arm. We measured the frequency response at within ±1dB from 60Hz to 18kHz. Below 60Hz, the response showed a slight rise and above 18kHz, a fall of 4.6dB at 20kHz. Separation between channels was —28dB at 1kHz in both directions and in excess of 20dB over the whole range from 100Hz to 20kHz.

Square wave response at 1kHz was particularly good, with very small overshoot and absence of ringing. Waveform on sinewaves was not so good in the range above 8kHz, but this normally does not have audible effects.

Output voltage of the cartridge is quoted at 0.9mV/cm/sec and we measured it as 5mV at 5cm/sec. This is a big improvement over the output available from most premium quality cartridges. When combined with the efficient shielding of the 881S, the result is a very good signal-to-noise ratio.

Sound quality of the Stanton 881S is neutral. It does not sound spectacular — one forgets about the cartridge when it is playing. When you come right down to the nitty-gritty, there can be no better comment than that.

Undeniably, the Stanton 881S is very expensive. Recommended retail price of the 881S is $199. The replacement stylus, D81, is $99. Accessory styli are available for monophonic LPs and 78 rpm discs.

Further information on the 881S and other Stanton cartridges can be obtained from hifi retailers or from the Australian distributors, Leroya Industries Pty Ltd, 266 Hay Street, Subiaco, WA or interstate offices. (L.D.S.)
WHY YOUR NEXT CASSETTE SHOULD BE A MAXELL UD

THE SHELL — Even the best tape can get mangled in a poorly constructed shell. That's why Maxell protects its tape with a precisely constructed shell, made of lasting heavy-duty plastic.

No fixed guide posts are used. Instead, Maxell uses nylon rollers on stainless steel pins thus eliminating the major cause of skipping, jumping and unwinding.

A tough teflon (not waxed paper) slip sheet keeps the tape pack tight and flat. No more bent or nicked tape to ruin your recording.

Maxell doesn't use a welded seal, but puts the cassette together with precision screws. Result — Maxell doesn't jam.

THE RESEARCH — More than twenty years ago, Maxell produced their first reel of magnetic tape. At that time, Maxell made a commitment to produce and sell only the finest magnetic products their technology could create.

That commitment still stands today.

THE TAPE — This continuous research has lead to the development of the Maxell UD (ultra dynamic) cassette. A tape that has a coating of super-fine PX gamma ferric oxide particles with an extra smooth mirror-finish surface.

All of this adds up to high output, low noise, distortion free performance and a dynamic range equaling that of open reel tapes.

THE LEADER — A leader tape that has a four function purpose.

a) Non-abrasive head cleaning leader (cleans recording head for 5 secs.).

b) 5 second cueing line (recording function starts 5 seconds after the line appears).

c) Arrows indicating direction of tape travel.

d) A/B side mark (indicates which side is ready for play).

Now you know why your next cassette should be a Maxell UD (ultra dynamic).

The sound expert's cassette UD available in C60, C90 and C120
Distributed by Hagemeyer (Australasia) B.V. Branches in all States.
A speaker unlike any other

The Acoustic Matrix enclosure yields performance unattainable with a conventional wood enclosure.

Nine drivers are mounted in the Acoustic Matrix enclosure, four on each rear panel and one facing forward.

A tapered Reactive Air Column radiates the lowest bass from the four drivers on each rear panel.

Introducing the Bose 901 Series III.

In 1968, Bose introduced an unconventional loudspeaker system: the legendary Bose 901. Now, we are introducing a new speaker of revolutionary concept, design materials, and performance: the Bose 901 Series III.

What you will hear.

You will be struck by a sense of immediacy and presence, spaciousness of sound, and accurate stereo image almost anywhere in the room. Equally startling are the realism and accuracy of the timbre of each instrument, the clarity and dynamic range of the deepest bass notes, and the precise definition of individual instruments.

Efficiency

Most dramatic, however, is the remarkable efficiency with which this level of performance is achieved: the new 901 Series III can produce the same volume of sound with a 15 watt amplifier as the original 901 with a 50 watt amplifier. This dramatic breakthrough in the basic economics of high-fidelity makes it possible to put together a high performance component system at a lower price than was previously possible, even though the 901 Series III is a more expensive speaker than its predecessor.

Technology

Spectacular performance and efficiency are the results of proven Bose design concepts and technological innovations that include the unique, injection-molded Acoustic Matrix enclosure and a new, ultra-high-efficiency driver.

At the same time, the 901 Series III is (as is the original 901), a Direct/Reflecting speaker with a separate electronic equalizer.

To appreciate the spectacular performance of the Bose 901 Series III, simply ask a Bose dealer to play the 901 III in comparison to any other speaker, regardless of size or price.

We submit that the 901 Series III provides more value in concepts, materials and performance than any other loudspeaker.

Please send me the 16 page colour brochure on the Bose 901 Series III.

Name
Address
State
Postcode

To: W. C. Wedderspoon Pty. Ltd.
3 Ford St., Greenacre, NSW 2190
Phone: 642-3983
Australian distributors
Improved Solid State Multimeter

Here is a brief article explaining how to improve the performance of the author's solid state multimeter design, published originally in the April 1976 issue. The changes are straightforward, and make a very worthwhile improvement to performance.

by COLIN CHRISTENSEN*

The following article outlines two modifications to effect improvements in the Solid State Multimeter I described in the April 1976 issue.

The first eliminates meter drift during "warm-up" which was most noticeable on the lower millivolt ranges. This drift originates in the regulated voltage supply for the MPF105 FET transistor. With the advent of the reasonably priced CA3130 MOSFET operational amplifier this problem can be overcome. In the revised circuit a CA3130 is used to replace the MPF105, the original IC1 and the regulated supply for the FET.

The second modification is to switch the output of IC1 directly to the meter for DC measurements, and to reserve the use of the precision rectifier for AC only. This overcomes the previous situation of using the rectifier for both AC and DC, where the measurement of DC having a relatively large AC component superimposed on it would have given an erroneous reading.

A four pole changeover switch is used for this purpose, the original S3 now being designated S3a, one of the poles of this switch. The modified circuit diagram shows the additional circuitry for the AC-DC switch.

The dotted line encloses that part which is built on the piece of 0.1 inch Veroboard, and should be read in conjunction with the rest of the circuit on page 77 of the April issue. The new component layout uses the same board as previously. Note the new position of the 680ohm resistor that replaces the 820ohm one. Take the usual precautions when handling and soldering the CA3130 as for other MOS devices.

The CA3130 has a maximum rating of 16V so the battery supply has to be reduced to plus and minus 6V. This can be supplied from eight AA size cells housed in a battery holder. Remember that a centre tap of the battery supply is needed, and is achieved by soldering a length of hookup wire to the appropriate connector in the battery holder.

The value of R needs to be equal to the meter resistance, nominally 100 ohms. In my case, a value of 120ohms was just right. Try a 120ohm resistor first and connect the completed meter set to one of the mA ranges to a current source so that a near full scale reading is produced.

If R is the correct resistance required, the meter will read the same on AC as on DC. If lower, try different values of resistors starting at say 2.2k, connected in turn across the 120ohm resistor until equal readings on both are achieved. The multimeter will now have to be calibrated again, particularly the 1V range.

The modified circuit for the active part of the multimeter. A CA3130 FET-input op amp replaces the original discrete FET and 741 input IC, while the meter is now switched for AC and DC.

At left is the component overlay for the new amplifier section, built on a piece of Veroboard identical in size to the original.

Parts List for Conversion
1 CA3130 op-amp
1 four pole, double throw switch
1 8 cell battery holder
1 battery clip
2 10k resistors
1 680ohm resistor
hookup wire, solder, etc.
1 100pf capacitor
2 zener diodes, 3.3V.

*17 Centaur St, Redcliffe, Qld 4020
DICK SMITH IS GROWING

Buy your Christmas presents now Only 355 days to go...

SCIENCELAND

Scienceland electronic project kits: the kit you don't have to solder. Each kit uses the same basic 'breadboard', you alter the connections as per the explicit instruction booklets that come with each kit. Ideal for the absolute beginner.

4-IN-ONE KIT: Makes 4 different projects including a crystal set. Complete with everything you need. Cat K-2024 ....... $6.95

10-IN-ONE KIT: Similar to above, but makes a total of 10 projects, superb value. Cat K-2026 ...... $9.95

65-IN-ONE KIT: The whopper. 65 different kits, with some really different experiments into electronics possible. Cat K-2028 ....... $27.50

DICK'S VALUE KITS!

MUSICOLOR 111: Turn any party into a swinging affair! Colored lights are controlled by music. Complete kit with full instruction manual. Build in time for next Christmas! Cat K-3140 .... $59.00

STROBE LIGHT: Ideal companion to Musicolor! A pulsating, vibrant white light which freezes movement. Kit is complete with expensive photographic reflector for highest light output. Cat K-3150 .... $27.95

PLAYMASTER AMPS:

Your choice of 25W/channel or 40W/channel. Both have quality finish front panel, superb electronics. Comes with absolutely complete instruction/construction manual, competitive value.

25/25 Kit Cat K-3410 .......... $95.00

40/40 Kit Cat K-3411 .......... $119.50

PLAYMASTER SPEAKERS:

2 models, 53 litre 3-way & 75! 3-way. Both superb performers, easy to build — save money on equivalent commercial units.

53 litre: $189.25/ pair order cat nos C-2044 & C-2624

75 Litre: $254.00/ pair order cat nos C-2042 & C-2622

HERE ARE OUR 2 NEW STORES:-

ADELAIDE CITY.
203 WRIGHT STREET, TELEPHONE: 212 1962.

MELBOURNE CITY.
399 LONSDALE STREET, TELEPHONE: 67 9834.

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS
UP, HE’S JUST REACHED 8!
(STORES, THAT IS – PLUS 170 DEALERS ACROSS AUSTRALIA!)

BACK IN STOCK!
The Radio Amateur Handbook!
Cat. B-2218.
OUR MOST SOUGHT-AFTER BOOK! For anyone who wants to no more about amateur radio, electronics and communications.
GREAT VALUE AT $12.00

BRILLIANT SCOTCHLOK CONNECTORS
FOR PACK OF 2!
$50
JOINING WIRES! Don’t waste time stripping, soldering, insulating... Use a Scotchlok. Place the wires to be joined inside and squeeze! IDEAL FOR INSTALLING CB!

BASES CASSETTE HOBBY BOX
Here’s what every cassette owner needs — the BASES cassette hobby box. Contains splicing tape, leader, erase tape, cassette parts, scissors, tweezers, etc. For editing, caring for or repairing cassettes.
SAVE $5.45!
NOW ONLY $9.90
Cat. C-3500.

SUPERB NEW RAMBLER BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
WE SEARCHED THE WORLD FOR A QUALITY T' TABLE — here it is. The Rambler Belt Drive. All the features you’d expect on a quality unit, and it is housed in a deluxe plinth with perspex cover. Cartridge supplied, too!
Cat. A-3070.
RECOMMENDED RETAIL IS $181.00!
OUR PRICE $135

FIGARO GAS SENSOR
as used in ETI Project. In stock and now
$8.90
CAT. Z-6860.

HANDY SOLDERING SET
$3.95
Even if you’re an old hand at soldering, you’ll find this set handy! T-2610.

IDEAL WELLER SOLDERING IRON FOR THE HOBBYIST
WELLER SP25D SOLDERING IRON. The ideal iron for the beginner or expert. For general electronic & service work.
ONLY $11.50
T-1030.

MICROPROCESSOR BOOKS
YES! WE HAVE BOOKS ON THIS FANTASTIC NEW SUBJECT — including:
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, Volume 6. This is for the ABSOLUTE beginner, new to computers.
ONLY $12.00
Cat. B-2339.

DIY PROJECTS
SUPERB BURGLAR ALARM TODAY!
STOP! Stop alarm system may be essential to your security needs. This kit contains all necessary parts to build a reliable system. Easy to assemble. Low cost. Scale is large, easy to read.
$39.50
L-510.

AMATEUR BOOKS
WE HAVE DEALERS RIGHT ACROSS AUSTRALIA - THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU!
For wet & dry bulb measurements . . .

An electronic dual thermometer

Have you ever wanted to be able to measure temperature in two places at once, either close together, or remotely? Alternatively, you may be interested in weather observations and you would like to have facilities for wet and dry bulb thermometer readings for checking relative humidity. This little device will do either of these things for you, simply with the flick of a switch.

In September 1968, we described an electronic thermometer using a thermistor as the sensing device. The thermistor does the job very well, but it is not linear in its temperature/resistance characteristic and a meter scale must be specially calibrated to suit.

Later on, in July 1971, we described another electronic thermometer and on this occasion the sensing device was a silicon diode. Compared with the thermistor, the forward voltage drop versus temperature characteristic of the silicon diode is almost linear, being about —2mV/°C. This means that it is possible to use a meter with a linear scale already fitted, an obvious advantage.

The uses for a thermometer are many and varied. Some of the advantages which an electronic thermometer offers over the conventional mercurial thermometer are that the electronic unit is much easier to read, the response to temperature change is fast, and remote readings can be made quite easily, to mention just a few.

The units which we have described previously only provided for one probe and so only one reading could be taken at any one time. However, there are occasions and circumstances where two readings are wanted, either close to each other physically, or separated by some considerable distance. As an example of the latter, it may be required to take a temperature measurement indoors and one at a remote distance outside of a building. Under bad weather conditions, the advantage of such a system does not have to be stressed!

There could be many instances where two readings may be required in close proximity to each other. One instance which interests the writer is where the temperatures are to be measured in the respective positions of a double oven designed for use with a precision crystal oscillator. Another application, and one which will become obvious, is the classic case where relative humidity is to be measured by means of the wet and dry bulb principle.

With this latter thought in mind, we decided to make up a new unit with two probes, which could be used for relative humidity measurements, or whatever else readers may wish to do with it.

Faced with the idea of coming up with a dual probe thermometer, the next question was how best this could be done. Fairly obviously, an op-amp such as the 741 should be considered. With two input circuits to the 741, it seemed reasonable to consider the possibility of putting a probe in each of the inputs. This idea was investigated and while it could be done, there

The completed instrument, housed in a standard case. The wet and dry "bulb" arrangement can be seen at right.

by IAN POGSON
emerging at the output, pin 6. Arranged by switching a single meter op-amp, with the amplified signal diode is amplified many times in the voltage drop across the sensing silicon wet and dry bulb temperatures for application where it is necessary to determine the difference between the two output readings can be displayed on the meter. This has an arrangement which we have adopted.

The circuit shows the two 741s connected as differential amplifiers, with adjustable negative feedback and a silicon probe at one input and an adjustable offset trimpot at the other input. Any small change in the forward voltage drop across the sensing silicon diode is amplified many times in the amplified signal emerging at the output, pin 6.

With this circuit arrangement, it is possible to set the amount of gain with the trimpot in the feedback circuit and the offset voltage with the trimpot in the other input, such that the output voltage can be made to read out degrees Celsius (or Fahrenheit) directly on the scale of a meter connected across the amplifier output. In actual fact, the feedback trimpot sets the upper limit of the scale, while the offset trimpot sets the lower limit.

Metering for both circuits has been arranged by switching a single meter across either of the amplifier outputs. A third metering position has been provided such that the difference between the two output readings can be displayed on the meter. This has an application where it is necessary to determine the difference between the wet and dry bulb temperatures for computing the relative humidity. No doubt the feature could also be used to advantage in other applications.

In those cases where readers have no interest in making relative humidity readings, the terms “wet bulb” and “dry bulb” will have no significance. Indeed, the “bulbs” really refer to the bulb of a mercurial thermometer, which has been replaced by the bead enclosing the silicon diode element.

The power supply, although fairly straightforward, has a couple of interesting aspects. Rather than complicate the supply by providing positive and negative parts equally about the earth line, we used the alternative of placing a voltage divider consisting of two 470 ohm resistors across the supply. The junction of the two resistors then becomes the centre reference. The second point relates to voltage regulation, which is essential. In order to reduce to a minimum any temperature coefficient effects of a single zener diode, we chose a combination of a 5.1V and a 5.6V in series, giving a nominal 10.7V.

The reason for selecting zener diodes of the values given above, is that zener diodes have a temperature coefficient which is positive on one side and negative on the other side of a line somewhere between 5 and 5.5V. By selecting values as equally as possible about this line and choosing such values as to add up to the wanted voltage, the temperature coefficients virtually cancel each other. This gives a regulated voltage substantially free of temperature effects. In turn, this leads to more accurate results from the instrument, where variations in supply voltage can be a factor.

As shown in the circuit, we used a power supply arrangement with a transformer having a centre tapped secondary winding and full wave rectification with two silicon power diodes. For readers who may have a transformer without a centre tapped secondary winding, we have provided positions on the board for two more silicon diodes so that they may be used in a full wave bridge circuit.

Components used on the unit are generally available through most component distributors but a few comments on some items may be helpful. The case is one made in Melbourne by Australian Transistor Co, and we obtained ours from Radio Despatch Service. The power transformer is made by Ferguson Transformers and the board is made to
Electronic Dual Thermometer

A check should be made of the board, the meter, toggle switch and rotary switch may be fitted to the panel. The PC board is fitted to the bottom of the box with screws and 12.5mm spacers. Leads between the board and the front panel items may then be added. The leads for the two silicon diode probes can perhaps most conveniently be run in lightweight insulated coaxial cable. The leads are passed through a hole at the back of the box. According to the application, the leads may be one metre or less in length, or they may be many metres long, if remote measurements are to be taken.

It will depend also on the application as to what form of mounting will be used for the probes. They may be separated by a considerable distance, in which case the probes will be mounted as separate units. On the other hand, the probes may be close together as in our case. We will describe how we arranged them, so that any variations should suggest themselves to individual readers.

As mentioned earlier, we set out to provide facilities for measuring temperature corresponding to dry and wet bulb readings. This allows us to mount the two sensing devices, or probes, close together, in a similar manner to mercurial thermometers for this purpose. We soldered the diodes to a tagstrip, making use of the full length of the pigtails provided. The tagstrip, in turn, was fixed to a piece of aluminium bent into an "L" shape, as may be seen in the picture.

The "dry" probe is left bare to give a measurement of the temperature at that position. The second diode has to be arranged to simulate a "wet" bulb. I have referred to publications by the Commonwealth Director of Meteorology, in relation to "relative humidity" and its measurement. I quote from "Observing the Weather", as follows:

"Humidity can be expressed in a number of ways but most commonly we use 'relative humidity', stated as a percentage. A relative humidity of 60 per cent means that the air at the time contains 60 per cent of the moisture it could contain if saturated at the same temperature. The warmer the air, the greater amount of moisture it can contain, in the form of water vapor."

"One method of determining relative humidity is to set up two thermometers, one of which has its bulb enclosed in muslin kept moist by a wick leading into a jar of water. Evaporation cools the wetted bulb. The difference in dry and wet bulb temperatures is greatest when the air is driest. By reference to tables the relative humidity can be obtained."

Having built the complete device, it now remains to test, calibrate and set it up for whatever type of use is intended. A check should be made of the board.
and all other parts to make sure that there are no errors in assembly, with particular care being given to correct polarities where this is applicable. Satisfied that all is well, the following procedure is suggested.

Initially, it would be wise to disconnect one lead from the meter to avoid “slamming” it while preliminary checks are being made after first switching on. Set all four trimpots to mid travel. Switch on and check the regulated supply voltage. It should be about 10.7V, taking the tolerances of the zener diodes into account, and the voltage should be quite steady. A check of the voltage at pin 6 of each of the 741 ICs should be very approximately half of the supply voltage at this stage, although they may not give the same readings.

Switch off and reconnect the meter. Set the metering switch to "dry" and determine which amplifier is performing this function. Immediately on switching on, the meter will more than likely swing hard full scale, or hard in the opposite direction. Adjust the trimpot nearest the front panel and of the relevant amplifier, for about mid-scale reading. Now set the metering switch to "wet" and repeat the adjustment by using the trimpot nearest the front panel and for the other amplifier, for about mid-scale reading.

Assuming that you have mounted the two diode probes on the tagstrip as described earlier, we have a problem with respect to carrying the calibration further! One method of calibration is to immerse the probes, along with the calibrating thermometer, into a bath of water which is brought to the wanted temperature(s). As the diodes are already mounted, it would be difficult to immerse them into the bath. Fortunately, the solution is quite easy, in that it is possible to remove the diodes from the tagstrip and resolder them to their respective leads for the calibration process. Calibration will be maintained when the diodes are transferred back to the tagstrip. There is one important point which must be observed however. The same diode must be retained as for the calibration — if the diodes are mixed up the calibrations will not be valid.

We have settled for a temperature range of 0 to 50°C, corresponding with the 0 to 50uA scale of the meter. This is a temperature range which should suit most purposes but although we have not tried it, we can see no reason why this range should not be extended. A range of 0 to 100°C with a 0 to 100uA meter may be possible.

To proceed with calibration, it is a good idea to cover the bare leads of the two diodes with some insulating tubing. Now tape the two diodes to the calibrating thermometer so that the diodes are close to the bulb of the thermometer. Make sure that there are no short circuits. Allow 15 minutes or so for the assembly to stabilise. Refer to the reading on the thermometer and selecting the two diodes in turn, with the switch, adjust the same potentiometers as before, to give meter readings to correspond with the thermometer. This is a preliminary lower end adjustment.

You now need a container, such as a cup, with water at about 50°C. Immerse the thermometer with the diodes in the water and note the reading on the thermometer. Assuming that you have the water at the required 50°C or so, the diodes should be selected in turn by the switch and the corresponding feedback potentiometers should be adjusted to give the correct reading on the meter.

The lower end of the scale must be checked again and adjusted as necessary. Although it is possible to use cold water straight from the tap for this purpose, it is better to use some iced water so that a setting can be made nearer to the lower end of the scale. At any rate, the lower reading should be checked and adjusted. Having done this, the top end should be checked to make sure that it is right. This procedure should be repeated a few times until you are satisfied that calibration is complete.

With calibration complete, switch off the unit and restore the diodes to their former position. This may be as we have arranged them, or you may have other ideas which you wish to follow.

Unless you wish to use the wet bulb feature to measure relative humidity, your unit is now complete. In order to set up for wet bulb use, it will be necessary to add a wick, from a container of water, the wick feeding a small piece of muslin wrapped around the diode which is to perform the duty of the wet bulb.

Referring to the Bureau of Meteorology publication, Australian Cooperative Observers Guide, the method of setting up a standard...
mercurial thermometer for wet bulb use is very clear. However, the physical form of a diode, compared with the bulb of a thermometer, is different enough to present some problems. It seems that there is some scope here for experimentation.

Here are some extracts from the Guide: “The muslin covering the bulb must be kept wet at all times. Keep the reservoir three quarters full with clean fresh water. Ensure that the cotton wick hangs vertically between the bulb and the water surface in the reservoir. Regularly change the muslin and wicks. When fitting new muslin, draw the muslin over the bulb, ensuring the muslin is taut and not creased around the lower half of the bulb.”

With the above information as a guide, this is what we did to follow it as closely as possible. The “reservoir” was an ordinary plastic drinking cup. For a wick, consultation with the lady of the house suggested a piece of cotton cord used for lining piping as used in dressmaking. Muslin, although not difficult to obtain, was not readily available to us at the time the photographs were taken and so we had to compromise with a piece of cotton cloth. The cloth appears to give sensible readings but it would probably be better to use muslin if possible.

On the diode which we used for the wet bulb function, we left about 3mm of axial lead at each end before bending it at right angles. The piece of cloth (or muslin) was then folded around the diode in a “U” shape. The two straight pieces were then clamped with a piece of thin gauge tinned copper wire, formed into a narrow “U” shape which was slid over and then pinched tight. The protruding pieces of muslin were then cut off to about 10mm from the diode.

In order to keep the muslin wet, it is fed by a wick which we obtained from a cord which was rather thick, being made up of three strands like a rope. One strand was unwound and it is a multistrand piece about 3mm in diameter. With a piece of this about 23cm long, we wrapped one end around the muslin covered diode at one end and knotted once. The wick so formed then dropped straight down into the reservoir, with about 90mm between the diode and the top of the water. The close-up picture should clarify just how this has been done.

With the wet bulb now set up, the complete unit is almost operational. To speed up wetting the bulb, a small brush is dipped in the water and the muslin and wick are “primed”. After some minutes, the wet bulb temperature will settle down and is ready for use.

To take a relative humidity reading, set the switch to “dry” and note the temperature. The switch may then be set to “wet” and the temperature noted and the wet temperature subtracted from the dry temperature. Alternatively, the switch may be set to “diff”, giving the difference reading directly. We have reproduced the standard set of tables for determining relative humidity by this method. It is then only necessary to consult the table to get the relative humidity reading.

An example may make the procedure clearer. Suppose that the dry bulb temperature is 22°C and the wet bulb temperature is 17°C. The difference is 5°C. Refer to the line on the table corresponding to 22°C and move along the line to the column corresponding with 5° difference. The relative humidity is read off as being 60 per cent.
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Selective tone calling system for CB

Some of the CB channels in metropolitan areas have already become so congested that even brief pre-arranged contacts are almost impossible. Here is a simple system, developed by a contributor, to allow effective signalling in such conditions. It comprises a two-tone hand caller and a tone-controlled muting circuit for the receiver.

by D. HALTERMANN*

During the last few months, Channel 11, the CB call channel, has at times become so crowded that it is almost impossible to contact a particular party at a prearranged time. During peak traffic hours, when workers are on their way home, there often arises a need for a mobile to contact the base station at home. More often than not, one’s spouse has become thoroughly tired of the continual din on Channel 11 (not to mention the rude language that some CB operators indulge in under the mantle of anonymity). A further problem is that every operator waits for that moment of quietness, makes his call immediately and then finds he has no chance of hearing any answer.

The equipment described here cannot, of course, eliminate the above problems but it circumvents two of the main bugbears associated with the crowded CB call channel. The listener expecting a call from a particular person does not need to have his or her ears numbed by the constant noise on the call channel. Instead, the receiver is muted and only a specially selected 2-tone call signal will open the muting. Secondly, the caller needs only about two seconds to transmit his call, assured that he will get through the first time. They can then move to a prearranged channel or sequence of channels until a free one is found. The commuter can tell his wife then that he is bringing home two additional dinner guests! — or can be told to bring home some badly needed groceries, etc.

When designing this calling system, care was taken to ensure that no access was required to the internal works of the transceivers. Any electronics enthusiast who is capable of precise soldering and who can use a multimeter intelligently will have no trouble building this equipment and setting it up.

How does it work? The caller uses a small pocket radio that has been converted to produce twin beep tones when switched on. He holds it close to his microphone, waits for a silent period of Channel 11 and presses the transmit button for 2-3 seconds. To satisfy authorities he may also give his call sign verbally — caring little if it be heard.

At the receiving end, the transceiver is connected to an extension speaker. On the extension speaker cabinet is a toggle switch. In the CB position the speaker is connected directly to the base station and will faithfully reproduce all the noise and confusion of a busy call channel. Switching the toggle to “standby” will silence the speaker and put into operation a selective tone sensor. This consists of 2 ICs which are tuned to the exact frequencies of the caller, with their output fed to an adder gate.

When both tones are received in rapid sequence, the gate will switch on the relay. This turns the speaker back on and the tones become audible. The listener then switches the toggle to CB and selects the prearranged channel.

Other signals of extreme volume and strong heterodynes can also open the muting for periods of a second or so. However, as this is not accompanied by the distinct 2-tone beep, it can be easily ignored. Judicious adjustment of the sensitivity (the transceiver’s volume control) will eliminate most unwanted breakthrough.

The audio from the CB rig goes to pin 6 of the decoder PCB, while pin 7 is the ground return. C1 couples the signal via VR3, the sensitivity preset, and C2 to pins 3 of IC1 and IC2, the tone decoder ICs (LM567). C3, C4 and C5 determine the sensitivity and selectivity of the ICs. C6, R3 and VR1 determine the acceptance frequency of IC1. Pins 8 on IC1 and IC2 are normally at the positive supply voltage. When the correct tone frequencies are received, both pins go low. CB near IC2 provides a storage time allowing the two tones to arrive in sequence.

IC3 switches on when pin 2 is lowered to 1/3rd of the supply voltage, and stays switched on until the voltage on pin 2 rises above 2/3rds of the supply. This not only assures a positive pull-in of the speaker relay but also allows the relay to stay in on one tone only — even though it requires two tones to initially trigger it.

The tone decoder ICs have a rejection ratio of about 40dB. That explains why a very strong signal may occasionally break through. When the toggle switch is switched to CB the
The two-tone calling signal recognised by the decoder is produced by a hand caller unit made by modifying a low-cost "personal portable" transistor radio. The radio used by the author was from the K-Mart stores, being identified as model 767. It cost only $3.45.

The radio is modified by removing the tuning gang, oscillator coil and ferrite rod aerial. This leaves sufficient space to mount a tone oscillator circuit using an LM567 integrated circuit, on a small piece of Veroboard, together with a pushbutton for tone switching. The output of the tone oscillator is connected into the audio amplifier section of the radio.

To remove the tuning gang, pry loose the stick-on aluminium dial from the tuning knob. Unscrew the centre screw on the knob, and pull off. Remove the two screws holding the gang, and unsolder the three terminals on the tuning gang. Unsolder the oscillator coil and the small parts between this coil and the pot to gain additional room where required. Take care not to short out any PC tracks, as they may short out the battery. Drill a hole to mount the pushbutton on the same side as the volume pot at the extreme top, where the ferrite rod used to be.

Solder the positive lead of the Veroboard to + terminal from battery. The negative lead is best soldered to the top of the IF can. Connect the output lead to the 300-390 ohm resistor on the radio chassis. Solder two leads from the pushbutton to the Veroboard.

Set both pots to the centre position, and switch on. A tone should be audible; if so, turn the volume up to a suitable level. On pressing the pushbutton the tone should shift to a higher pitch. Glue the Veroboard on top of the radio PC board with a small blob of Tarzan's Grip, or find a clear space to fit a single screw, taking care not to short out any tracks on the Veroboard or the PC board. Reassemble and the hand caller is finished.

The trimpots will only come into use where there is more than one hand caller to be used in conjunction with the base station — and of course when you want to shift the tones of your base station to change the code.

If you want to avoid having to press the pushbutton on the manual tone caller, this can be achieved by using an LM555 IC and a BC307 transistor as shown in the small supplementary circuit. The 555 acts as a very low speed oscillator, turning the transistor on and off to duplicate the action of the pushbutton being pressed.

The collector and emitter of the transistor connect into the LM567 circuit in place of the pushbutton. The additional circuitry is mounted on a very small piece of Veroboard, as shown. This is supported by using stout tinned copper wire for the two power supply wires.

I suggest you build the tone caller initially, with manual switching of the two tones. Then wire up the PC board for the decoder, using PCB pins to make the various connections to the speaker lead, CB rig, 9V battery, toggle switch, relay contacts, relay coil and the speaker. For an initial test and set up, plug the lead into the PA socket of the transceiver. Switch the toggle to CB. Press the transmit button, and sound
Selective tone calling system

The component layout shows the PC board from the component side. Ensure correct polarity of polarised components.

These two wiring diagrams show the modifications necessary to the two different model K-Mart transistor radios.

At left is the PCB pattern, reproduced here actual size. It can be traced if you prefer to make your own board.

from the mike should come through the speaker. Switch the toggle to standby and the speaker should be silenced. Use two jumper leads and temporarily short pins 8 on IC1 and IC2 to minus. The speaker should once more come on. Take the hand caller and adjust the two trimpots at about centre position but producing two distinct tones.

Now connect a voltmeter on the 10V range to pin 8 of IC1. Tape the microphone button in the ON position and place the hand caller (emitting a tone at medium volume) on top of the mike. Adjust trimpot VR1 slowly until the voltage of pin 8 goes low. Reduce volume of tone caller and readjust VR1 until the most sensitive spot has been found. Now advance the volume on the hand caller once more, and short the pushbutton on the caller to produce the second tone. Transfer the meter lead to pin 8 of IC2 and adjust VR2 until the voltage goes low. Reduce volume again until the most sensitive spot is found on VR2 for the second tone. This completes the setting up.

If the push button on the hand caller is operated to produce about two to three alternating tones per second the speaker relay will pull in and the beeping will come through the speaker. You can now make an on-air test. Plug the decoder in the ext-speaker outlet of the transceiver on a busy channel (11). Turn the sensitivity control RV3 full on. Turn up the volume on the receiver until strong signals break through frequently.

Now decrease receiver volume until no sound breakthrough occurs. Take the hand caller to the mobile unit in the car, hold the caller tightly to the mike, press the transmit button and alternate the tone about twice per second. This will open the speaker. A test drive with the mobile will soon establish the best setting of the receiver volume control. Decreasing the gain setting of RV3 means the receiver volume can be set higher — increasing the gain setting of RV3 allows the receiver to operate on a lower volume.

A note about the power supply. It is advantageous to use a Mallory 1604B Duracell in the hand caller. The decoder should have a larger capacity battery or may be operated off the CB power supply. The 8.2 volt zener must have an adequate power rating as the decoder must not receive more than 9 volts maximum.

No details are given regarding the speaker and cabinet or the relay used. Many old speakers are available from old black and white TV sets. Matching is not a great problem with the transformer coupled outputs of CB rigs. I suggest you try a few speakers in a small cabinet with your transceiver and pick the one sounding clearest. Alternatively, Dick Smith Electronics sells an extension speaker in a cabinet and with a lead and plug for about $8.00. D.S.E. also sells a miniature reed switch and a suitable activating coil for less than $1.00. I used similar reeds together with old horizontal oscillator coils from Philips available for 15c each from Electronic Disposals in Lonsdale Street, Melbourne.
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MODEL 1040 CB
SERVICEMASTER
$282

• Greatly simplifies all CB transceiver servicing.
• Checks complete CB transceiver performance in minutes.
• Checks AM and SSB
• No complex hookups or calculations required.

Call in for a demonstration at leading electronics stores or the Australian agents – Parameters Pty. Ltd.
Sydney: 28 Alexander St., Crows Nest. 2065 Tel: 439 3288
Melbourne: 53 Governor Rd., Mordialloc 3195 Tel: 90 7444.
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15MHz
CS1560A
130mm DUAL TRACE TRIGGERED SPEEP OSCILLOSCOPE

• 150mm CRT
• DC 100mV/10V/div
• Automatic sweep (AUTO FREE)
• 30MHz Single
• 30MHz Single
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CS-1562
130mm DUAL TRACE TRIGGERED SPEEP OSCILLOSCOPE

• 120mm CRT
• DC 100mV/10V/div
• Automatic sweep (AUTO FREE)
• Left trace: 10mV/div to 2V/div

CS-1559
130mm TRIGGERED SPEEP 18MHz Single

• 120mm CRT
• DC 100mV/10V/div
• Automatic sweep (AUTO FREE)
• Left trace: 10mV/div to 2V/div

CS-1560A
130mm DUAL TRACE TRIGGERED SPEEP OSCILLOSCOPE

• 130mm CRT
• DC 100mV/10V/div
• Automatic sweep (AUTO FREE)
• Left trace: 10mV/div to 2V/div

CS-1570
130mm DUAL TRACE TRIGGERED SPEEP OSCILLOSCOPE

• 130mm CRT
• DC 100mV/10V/div
• Automatic sweep (AUTO FREE)
• Left trace: 10mV/div to 2V/div

10MHz CS1562
Dual Trace, Triggered Sweep $419

30MHz CS1570
ANOTHER SENSIBLY PRICED SCOPE $876

• 130mm CRT
• DC 100mV/10V/div
• Automatic sweep (AUTO FREE)
• Left trace: 10mV/div to 2V/div

$100

AG-202A
CR OSCILLATOR

• Wide frequency range
• Compact
• Automatic modulation facility

• Specifications
Frequency range
Output voltage
Ext mod.

AG-202A
CR OSCILLATOR

• Wide frequency range
• Sine and square wave signals
• High output stable sine wave voltage

• Specifications
Frequency range
Output
Impedance
Frequency range
Output
Impedance

10MHz CS1562
Dual Trace, Triggered Sweep $419

MODEL 1827 30MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER

• 30MHz reading guaranteed. 50MHz typical—

• Full 6-digit display with range switch allows 8-digit accuracy.

• 1Hz resolution—even at 30MHz and beyond.

• Completely portable for use anywhere.

• Exclusive battery saver features auto-shutoff of display to reduce battery drain.

MODEL 1827 30MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER

• Operates on AA size batteries. AC with optional charger/adaptor or 12VDC with optional power cord/adaptor.

• Complete range of optional accessories for unequalled versatility.
Capacitor discharge ignition for motor cycles

Since publication of a CDI unit for cars in EA July 1975, there have been many requests for a unit suitable for use with motorcycles. The unit described here should meet those requests. It has been specially designed for 2-stroke motorcycle engines having up to three cylinders.

by TONY OHSBERG, VK6ZAO*

There is great interest amongst motorcyclists in improving the performance of their machines. Most mechanical modifications are done either by the enthusiast himself or by a specialist bike shop. However, both the amateur and the professional tend to leave the standard ignition unmodified, either because of lack of knowledge, or mistrust due to the dubious reliability of earlier commercial electronic ignition systems.

Many motorcyclists realise the benefits of CDI (capacitor-discharge ignition), and in fact, there have been several requests to “Electronics Australia” over the last couple of years to describe a suitable unit. In particular, two stroke motorcycles, with their tendency to fouled plugs, critical fuel/air/oil mixture, and their high firing rate can certainly be improved by fitting CDI.

Some four years ago I was approached by a friend to design and build a reliable CDI for his racing car. I was reluctant at first, not knowing just how reliable a unit would be, knowing the rough treatment it would most certainly be given by the owner and mechanics, and the harsh environment in which it would operate. The ignition would have to share a compartment with a large engine and a massive set of exhaust extractors. The heat in this area, together with the high temperatures experienced in WA, would necessitate careful design to prevent thermal failure.

However, the challenge was accepted and the unit designed, built and installed, all free of charge, with the warning “If you lose a race due to ignition failure don’t blame me!”

I soon lost contact with the unit, having shifted to a new area, a new job, etc, and was pleasantly surprised on meeting my friend after a break of over three years to find that the unit was still going well. The conversation was overheard by some motorcycling friends, with the obvious request soon coming.

In many ways the problems of CDI for motorcycles are similar to those of CDI for high performance cars. It must be physically rugged, able to operate in extreme temperatures, and must above all be very reliable.

At first I thought that a separate unit would have to be built for each cylinder of the bike, as is done with the standard Kettering ignition. But, on reflection, I soon realised that unless the fuel-air mixture in the cylinder is under compression when the spark is applied, it won’t ignite, and certainly firing the spark plug during an exhaust stroke won’t do anything!

An experimental unit was hastily constructed, equally as hastily attached to the bike (a Suzuki 750 GT) and connected to the three ignition coils in parallel. It worked!

Using the original design for the racing car, together with some improvements that weren’t possible four years ago, a unit was built, carefully installed in the bike and the resulting performance noted as objectively as possible. The idling was vastly improved, no longer rough, and the power band of the engine improved remarkably. On road testing, acceleration was increased greatly, less frequent gear changing was possible and, most importantly, power was available at high rpm where none existed before!

After several thousand kilometres the plugs were inspected for fouling, the single most troublesome problem on a two stroke, and found to be clean. Previously the plugs had to be cleaned every 500 kilometres or when they failed, whichever came first. At this stage it was found to be an easy matter to add a xenon timing light to the unit, but more about this later.

There is little that is original about the circuit used, except perhaps for the

![Diagram](image-url)
trigger circuitry. TR1, TR2, T1 and associated components form an inverter producing approximately 400 volts. It has been designed to produce a higher current than is usual in a car ignition, because it has to supply three ignition coils simultaneously. Similarly, the discharge capacitor is 4uF, instead of the usual 1uF. Resistors R12-R13 ensure that each coil receives equal current. Diodes D5-D7 form a simple NOR gate to enable any of the three points to trigger the SCR.

A printed circuit board was not used in the unit constructed as it was a one-off project and it seemed simpler to use Veroboard, particularly if modifications had to be made. The most time-consuming part of construction is winding the oscillator transformer. It is necessary to exercise great care in doing this, as a fault developing later would be hard to rectify. Fig.2 gives all necessary information.

To mount the transformer to the board, pass a bolt with washer from the underside and secure with a washer and nut. Be careful not to overtighten, as the ferrite is easily cracked. Ensure that the mating faces of the cores are clean and that the wire leads are not cramped by the cores.

The six power resistors were mounted some 2-3mm, from the board, pass a bolt with washer from the underside and secure with a washer and nut. Be careful not to overtighten, as the ferrite is easily cracked. Ensure that the mating faces of the cores are clean and that the wire leads are not cramped by the cores.

The six power resistors were mounted some 2-3mm, from the board to facilitate cooling. As with all other components in this circuit, they are run well within their ratings, dissipating only about 1 watt. However, it would be unwise to use a smaller power rating, as the dissipation capability falls sharply with increasing ambient temperatures.

A lot of consideration was given to the discharge capacitor. After testing several different types, by running on the bench for up to 100 hours, a Plessey power factor correction capacitor, type 440WXH4, rated at 4uF and 440VAC, was chosen. Its maximum operating temperature is given as 85°C, which would seem to be more than adequate. Although it would be possible to use other capacitors, it would be unwise to do so without first checking on their suitability.

It is important that only 2N3055 transistors are used in the inverter. Types with a 1 or 2 suffix are low voltage rejects and may not be suitable for this application. The transistors are mounted on a heatsink with a thermal resistance of less than 1.5°C/watt, in the usual way using mica washers and heatsink compound. Ensure that all burrs are removed after drilling. Insulating covers are used on the transistors, to prevent accidental shorts. The completed ignition is mounted in a diecast box which is attached to the bike with resilient rubber mountings to lessen vibration. Be sure to provide an earth to the framework if this is done.

On bikes where space is at a premium, the ignition may be split into several sub sections. It would be possible to mount the main electronics in a small diecast case, with the heatsink and transistors placed elsewhere. After it has been established that the ignition is functioning correctly, further protection may be afforded by "potting" the electronics in a rubber compound such as Silastic. This has the advantage that it may be removed at any time, though admittedly with some difficulty, should repairs be needed.

If a xenon flash tube is connected across the primary of one of the ignition coils it will fire simultaneously with the ignition, providing a bright timing light at minimal cost. Maximum power would not be available to the plugs when this is used, but this should not be a problem.

**CDI for motorcycles — an alternative**

This alternative circuit was submitted by Mr. D. Walmsley, Port Macquarie, NSW.

Based on the EA July 1975 CDI, it employs diodes to isolate the trigger circuits and coils. The circuit can be repeated as required to suit the application, and has proved effective on Triumph Bonneville 650 and 750 Trident motorcycles.

Note: with this circuit, the coil "backswing" cannot partially recharge the discharge capacitor. The circuit may therefore not be suitable for higher-revving smaller-capacity bikes.
Auto Cross-Fader

In this article we present design and construction details of an automatic cross-fading unit, which will allow one high level source to be faded into a second such source, with complete control over the fade rate and the depth of fade. The design is based on modern CMOS digital circuits.

Many situations arise in public address applications where it is desired to make announcements over a system which is normally supplying background music or some similar service. This can be achieved either simply, by switching the inputs to the amplifier, or more elegantly by employing a mixer with cross fading facilities.

Such a mixer normally has a control which allows the music signal to be attenuated at the same time as the microphone channel is boosted, so that as music fades, the microphone signal increases in loudness. This control is normally operated by hand, and at a rate selected by the operator.

The circuit presented here eliminates the uncertainties inherent in such a system, while still allowing the operator full control. As an added bonus, a mute facility is provided, whereby both microphone and music signals can be switched off at will.

The operator is provided with three controls, two being switches and one a potentiometer. The potentiometer is used to vary the rate at which fades occur, with the slowest fade taking about seven seconds, and the fastest less than 100 milliseconds.

The first switch has two positions, labelled "music" and "mic". In the music position, any signals connected to the corresponding input are passed to the output unattenuated, while all signals connected to the mic input are attenuated by about 50dB, which makes them effectively inaudible.

Similarly, in the mic position, the music signals are attenuated, while the mic signals are passed through unattenuated.

When the switch is operated, however, the signal transfer is not instantaneous. In fact, there are eight different steps in the transfer process, and the rate at which these steps occur is determined by the setting of the rate control.

Refer to Fig. 1 for a diagrammatic representation of the way in which the step sizes are arranged. At stage 0 for the mic channel, which corresponds to stage 7 for the music channel, there is effectively no mic signal, and the full music signal is present at the output.

At stage 1(6), the music channel is attenuated by 1dB, while the mic channel has been introduced into the output with a level of —21dB. By stage 3(4), the music signal has been increased in level to —9dB. Thus the combined signal is down 3dB approximately, and the mic signal will be audible in the background of the music signal.

At the next stage, stage 4(3), the situation is reversed. The music signal is now at the —3dB level, while the mic signal is down to —9dB. Thus the combined signal is —3dB remaining at about —3dB.

In the remaining stages, the music signal is attenuated more and more, till at stage 0, only the mic signal remains. The steps between all stages are 6dB or less, except for the final step, which occurs when the signal is attenuated by 21dB already. This means that they are effectively inaudible.

Thus the casual listener is only aware of a gradual fading from one signal to another, with the total sound level remaining substantially constant.

The remaining switch simply serves to mute both channels, irrespective of which channel is switched to the output. The remaining front panel fitting is a red LED, which is normally on all the time, but flashes on and off as the cross fade is carried out. Thus it can
be used by the operator as a guide as to when to start using the microphone. Turning now to Fig. 2, we can examine the operation of the circuit in more detail. A 4029 up/down binary counter, driven by a gated oscillator, is used to control two 4051 8-channel multiplexers, which control the actual cross fading function.

Let us assume that the program switch is in the music position, and that power has just been applied. The network connected to pin 1 will preset the counter to binary 0000. Since pin 10 is held low, the counter will be in the down counting mode, and pin 7, the carry out terminal, will be low. (The carry out terminal is normally high, and goes low when the maximum count in the up mode has been reached, or when the minimum count in the down mode has been reached.) The oscillator will thus be disabled, and the counter will remain in the binary 0000 state. Outputs Q2, Q3 and Q4 will be low.

When the program select switch is placed in the mic position, the counter will be placed in the up mode, pin 7 will go high, and the oscillator will start. Thus the counter will count up, at a rate determined by the 1M rate control, until it reaches the binary 1111 state. Pin 7 will then go low, and disable the counter. This procedure will be reversed when the program select switch is returned to the music position.

The output of the oscillator is used to drive the LED, via a BC549 transistor. The LED is arranged to be emitting whenever the oscillator is stopped, and to flash off while the oscillator is running.

During the counting process, outputs Q2, Q3 and Q4 will change in binary sequence from 000 to 111, or from 0 to 7 in octal. Before continuing, a brief discussion of the 4051 chips is in order, as these may not be familiar to many readers.

The 4051 is a single 8-channel analog multiplexer having three binary control inputs, A, B and C, and an inhibit input. The three binary signals select one of eight analog channels to be turned on, by connecting the common pin (3) to the appropriate separate pin. Note that here we are using the common pin as the input, and the separate pins as outputs — the opposite to a normal multiplexer application.

The connections within the device between the input pin and the output pins are made using CMOS analog switches, similar to those used in the more common 4016 device. The inhibit function, when activated, disconnects the outputs from the input, irrespective of the binary input code applied.

A further facility of the 4051 chip, which we have not used in the present application, is to that it has built-in logic level conversion circuits, so that the digital control signals can have, say, +5V rails, with the analog sections having a +15V rail.

Returning now to Fig. 2, we can continue the discussion of the circuit. The music and mic input signals are applied to the input terminals (pin 3) of the 4051, and depending on the code applied to the control inputs, connected to the appropriate output pin. Each output pin is fitted with a series resistor, to provide the required attenuation level.

A BC549 transistor is used as a virtual earth active mixer, to combine the selected outputs from the 4051s. 470k resistors have been used to bias the inputs and outputs of the 4051s to half the supply rail. This minimises any switching transients, and gives maximum signal handling capability. The analog supply rail is decoupled from the digital supply rail, to further minimise glitches and noise in the analog output.

The mute facility is provided by using the inhibit inputs of the 4051s. A simple debouncing scheme is provided to

### PARTS LIST

**SEMICONDUCTORS**
- 1 4011 quad NAND gate
- 1 4029 up/down binary/decade counter
- 2 4051 8-channel analog multiplexer/demultiplexers
- 1 BC548 or similar NPN silicon transistor
- 1 red LED
- 4 EM401 or similar silicon diodes

**CAPACITORS**
- 1 2500uf 16VW pigtail electrolytic
- 1 100uf 16VW PCB mounting electrolytic
- 4 10uf 16VW PCB electrolytics
- 4 0.22uf polyesters
- 2 0.1uf polyesters

**RESISTORS**
- 1 2.2M, 8 470k, 2 270k, 2 68k, 4 47k, 2 18k, 2 12k, 3 10k, 1 6.8k, 2 5.6k, 1 2.2k, 1 470 ohm, 1 100 ohm, 2 10 ohm
- 1 1M log potentiometer

**MISCELLANEOUS**
- 1 printed circuit board, coded 78cf1, 96 x 75mm
- 1 metal case, see text
- 1 knob
- 2 SPDT miniature toggle switches
- 1 4-way RCA chassis mounting socket strip
- 1 mains transformer, 240V to 6V or 9V, DSE 2840, Ferguson PF2851 or similar
- 1 Mains plug, cord, grommet, clamp and terminal block
- PCB pins, hookup wire, solder, tinned copper wire, machine screws and nuts, scrap steel plate.

NOTE: Resistor wattage ratings and capacitor voltage ratings are those used for our prototype. Components with higher ratings may generally be used provided they are physically compatible.
Auto Cross-Fader

Component overlay pattern on the PC board.

Note the metal shield between the PC board and the transformer.

prevent audible transients occurring during the mute process.

The complete circuit has a current drain of about 25mA, most of which is the current for the LED. We have shown a simple power supply, using a bridge rectifier and filter capacitor, although battery operation is quite feasible.

The complete circuit is accommodated on a small printed circuit board, coded 78cf1, and measuring 96 x 75mm. Three holes are provided on this board to allow access to the control lines of the 4051s. This means that if a stereo unit is required, a second pair of 4051s can be mounted on a second PCB, and wired to the first PCB.

Provision has also been made for an extra resistor on the board. This has been shown dotted on the circuit diagram. It will enable the music channel to be continued in the background at a low level while the mic channel is operative.

On the circuit diagram we have shown a power transformer with a 9V secondary. This gives a nominal supply voltage of 12V. If required, a 6V transformer can be used, giving a nominal supply voltage of 9V. In this case, the 6.8k resistor marked with an asterisk (*) should be increased to 8.2k, to maintain correct bias on the collector of the output stage.

If it is desired to use a battery, the LED and associated driver should be deleted, in order to reduce the current drain. Alternatively, the driver transistor could be driven from the clock input of the 4029. This will keep the LED normally off, and it will only flash during the changeover period.

We constructed the prototype in a small utility case, kindly supplied by Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd. External dimensions of this case are 150mm x 100mm x 60mm. It has a steel cover and an aluminium base. The general arrangement of the components in the case can be seen in the photographs.

The specifications of the prototype are shown in the accompanying table, and a few comments regarding these are in order. The low frequency response can be improved by increasing the size of the three 0.22uF coupling capacitors. If a high frequency rolloff is required at say 30kHz, add a 100pF capacitor in parallel with the 47k feedback resistor (between collector and base).

The crosstalk from the attenuated input to the output increases at high frequencies due to the cross coupling inherent in the 4051s. However, in practice it is masked by the signals normally present in the active channel.

The signal to noise ratio of the prototype was not as good as expected, because of some 50 and 100Hz signals induced into the virtual earth circuitry by the transformer. However, in practice the levels achieved were found to be satisfactory. Note that the hum is reduced significantly by the fitting of the steel shield as shown in the photographs.

Further improvements can be obtained by moving the transformer further away from the PCB. This will of course require a larger box. Note that if it is desired to incorporate the unit inside an existing PA amplifier, it would be possible to dispense with the transformer altogether, and power the unit from the amplifier supply rail.

Use the component overlay as a guide during construction. The audio connections to and from the board need only be shielded if long connections are required. The connections to the switches and other front panel controls should be made with hookup wire or rainbow cable.

Provided care is exercised during assembly, sockets are not required for the CMOS devices. Leave the fitting of these until last, and then earth the barrel of your iron to the PCB earth line. Solder the power supply pins of the ICs first, and then the remaining pins. The power supply pins are as follows: pins 7 and 14 for the 4011, pins 8 and 16 for the 4029, and pins 7, 8 and 16 for the 4051s.

When assembly is complete, apply power and check for correct operation. Any faults will most likely be due to incorrect wiring or misplaced components.

SPECIFICATIONS

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal output voltage: 100mV RMS
Maximum output voltage: 2V RMS
Frequency response: —3dB at 35Hz, —0.3dB at 300kHz
Insertion loss: —1.3dB at 1kHz and 100mV RMS
Distortion: 0.23% at 300mV RMS
Signal to Noise ratio: —51.5dB at 1kHz and 100mV RMS
Crosstalk: —48dB at 100Hz and 100mV RMS, —51dB at 1kHz and 100mV RMS, —37dB at 10kHz and 100mV RMS.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
9-12V DC or 6-9V AC at 25mA. Bridge rectifier and filter capacitor provided on PCB.
Above is the circuit diagram, while below are actual size reproductions of the PCB pattern and the front panel artwork.
We're pretty excited about this new range of electronics kits. And we're sure you'll think as we do! Project Electronics kits are different to any of the beginners kits you've seen before. These were all designed in Australia to suit Australian components. Barry Wilkinson, the designer (whose projects also appear in Electronics Today magazine) has come up with a range of practical, educational projects which are very simple to construct. And they're safe. Every kit is powered by battery — no mains voltages involved! The Project Electronics kits are ideal for school projects — in fact, one of the aims of the series is to provide kits suitable for electronics courses in schools.

Have a look at the range of projects below. You'll find something of interest — and who knows: this may be the start of an exciting new hobby or career!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit Number</th>
<th>Kit Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>041</td>
<td>CONTINUITY TESTER</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>043</td>
<td>Heads and Tails</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>044</td>
<td>TWO TONE DOORBELL</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>045</td>
<td>500 SECOND TIMER</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>047</td>
<td>Morse Practise Set</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>048</td>
<td>BUZZBOARD</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>061</td>
<td>BASIC AMPLIFIER</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>062</td>
<td>SIMPLE AM TUNER</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>063</td>
<td>ELECTRONIC BONGOS</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>065</td>
<td>ELECTRONIC SIREN</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>066</td>
<td>TEMPERATURE ALARM</td>
<td>$4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>067</td>
<td>SINGING MOISTURE METER</td>
<td>$4.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>068</td>
<td>LED DICE</td>
<td>$5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>072</td>
<td>TWO OCTAVE ORGAN</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>BATTERY SAVER</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Project Electronics handbook is required to build these kits. See below.

All these kits are complete — resistors, capacitors, semiconductors, printed circuit boards (where used) even solder & hook-up wire. Special hardware is required in some cases. (e.g. morse key, organ keyboard, etc) These are not supplied, but may be available from where you purchase the kits — along with simple electronics tools, etc. Call in to your nearest Dick Smith store or full dealer and check out the 'Project Electronics' Bar!

**PROJECT ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK: $4.75**

This handbook contains all the information you need to build the above projects, plus a huge amount of valuable reference material and data — particularly useful if you are a beginner! Tells you how to solder, what components look like and how to read component codes, etc etc etc. Even if you've never built anything electronic in your life, you can with this book. Value!

**Also available...**

Here's value! Multiple projects from one kit. There's a choice of 4-in-one, 10-in-one, or the whipper 65-in-one. And the best feature of all: NO soldering! All connections are made by spring connectors. You can easily wire up all these projects with absolutely NO knowledge of electronics! From only **$6.95**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit Number</th>
<th>Kit Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-IN-ONE KIT: Makes a crystal radio (one of our most asked for projects) plus a singing bird, sleeping bell and magic touch. Complete with instructions and perforated base board.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-IN-ONE KIT: Too many projects to list — but all easy to build and include handy items.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-IN-ONE KIT: Keep anyone amused for weeks! Deluxe kit comes with everything you need to make all these projects.</td>
<td>$27.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:**

**DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS**

**SHOP HOURS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYDNEY</td>
<td>125 York St, City Ph 23 1125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYDNEY</td>
<td>361 Macleay Hwy, Bankstown, Ph 709-6500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYDNEY</td>
<td>362 Macleay Hwy, Gore Hill, Ph 439-5311</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYDNEY</td>
<td>36 Glen St, Parramatta, Ph 863-1133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELBOURNE</td>
<td>364 Bridge Rd, Ruffinston, Ph 42 1614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISBANE</td>
<td>156 Logan Rd, Buranda, Ph 281-6233</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADELAIDE</td>
<td>203 Wright St, City Ph 212 1962</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT**

PO Box 747, Crows Nest, NSW 2065, Phone Ph 439-5311, Post & Pack extra

**WHEN YOU ORDER**

Mail orders are placed on approval basis. No personal cheques accepted. We accept MasterCard, Visa, Access & Bankcard. We also accept payment by American Express, If using VISA or Access, we prefer to charge on your account then send the goods to you. All orders received before 2pm will be despatched on the same day.

**SHIPPING & POSTAGE**

Post & Pack extra. Rates: Australia - $2.50; New Zealand - $8.00; USA - $15.00; UK - $20.00; Europe - $25.00; Rest of World - $30.00. Overseas orders must be pre-paid. Please add $5.00 for return postage on returns.

**WE HAVE DEALERS ACROSS AUSTRALIA — THERE'S ONE NEAR YOU!**
An audio oscillator using digital ICs

This unusual audio oscillator circuit uses digital waveform synthesis to generate both sine and square waves. It has somewhat higher distortion than the conventional Wien bridge configuration, but overcomes the stability problems inherent in the latter.

The project presented here is an audio oscillator providing sine and square waves from 0.5Hz to 30kHz, in four ranges. Several unusual techniques have been employed to produce sine waves of low distortion at such low frequencies and to maintain their frequency and amplitude stability.

The sine wave is generated digitally as shown in Fig. 1. Each half-cycle is divided into 16 time intervals labelled 0-15. Each interval has a voltage associated with it, equal to the value of a sine wave at a point half-way along that interval. Notice from the diagram that the sine wave is symmetrical about T8.

The voltages for the intervals T1 to T7 are the same as those for T9 to T15, but are in the reverse order. This feature of the sine curve greatly simplifies the circuit and the calibration.

A 555 timer used in the astable mode serves as the clock. Its frequency is controlled over a 20:1 range using a potentiometer. SW2 is used to switch timing capacitors to change frequency ranges. In this way the entire audio frequency range is covered.

The output of the 555 clocks the 7493 binary counter, which counts from 0 to 15. Its binary outputs are decoded by the 74154. Appropriate output pairs of the decoder are ORed and inverted using eight two-input NOR gates contained in two 74CO2 packages. The outputs are grouped in this way to take advantage of the voltages common during the count sequence.

Notice that the T0 output has no gate connected to it. This is because the sine wave has a value of 0 during this time. In the case of T8, the output is simply inverted. T8 is the peak of the sine wave.

An inverting operational amplifier configuration is used to set up the voltage steps. Referring to Fig. 3 it can be seen that the output of A1 is given by:

\[
\text{Output Voltage} = R \left( \frac{V1}{R1} + \frac{V2}{R2} + \ldots + \frac{Vn}{Rn} \right)
\]

Since the decoder has only one output in the high state at any point in time, only one term of this series need be considered. The others are all zero. Therefore:

\[
\text{Output Voltage} = R \left( \frac{Vn}{Rn} \right)
\]

Vn is the output of the 74CO2 gates in the high state (5V), while trimpots are used to determine Rn.

The resistor for T1 and T15 is fixed at 10k, and the other trimpots adjusted with respect to this reference. A2 of the LM324 is used to invert the half cycles presented to it from A1. The two trimpots associated with A2 are to set its gain to precisely -1 and to cancel amplifier offsets. Two CMOS switches are used to select which output of either A1 or A2 is connected to the filter.

The CMOS switches are controlled by one of the flipflops in the 74C73.

This flipflop is clocked from decoder output T15. This part of the circuit generates a full cycle of the sine wave, by inverting every other half-cycle from the digital circuitry. The zener diode and transistor form a level translator to match the TTL and CMOS voltage levels.

The output of the filter is connected to a potentiometer which acts as a level control for the sine wave output. A3 buffers the output of the potentiometer.

A square wave is provided by buffering the output of the flipflop, using the fourth amplifier in the LM324. No inter-stage decoupling capacitors were used since the circuit produces signals at low frequencies.

The harmonic distortion encountered with this system of sine wave generation is high, but occurs from the 32nd harmonic and upwards. As the distortion is so far from the fundamental, a simple RC filter is effective. A second pole on SW2 switches capacitors on the filter to move the cut-off frequency for each of the four ranges.

The device could have been built using entirely CMOS logic, but many of the ICs required are expensive and hard to come by. A mixture of
CMOS and TTL was found to be cheapest, in spite of an increase in complexity.

A 5V power supply is required for the TTL and some of the CMOS logic. A -5V rail is provided for the op-amps and the rest of the CMOS logic. In the prototype an IC regulated supply was used. Heatsinks are not required on the voltage regulators as the current consumption of the circuit is quite modest.

The audio oscillator is best calibrated using an oscilloscope. Most applications for the oscillator involve an oscilloscope, but for those not lucky enough to have one, a calibration procedure will be described.

The outputs of the 7493 are temporarily disconnected and four switches are connected to the 74154, as shown in Fig. 5. The 16 outputs of the decoder can be selected at will by setting the switches to the appropriate binary code. A voltmeter, of good accuracy, is needed and is connected to the output of A1.

V2 to V8 are then set to the correct value by adjusting the trimpots. These values can be found from a set of four sine wave tables.

The voltmeter can now be connected to the output of A2. The zeroing trimpot is then adjusted so that V8 is the same voltage present on A1. The gain control trimpot is then adjusted so that V8 is the same voltage on A1 and A2. They will have different polarity, of course.

Any waveform can be synthesised with this circuit. A second array of trimpots can be connected to the 74CO2 and set to produce a triangle wave, for example. All the wave forms will be locked to the same frequency using this method.
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Electronics is where it's all happening

...if you're into it you've got it made!

It's the world's fastest growing industry... with new discoveries...new products every day. And, every day, there are more jobs...bigger salaries...better opportunities...for people who are trained.

You can be part of this boom now by training with International Correspondence Schools. Learn to design, build, install, test, control and maintain modern electronic equipment...from your own colour TV or hi-fi set to a digital computer.

Your career opportunities are limitless...in broadcasting, industry, the military, aerospace programs, medical science and communications. With your enthusiasm and ICS tuition, a well paid job and a secure future in electronics is well within your grasp.

How do I get into it? ICS have put together a FREE Electronics Career Folder. It tells you all about the many courses open to you including Communications and Broadcasting, Industrial Electronics, Computer Servicing and Audio/Radio Servicing...courses endorsed by the Television and Electronics Technicians Institute of Australia. Post the coupon and the career folder will be on its way to you without obligation. Don't wait another minute...progress won't. The big developments in electronics are happening now and the demand for skilled people is growing all the time.

Special Colour TV repair course.
Colour TV is booming all over Australia, beyond the expectations of all the manufacturers, resulting in a shortage of qualified people to fill the service gap.

You could make a successful career in this growing field with the help of the ICS School of TV Servicing. You can benefit by this course – all you need is the enthusiasm to learn and enjoy rewarding work.

Your ICS course could be a start of an exciting new career or you can use your new-found knowledge to earn extra money in your spare time.

This special course is endorsed by the Television and Electronics Technicians Institute of Australia.

Send the coupon today. It could be the first step in an exciting new future for you.
An advertisement in our September issue carried an offer, from the USA, of a 3½-digit electronic multimeter kit "for less than $60". At the suggestion of the advertiser, Sabtronics International Ltd, we built up one of the kits, to discover what was involved in terms of time and skill, and to indicate to readers what kind of unit they would be getting for their money.

by NEVILLE WILLIAMS and DAVID EDWARDS

What about money? How much does the kit cost?
The advertised price is $59.95 Australian, plus $9 Australian for air mail and insurance. If you are lucky, that's all it will cost you, as the recipient of a single, isolated air mail package.

However, even isolated air mail packages can attract attention and you may be billed for a 15 per cent sales tax on the purchase price.

There is even a chance that you may be charged duty, although we understand that you can argue back on this one, on the basis that it is a kit, not a completed instrument.

If actually collected, duty and sales tax would run the cost up to about $90.

Even that figure is very competitive for a 3½-digit instrument although, of course, there remains the task of putting it together and making it go!

The specifications of the instrument are certainly attractive. In essence, it is a fairly modern analog electronic multimeter, but with a considerably higher rated accuracy.

There are five ranges of DC volts from 100mV to 1000V, each with overrange to a maximum of 1400V. The accuracy is quoted as 0.1 per cent + 1 digit on the best case DC, to 0.8 per cent + 2 digits for the worst case AC at 60Hz. A response curve shows the typical frequency characteristic to 20kHz.

The input impedance is quoted as 10 megohms plus 25pF on all ranges. There are six ranges each for current, with accuracy varying from 0.1 per cent + 1 digit on the best case DC, to 0.8 per cent + 2 digits for the worst case AC at 60Hz. A response curve shows the typical frequency characteristic to 20kHz.

Three of the resistors are connected in series across the internal voltage reference, Z4. The data is supplied in the form of predicted readings on the finished DVM unit.

Who should tackle the construction?

Frankly, we believe, only those who have had some experience with simpler projects, small components and printed wiring boards.

The step-by-step construction guide is very detailed and could ostensibly be followed by anyone capable of reading and understanding a few simple technical terms. But there is still a gap to fill in being able readily to recognise components, to pick the difference between standard and precision resistors, and to interpret colour codes — particularly where the tiny bands have been dulled by an overlay of varnish.

A virtual necessity is a low voltage soldering iron with a fine bit (say ¼ inch diameter), chisel shaped at the tip and cleanly tinned. A good light and a steady hand is also essential and the wise constructor will pause every now and again to examine the work with a magnifying glass to make sure that no fine solder bridges have been left between adjacent joints or tracks.

Two calibration procedures are provided for the completed instrument. The first procedure is intended for those building the kit who have no access to specialised test equipment. The second method is for those who do have access to such equipment.

As most constructors will not be able to use the second method, we calibrated the sample using the first method. This is based on data supplied with the kit concerning four special resistors and the internal voltage reference, Z4. The data is supplied in the form of predicted readings on the finished DVM unit.

At top left is the completed digital multimeter with its flip-down stand. The digits are read through the panel above the range select buttons. On the right is the complete circuit diagram, redrawn to our familiar format. Its operation is outlined in the text.
ASTATIC with 40 years in microphone design and manufacture, now offers over sixty-five (65) new models of outstanding quality and at surprising Low Cost.

Totally engineered and manufactured in United States of America.

The outstanding 1104C will do wonders for your CB rig.

Write for Specification of ASTATIC MICROPHONES and accessories.

NOMIS
“The Sound People”

NOMIS ELECTRONICS PTY LTD
689 SOUTH ROAD, BLACK FOREST,
S.A. 5035. (08) 293 4896

FOR SPECIFICATIONS & PRICES CONTACT:
N.S.W. — Martin de Launay, Sydney — 29 5834;
BUILDING A DIGITAL MULTIMETER

reading matches the calibration figures provided.

This allows the DC voltage ranges to be calibrated. The ohms and amps ranges are calibrated in a similar manner, using the fourth resistor and its premeasured value.

In order to calibrate the AC ranges, an AC peak detector is built (you have to supply the components), and used to obtain the peak value of the AC mains. This is measured using the DC range of the meter, and a calculation made to determine the equivalent RMS mains voltage.

The appropriate trimpot is then adjusted so that the measured RMS mains voltage corresponds to the calculated value. The accuracy of this method is dependent on the assumption that the mains voltage remains steady, and that its waveform is close to the ideal sinewave.

Operation of the circuit can be seen from the accompanying circuit diagram, which is divided into named subsections. The power supply uses a blocking oscillator (Q1 and Q2), to generate two negative supply rails (-14.5V and -7.5V) from the +6V battery rail. Q3 and Q4 are connected as low leakage zener diodes, and are used to regulate the negative supply lines.

Input scaling is achieved by R1 through R6, in conjunction with the three range switches. Compensation capacitors are provided to improve the high frequency response on the AC ranges.

The ohms converter is formed by Z1 and Z2. These are connected as a precision constant current source, which is programmed by the input voltage divider. The constant current is passed through the unknown resistor, with the resulting voltage drop being measured and interpreted as a resistance value.

R10 through R13 are the current shunt resistances. In the amp mode, the voltage drop produced across these resistors is measured and interpreted as a current reading.

Z3 and its associated components form a precision rectifier, which is switched into circuit as required. Calibration, adjustment R25 sets the scale factor so that RMS values are indicated for sine wave inputs.

The two reference voltages required for the A/D chip are provided by Z4, which is a precision IC voltage regulator. This section also includes the calibration resistors.

At the heart of the unit is Z6, which is an LSI dual slope A/D converter chip. The multiplexed outputs of Z6 are passed via digit and segment drivers to the LED display. Decimal point switching is provided by appropriate sections of the range and function switches.

Over voltage and over current protection is provided by two triacs and a fuse. The triacs short the appropriate points during the time required for the fuse to blow, thus preventing excessive voltages or currents from reaching delicate sections of the circuit.

Some accessories are now available for use with the unit. The EP-12V is an external power adaptor kit, which enables the meter to work off an external 8-15V DC power source. The AC-230 is a line power conversion kit, which is used in conjunction with the EP-12V kit. Facilities for charging Ni-Cad batteries are provided with these kits.

Suitable Ni-Cad batteries can be obtained in the NB-1200 kit. The four batteries supplied will operate the unit for 12 to 15 hours, with recharging taking about 16 hours (using the EP-12V and AC-230 kits).

Cost of the accessories is $3.95 for the EP-12V, $6.95 for the AC-230, and $13.95 for the NB-1200. A 20 per cent extra charge is required for shipping and handling.

In use, we found the meter to be a very useful addition to the test room, with all controls easily operated, and the display being very easy to read. While we were surprised at the lack of test leads, the unit appeared to be very good value for money, especially if duty and sales tax are not levied.

For further information on the kit, readers are referred to the Sabtronics advertisement in this issue.

An inside view of the Sabtronics digital multimeter, seen from the rear. There are two supplementary PC boards, one mounted on top of the range selector switch bank and the other carrying the LED readouts and screwed to the rear of the front panel. As shown, the meter was operating from four standard C cells.

SABTRONICS 2000 DMM KIT
Australasian Distributors Wanted

Here's an excellent opportunity to market in your area the most popular and hottest selling DMM Kit available anywhere. Plus many other high-quality, low cost instruments to be available soon. Join a progressive and innovative world known company.

For full details write, phone or telex us today.
ONLY ESTABLISHED BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS PLEASE.

PO Box 64683 Dallas, TX 75206, USA. Phone (214) 369-7309.
Telex 73-0675 Sabtronics Dal (Business Hours: 1500-2300 Hours GMT)
Curses — hoist with my own petard!

One of the themes I have constantly flogged in these notes over the years is the necessity for a serviceman to find out exactly what the customer is complaining about, before he starts the job; and that failure to do this is to risk serious misunderstandings and bad will towards the serviceman.

In the light of all my preaching on the subject, there is probably some kind of poetic justice in the fact that I was recently caught out myself in just exactly the situation I have been warning everyone else about for all these years.

The set was a Healing valve type monochrome TV set, model 800; a set which is getting a bit long in the tooth these days. The owner had bought it second hand — for a nominal price I later learned — and asked me if I would come out and look at the set and quote him to fix it.

I am not particularly keen on quoting for repairs. Experience has taught me — and most other servicemen I know — that it is a risky business. If a customer insists I try to make sure that I have added on something for unforeseen circumstances. And if they still want to go ahead, that’s fine.

In this case I visited the customer’s home at the first opportunity in my normal daily rounds. His wife showed me into the lounge room and turned the set on. When it warmed up I was greeted with a picture having gross top stretch and bottom cramping.

In these circumstances I felt on pretty safe ground. It is a classic fault, encountered in many sets, and I had seen it often enough in this one. The vertical deflection system is built around a 6CV8 triode-pentode, with the triode as the vertical oscillator and the pentode as the vertical output stage.

Bias for the output stage comes from a 470 ohm resistor between cathode and chassis, bypassed with a 100uf electrolytic capacitor. And I would have been prepared to wager a colour picture tube to a dud 5Y3 (well, almost!) that this capacitor had dried out. Without adequate capacitance, the stage cannot maintain its bias during the vertical scan period. As a result the bottom of the picture cramps and, invariably, someone tries to correct this by fiddling the height control. All this does is stretch the top.

Since the set seemed to be behaving itself in all other respect, I took a punt and quoted on the basis of replacing the capacitor. The lady seemed quite happy with the figure and I went ahead and fitted a new capacitor on the spot.

As I expected, the linearity came good and, after suitably adjusting the linearity and height controls, I was able to demonstrate a really good picture. The lady was more than happy with the result, paid the bill, and I went on my way. It never occurred to me that there could be a kickback.

But there was. Just as I was closing for the night the phone rang. It was the owner, and he was anything but happy. According to him, the set was just as bad as it was before I serviced it, and that it had exactly the same fault in it he had called me in to fix.

Naturally, I was puzzled. His claim simply did not fit in with what I had observed of the set’s performance when I left. In the circumstances I told him that I would call first thing in the morning and find out what had happened.

When I arrived the owner had already left for work, and his wife showed me into the lounge room. I switched on the set and waited. Up came the picture, perfect in all respects. I turned to the lady. “What’s wrong with that?” I asked.

“Oh,” she replied, “It’ll run all right for a couple of hours — and then it goes crook.” Then she added somewhat sheepishly, “We forgot to tell you that.”

I didn’t trust myself to comment on that last remark. Instead I suggested that she leave the set running while I made some other calls and arranged to call back in a couple of hours. Sure enough, when I did, the fault had appeared, but it was nothing like the fault I had already fixed. This time the raster had shrunk to about half its height.

There was no question of doing the job in the home this time. I pulled the chassis out and took it back to the shop. By the time I had set it up on the bench again it had cooled off and behaved normally, so I draped an old blanket over it and let it run.

Sure enough, about an hour and a half later the picture had shrunk to half its normal size. My first step was a quick voltage check around the vertical oscillator and output stages. These were normal for the most part, the only doubtful one being the screen of the output stage, which was down slightly.

Following this up I found that an 820 ohm decoupling resistor, which supplied both plate and screen, had gone high, up to about 1200 ohms. While I considered it unlikely to be the fault, I changed it anyway, and gave the set another heat soak.

I wasn’t really surprised when this produced exactly the same result. At the same time I realised that a different approach was needed if I was not to waste a lot of time. Accordingly, I let the set run for some time more under the blanket, to make sure it was well and truly hot, and then attacked each likely component around the vertical stages with an aerosol of instant cold.

I drew a blank with the first few components, but struck the jackpot when I sprayed a 0.1uf capacitor connected from the plate of the oscillator stage to chassis; part of the wave shaping system. About 30 seconds after I sprayed it the picture started to grow and when I gave it a second shot it came rapidly up to full height.

It was a paper capacitor and apparently was going leaky at high temperatures. I replaced it with a polyester type, gave the set another heat soak and, when this showed no fault after several hours, prepared to take it back to the customer.

Unfortunately, any sense of achievement I may have enjoyed in finding a rather tricky fault quickly disappeared when I faced up to the customer. In view of all the circumstances I felt quite justified in
charging him for the extra work, but this suggestion was not very well received.

His attitude was that the cost of the two calls amounted to something more than he had paid for the set in the first place and, that if he had known that repairs were going to cost that much, he would not have had the job done.

I countered this by pointing out that had I been given all the facts about the set's behaviour before I started on it, the job would have cost a good deal less.

Finally, I agreed to knock a few dollars off as a gesture of goodwill and, somewhat reluctantly, the customer agreed to pay it. Whether he accepted my explanation and will come back next time he wants a job done I cannot say.

More importantly, I think it's necessary to consider just what went wrong with this transaction. Looking at it as I might do had it been another serviceman, I should probably criticise myself for not being more searching in my questioning when I encountered the customer the first time. I allowed myself to be trapped by the obvious nature of the fault, as it appeared then.

On the other hand the customer also fell into a common trap; that of not bothering to tell the serviceman the whole story. Unfortunately, while it is easy to condemn the customer on this basis, we have to face the fact that it occurs through ignorance. Not only do they not know any better, they never will know any better.

In short, the responsibility for this part of the job lands fairly and squarely back on our shoulders. If we don't accept it we have only ourselves to blame if we get caught.

And here is a short story about an unusual cause of colour impurity. Unfortunately it came to me about third hand, so I cannot vouch for it directly. However, I understand it is apparently prepared to swear on a stack of service manuals that it is true.

A lady rang a service organisation late one afternoon (about 5.15) and complained about poor colour performance. Since the address was not far away, one of the technicians decided to make it his last call for the day, on his way home.

One look at the screen was sufficient to show that it has gross impurity, and a quick once-over with the degaussing wand fixed it.

The next day, at about the same time the lady rang again to say that the set had developed the same fault again, and added that it happened at exactly 5 o'clock. So another visit, another wave of my informant's words, "... became a little bit suspicious." Having fixed the set for the third time he began to ques-
tion the lady as to what happened at exactly 5 o'clock, which might throw some light on the mystery. And the only answer the lady could give him was that her husband came home.

Accordingly, the technician arranged to be at the house the following after-
noon a little before 5 o'clock. At almost exactly 5 o'clock the husband drove his car into the garage — and at that moment the picture became impure.

Why? The house was split level design with the garage under the lounge room and, as the technician had already established, the car was directly under the TV set.

His theory proven it became necessary to move the TV set to another part of the lounge room. In fact, it transpired that the TV set had been moved to the spot above the garage only recently; not long before the trouble became apparent.

The exact mechanism by which the car affected the TV set is not completely clear. However, it must be something associated with shutting down the car's electrical system, since the mere presence of the car was, apparently, not sufficient to cause it. Nor, strangely enough, was the starting sequence involved in driving the car out in the morning.

Was it the interior light being switched on or off? It certainly would be closer to the TV set, but the current involved is small. The headlights? This is a more likely suggestion, assuming that it happened at that time of the year when headlights were needed at 5 o'clock in the afternoon. (I have no way of knowing exactly when it did happen.)

But this still leaves unanswered the question as to why the very much heavier starter current in the morning did not have a similar effect.

Nevertheless, I believe the story is true, and telling it may provide a clue for someone else with a similar problem.

And, finally, a further report on the use of circular polarisation, as a ghost reducing technique, currently being pursued in the United States. (See these notes for January 1977.)

The latest report is that the FCC has now issued a ruling which should make it relatively easy for the idea to be implemented without either the viewers or the TV stations being disadvantaged by the changeover.

The TV stations are now permitted to use circular polarisation, but are required to effectively double their radiated power so that the horizontal component is at the same level as before.

As a result viewers who retain their existing aerial will receive the same signal level as before, and the TV station's coverage will not be reduced.

On the other hand, those viewers who choose to fit circularly polarised aerials will not only benefit from reduced ghosting, but will also receive a 3dB stronger signal.
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Winning entry in the Mini Scamp Competition:

Microcomputer-based Swimming Pool Alarm

As promised last month, here are the full details of Mr Kurt Deininger's winning entry in the Dick Smith-Electronics Australia Mini Scamp Microcomputer Competition. Using very little interfacing hardware and a program which fits in less than 256 bytes, it performs a very worthwhile and practical job: monitoring a swimming pool.

The importance of an effective pool alarm is so obvious that it does not need any discussion. The microcomputer appears to me to be the ideal tool to develop an alarm that doesn't have the drawbacks of conventional alarms. These are either so sensitive that they give false alarms, which leads to them being switched off or ignored, or they have such a high threshold that they fail in a real emergency. The microcomputer with its inherent flexibility and its potential for "intelligence" should have no limits in approximating the ideal alarm, simply by increasing memory capacity and software. I have used a Mini Scamp microcomputer together with a protoboard to hold the required IC's, to build a prototype to prove the feasibility of the idea.

Here is a description of the operation: The Mini Scamp constantly monitors the level of the water. The device I used for sensing was a simple piece of 2.5mm spacing Veroboard with 32 tracks. Each track is connected to an input of four 81LS95 IC's (see Fig.1). Those tracks of the Veroboard that are under water will produce a low level input into the 81LS95.

The Mini Scamp can address each of these tracks using 5 bits. I used a 74151 to select 1 of 8 lines using the 3 lowest bits, and a 7404 to enable the selected 81LS95 using the next 2 bits. This can obviously be expanded to any desired number, although 256 seems to be a reasonable limit. Likewise, the Veroboard can be replaced by a more suitable device. It was good enough to demonstrate the feasibility of the project however.

In the prototype I built I used the data displayed by the LED's as the address to select a track since this was the easiest way to interface. The output of the 74151 multiplexer was fed to SENSE B. To detect the current level of the water the Mini Scamp simply has to set up addresses from zero onwards until it detects through SENSE B a track that is not grounded — i.e., above the water. This provides a resolution of 2.5mm or 1/10 of an inch, which is the track spacing on the Veroboard. A simple way of increasing this resolution is to fix the Veroboard on an angle.

Now a description of the program. In developing the program where there were two restrictions, the memory size of 256 words and the tedium of...
Microcomputer-based swimming pool alarm

entering the program through switches. Therefore I can only repeat that my design is only to prove the feasibility of a computer controlled pool alarm. A final design would no doubt be more elegant. The program is designed to sound an alarm when one of the two conditions is given:

Condition One: Research has shown that a child struggling in the water causes waves in the 4Hz and above range. The program accordingly measures the interval from one wave peak to another and if a count corresponds to less than .25 sec, it causes the alarm (Flag O) to be set. Since one incidence of an under .25 sec interval is not a reliable measure, an “averaging” procedure is introduced. That means, if the least 10 intervals last less than 2.5 secs, or the last 16 less than 4 secs, for instance, the alarm is set. Thus, an isolated short interval cannot set off the alarm.

The following technique is used to achieve the “averaging” (it is also used to establish Condition Two, therefore it was written as a subroutine):

A stack of 10 bytes (or 16 or as many as desired) is kept. Each newly measured interval (or whatever) is stored in successive bytes. When the end of the stack is reached, wrap-around occurs. A total of all values of all bytes in the stack is kept (requiring 2 bytes). Continually adding up all bytes in the stack would take a lot of time, so instead the value of the existing byte is subtracted and the new value being stored is added. This simply and automatically achieves the desired result: the total always corresponds to the sum of the last 10 (or 16) values entered in the stack.

Condition Two: Since there is the possibility that the child sinks quietly, without generating the above mentioned 4Hz waves, a second check is made. This second test looks for an increase in the water level. Since there is usually some movement in the water, the same sort of “averaging” procedure as above is used. The rise in the level depends of course on the size of the pool and the values need to be adjusted accordingly. Also this may necessitate a device with a finer resolution than the 2.5mm of the Veroboard. It should however be noted that even an increase of less than 2.5mm would lead to an increase in the “average” since the tracks would remain submerged for a longer time and exposed for a shorter period (see Fig.2).

The program constantly maintains the average level and also maintains the field containing the lowest average so far. That way any drop in the level (through evaporation or leakage or other) leads to an adjustment to the level to be checked against. This is a further advantage over conventional alarms, where a slow drop in level may lead to the alarm not detecting changes.

Further details of program operation should be fairly evident from the listing, which has comments. As you can see the complete program fits in less than 256 bytes, including its stacks.

As noted earlier the interfacing used to allow the Mini Scamp to monitor the pool water level was kept very simple. The few integrated circuits used were mounted on a prototyping socket board, with wires connecting to the Veroboard water sensor and the Mini Scamp. Note that the sensor’s operation depends upon the water in the pool being effectively earthed; this normally occurs via the water piping, but in some cases a separate earth electrode or wire may be needed.

Needless to say, if the pool alarm were to be made into a fully practical unit, the system could be made very much more compact and elegant. The program would be put into a PROM, so that it would be able to run as soon as power is applied.
SERVICEMEN:
SAVE TIME – MAKE MONEY WITH DICK!

BRILLIANT!

AT LAST – A SET OF ISO STANDARD (JAPANESE) REPLACEMENT NUTS, BOLTS & WASHERS FOR SERVICEMEN!

“The most comprehensive kit I’ve ever seen . . . my troubles are over with Japanese equipment . . .”

— The Serviceman, Electronics Aust.

How often have you been fixing a Japanese transistor radio or tape recorder and found a screw missing?

If you’re typical of most Servicemen, it’s an everyday occurrence.
Murphy’s law says that the screw that’s missing is the one the junk box doesn’t contain. What you need is a never-ending junk box!

Here it is — and it’s far from junk! This is one box of tricks you cannot afford NOT to have in your lab. Nearly 3000 nuts, screws and washers — all of the ISO standard. There’s something to fit every application!

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET: Round head screws, csk head screws, round head self tappers, csk head self tappers, grub screws for knobs, nuts & washers of various sizes, plus circlips (for tape recorders, etc).

Each screw assortment comes in this easy-to-see presentation pack. What you see is what you get!

$69.00
Cat T-5650
WHY NOT GET TWO PACKS?
KEEP ONE AT HOME IN THE GARAGE!

2,820 PIECES
LESS THAN 2.5¢ EACH

A NEW CRO?

TRIO 30MHz DUAL BEAM
Ideal for CB & TV service and general lab use.

Superb unit, fully professional features. A MUST for the serious service shop.

$915.42
Cat O-1246
Plus tax if appl.

CB RF Output Trans.

2SC1306
2SC1307 or direct equivalents

We’ve got ‘em . . .

Probably the most popular RF power transistors in Australia at the moment — and also the scarcest! But we have some; a strictly limited supply. It won’t last long, so get some spares now. You never know when you might pop your cork!

2SC1306 (12W M) Cat Z-2501 . . . $4.50
2SC1307 (25W M) Cat Z-2502 . . . $6.50

CB SERVICING:
A MUSHROOMING BUSINESS — Get in on the ground floor!

CB radio servicing is big business in the USA; it’s bound to become so here. You don’t need much more gear than what you have for TV work.

This CB transceiver checker combines a number of instruments into one handy package. Save time & money.

only $52.50
Cat O-1380
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DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS

SYDNEY
125 York St.
City, Ph 29 1126
Open ’til 8PM Thursday

MELBOURNE
656 Bridge Rd.
Richmond, Ph 42 1614
Easy access: huge stock

BRISBANE
166 Logan Rd.
Buranda Ph 391 6233

ADELAIDE
203 Wright St.
See us!

The 8085 is fully software compatible with the earlier 8080 and 8080A designs, but has several important advantages. Firstly, only a single power supply (+5V) is required, as against the three required with the earlier designs. Clock requirements are considerably relaxed. In line with other current microprocessor chips, the clock is implemented by connecting a crystal directly to the 8085 chip, doing away with the previous requirements for a two phase clock driver. In addition, the maximum clock frequency has been increased by 50% to 3MHz.

Two new instructions have been provided on the 8085 (they use unused opcodes from the 8080), which initialize and maintain hardware features not found in the 8080. The RIM (read interrupt mask) instruction loads the accumulator with the restart interrupt masks, any pending interrupts, and the serial input data line. The SIM (set interrupt mask) instruction loads the interrupt masks and the serial output latch, using the accumulator contents as programming data.

For information on the remaining instructions, which are all identical with the original 8080, readers are referred to the MCS-80 or 85 User's Manual. Alternatively, a brief resume of these instructions was given in the July 1977 issue, in editor Jim Rowe's review of the 8080A device.

Three new 8080-family components have also been introduced with the 8085 chip. The first of these is the 8155 RAM, I/O and timer. This is a 40 pin chip, containing 256 bytes of RAM, two bidirectional 8-bit input/output ports, a 6bit “handshaking” port, and a 64bit programmed interval timer/event timer. Only a single +5V supply is required.

The 8355 chip is a 2k byte mask programmed ROM, which also provides two bidirectional 8-bit input/output ports. A companion device is the pin compatible 8755 2k byte UV-erasable PROM, which also contains the two input/output ports. Thus programs can be developed and debugged using the 8755 device, with final versions mass produced in the 8355 device, but using the same board pattern and layout.

Four new peripheral controllers have also been introduced. These are the 8271 Programmable Floppy Disk Controller, the 8273 SDLC Protocol Controller, the 8275 Programmable CRT Controller, and the 8279...
Programmable Keyboard/Display Interface.

In order to allow designers to gain hands-on experience of the 8085 chip set, Intel have produced the SDK-85 System Design Kit. A sample kit was made available to us by Warburton Franki Pty Ltd, one of the Australian distributors for Intel devices.

The SDK-85 provides all components required to build a single board 8085 system, and includes a comprehensive set of literature. The hardware supplied with the kit comprises the 8085 CPU chip, an 8355 ROM with resident monitor-debug program, an 8155 RAM, an 8279 Keyboard Display controller, and a hexadecimal keyboard and display. A standard TTY interface is also provided.

It took us just under two hours to assemble the kit, which operated perfectly at the first turn on. (A small trouble-shooting section is provided in the manual if you do run into difficulties.) Note that although a 1.3A 5V power supply is specified, a 1A supply is adequate for the basic kit. We measured the current drain of the prototype at just over 400mA, with all displays illuminated.

The operator has a choice of either using the keyboard and display provided on the main PCB, or operating the system via a teleprinter. These options are selected by a link on the board. In the keyboard mode, the "subt mem" key allows you to read the contents of ROM, and to examine and modify the contents of RAM. The "exam reg" key allows the CPU registers to be examined and altered.

The "go" command allows a starting location to be entered into the program counter, while the "exec" key transfers control to the desired location. The "single step" key allows the operator to step through a program one step at a time.

An unusual feature is the "vect intr" key. This uses one of the interrupt vectors to transfer control to location 20D4 in RAM. The user can insert any three byte instruction here, allowing control to be transferred to a keyboard interrupt routine. If an RST O instruction is included in a program, control will be returned to the monitor.

A RST 1 instruction also returns control to the monitor, but all registers and user memory will be preserved. Thus this instruction can be used as a breakpoint.

In the teleprinter mode, the commands are basically similar. The I command allows instructions in to be inserted into RAM, while the G command allows programs to be run. The D command allows blocks of memory to be moved about in memory. Note that the D and I commands do not have compatible formats, and cannot be used to store and reload programs from paper tape or cassettes. The S command allows individual memory locations to be examined and altered, while the X command allows the registers to be examined and altered. Breakpoints are achieved in the same way as with the keyboard routines.

Note that an additional —10V supply is required to drive the teleprinter driver circuitry. It is also worth noting that a 50mA loop current is used for the TTY keyboard circuit — which may need to be modified for use with some VDU terminals.

Full explanations are provided of both hardware and software, so that the user has full access to the routines used by the monitor. Several demonstration programs are provided, so that the user can gain hands-on experience with these routines. In addition, a full listing of the monitor is provided.

To illustrate the use of these routines, we have reproduced here a short novelty program, which displays a flashing message on the displays. Load the program into memory at the addresses shown, and commence execution at location 2000. (In case you are curious, the message displayed is "rEAd Ea"!)

In conclusion, we found the SDK-85 kit easy to assemble, and it should give a good insight into the 8085 CPU and its associated chips. At $286.00 plus tax, it seems quite reasonable value for money. The kit and other Intel products are available from Warburton Franki Pty Ltd, who have offices in all states.

An exceptional price on an applications oriented 6503 based microprocessor system featuring: 1K bytes RAM locations (512 bytes supplied), 1K bytes ROM locations (256 byte monitor included), two 8 bit input ports, two 8 bit output ports, one latched and one buffered.

A 24 key touch operated keypad is used by the monitor to allow entry and execution of user programs and is also user definable. Two latched seven segment displays are used by the monitor to display memory location and contents. Also easily user programmed.

An optional Cassette Interface is available that fits entirely on the processor board allowing the use of any audio cassette recorder for program storage.

The 8700 fits in a space reserved in the 8782 Encoded Keyboard's case PAIA software support available for Electronic Music Synthesizer interface.

Direct all replies to: COMPUTER ART AND EDUCATION
P.O. BOX 147, CROYDON, VIC. 3136. 2 STEPHEN CRESCENT, CROYDON, VIC. 3136

SUPPLIERS OF:
PAIA's 8700 COMPUTER CONTROLLER

An exceptional price on an applications oriented 6503 based microprocessor system featuring: 1K bytes RAM locations (512 bytes supplied), 1K bytes ROM locations (256 byte monitor included), two 8 bit input ports, two 8 bit output ports, one latched and one buffered.

A 24 key touch operated keypad is used by the monitor to allow entry and execution of user programs and is also user definable. Two latched seven segment displays are used by the monitor to display memory location and contents. Also easily user programmed.

An optional Cassette Interface is available that fits entirely on the processor board allowing the use of any audio cassette recorder for program storage.

The 8700 fits in a space reserved in the 8782 Encoded Keyboard's case PAIA software support available for Electronic Music Synthesizer interface.
NiCad RAM backup, single step mode:

Here are details of how to add battery backup to the volatile RAM memories of your Mini Scamp microcomputer, so that 256 bytes of memory remain permanently energised and hence retain any programs or data stored in them. A circuit is also presented to enable a programmed halt to be implemented, as well as the facility to step through a program a single instruction at a time.

In the June 1977 issue, we presented details of an add-on memory board for use with Dr Kennewell's Mini Scamp design. This enabled memory expansion to 1024 bytes of RAM, or 768 bytes of RAM and 512 bytes of ROM or PROM. Interfacing circuits to couple into a standard 20mA teleprinter loop were also provided on this board.

This approach, while quite flexible, does suffer from one disadvantage. All user programs must be stored in RAM, and hence are lost whenever power is removed from the circuit. This means that if there is a power failure while you have programs or data stored in RAM, it will be necessary to reload the RAMs with the appropriate code.

If you operate your system via a teleprinter or video display unit, this is annoying to say the least, as it means that all data has to be re-entered manually via the keyboard. But if you interface to your system via the front panel switches, then such a failure is almost catastrophic, as all those who have attempted to run large programs will testify. Even a skilled switch-flipper will take a long time to feed in 256 eight-bit binary numbers, using the address and data switches.

The obvious solution to this dilemma is never to turn the system off. But this is not completely practical, as power failures do occur, as do well-meaning helpers ("I only unplugged it for a little while, dear, while I dusted behind it"). A solution to this problem does exist, however, in the form of inexpensive rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries, which are currently available at quite reasonable prices.

The basic idea of this scheme is to arrange a battery supply which will keep the RAMs powered in the absence of mains power, while being kept fully charged whenever mains power is present. The length of time that the mains power can be dispensed with will depend on the capacity of the battery and the current drain of the RAMs.

As well as ensuring that power is applied to the RAMs at all times, it will be necessary to ensure that during the changeover intervals, erroneous data is not written into the memory. The circuit we have devised to accomplish these requirements is presented in Fig. 1. It should be read in conjunction with the main Mini Scamp circuit diagram (April 1977, page 67), and the decoding circuits presented in the June 1977 issue (page 80).

The top of the diagram shows the existing power supply circuitry. As you can see, we have suggested that an extra 2500μF of capacity be wired in parallel with the main supply electrolytic capacitor. This is required to ensure reliable functioning of the power transfer circuits.

The standby battery is composed of three AA size Ni-Cad cells, wired in series. This gives a nominal terminal voltage of 3.6V. The battery is trickle-
charged via a 1k resistor and 1N914 diode from the main supply electrolytic capacitor. The diode prevents the battery from discharging via the charging resistor when the mains supply is absent.

The RAMs connected to the battery supply are those identified as the "C" pair on the memory extension PCB. They are still normally supplied from the output of the three-terminal regulator, but now via a forward biased diode. This gives a 0.7V drop, but in practice this does not affect the operation of the RAMs. The diode connecting the RAM supply line to the battery is reversed biased, preventing the battery from being overcharged.

The chip enable line of the RAMs is driven from the "O" output of the 74LS138 decoder, via two series inverters. These are formed by TR1 and TR2. TR3 is normally saturated, and plays no part in normal operation.

The purpose of TR3 is to ensure that the RAMs are disabled while mains power is absent, and to ensure reliable changeovers from mains to battery and back again. This is achieved in the following way:

Consider first the case of a mains failure. The 1uF tantalum electrolytic capacitor is normally held charged by the series diode and resistor connected to the transformer secondary. This biases TR3 on, and allows TR1 to control the chip enable line in the normal fashion. When a power failure occurs, the 1uF capacitor discharges rapidly compared with the main supply electrolytic capacitor.

Thus, before power is removed from the main circuit, TR3 and TR1 are disabled, and the 10k resistor pulls the chip enable line high, disabling the RAMs. This prevents the rest of the circuitry from accessing them during the remainder of the power downtime.

When mains power is restored, the main supply capacitors are recharged immediately, while the 1uF capacitor takes a longer time to charge, because of the 10k limiting resistor. Thus TR3 does not turn on until power has been fully restored to the remainder of the circuitry, and thus prevents erroneous data from being written into the RAMs.

Typical 2112 memory chips have a current drain of 30mA at 5V. Derating this current linearly to estimate the current requirements for a 3.6V rail, we find that the current drain for two chips is 43mA. With 450mAH cells, this gives an estimated power downtime of 10 hours.

The specified maximum current for a single chip is given as 60mA, so that the minimum standby time becomes five hours. However, tests on the prototype, showed that current drain in the standby mode was only 20mA, so that a 20-hour standby time could be achieved.

We do not recommend running more than one pair of memories from the battery, as this will decrease the minimum standby time. Note also that it is not advisable to connect extra cells in parallel with the existing cells, in order to overcome this problem. This is
DO YOU WANT TO BUILD A POWERFUL, LOW COST HOME COMPUTER

START HERE

LOW COST TV TERMINAL
A MUST TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR SYSTEM - INCLUDES AUTOMATIC SCROLLING, CURSOR, FULL EDIT FACILITIES

ETI 632 VDU PLUG IN VERSION $180.00
632 ECONOMY VERSION $135.00

CASSETTE INTERFACE
LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY
For Low Cost Bulk Storage
CT750 (Assembled) $37.50
Radio Electronics low cost kit with test tape and instructions $22.50

SELECT A BASIC SYSTEM
A. EA BABY 2650 $75.00
B. KT 9500 COMPLETE $199.00
C. EA 2650/KT9500 CONVERSION $142.00

POWER SUPPLY DECISION
+5, -12V
A. 1A LCPS KIT $15.00
B. AT 512 ASSEMBLED UNIT $27.50
C. AT 1250 HI-CURRENT $47.50

SOFTWARE GAMES PACK
TAPE WITH LISTINGS $12.50
ASTRO TREK, HANGMAN, NIM, POKER MACHINE, MASTERMIND ETC

2650 USERS GROUP
INITIAL MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES PROFESSIONAL DOCUMENTATION PACKAGE CONTAINING A MOST COMPREHENSIVE SOFTWARE LISTINGS INCLUDING TEXT EDITOR ASSEMBLER BLOCK MOVE ASTRO TREK BAUDOT ROUTINES VARIOUS GAMES SORTING ROUTINES MATHEMATICS PACKAGES ETC, ETC $40.00
ALSO INCLUDES UP DATE SERVICE

MEMORY
4K STATIC RAM KIT $100.00
1K RAM STICKS $25.50

YOU WIN!!
YOU NOW HAVE A MOST COST EFFECTIVE HOME COMPUTER SYSTEM

2650 HOME STUDY PROGRAMMING COURSE CASSETTES AND WORKSHOP NOTES Available soon

NEED MORE INFO send $1.00 and return address for full details

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY P/L
109-111 Hunter St., Hornsby 2077.
Phone: 476 4758, 476 3759
Hours: Mon – Fri. 9 – 5, Sat All Day.
because the cells may not share the load and charge currents equally, leading to damage to one or more cells.

The June 1977 article gave details of a printed circuit board, coded 77up6, upon which could be mounted the teleprinter interface circuits, as well as the extra RAM and ROM. We found that it was possible to modify the pattern of this board, so as to accommodate the extra components required for battery operation.

The extra components are mounted on the blank areas of board adjacent to the RAMs, while the battery is mounted over the ROM position. We actually modified the prototype PCB by making suitable cuts in the pattern with a razor blade. This process requires a delicate hand, however, and is not recommended.

Instead, we have modified the original artwork for this board, and coded the new version 77up6a. The board measures 131 x 75mm. It is functionally equivalent to the old board, with one exception.

If the board is to be used as described in the June 1977 issue to accommodate an extra three pairs of RAMs, a link is required in the +5V rail between the “C” RAMs and the “B” RAMs. In all other respects, the board should be wired as per the diagram on page 81 of that issue.

To wire the board for use with the battery standby circuit, follow the overlay diagram, Fig. 2, in this article. Note that two of the links required need to be insulated, as they pass close to other component leads.

We recommend that the cells be mounted in a four-way holder. The fourth cell is replaced by a link, so that the connection clip to the holder can be used in the normal way. Take care when soldering this wire in position not to melt the plastic of the holder, as it melts at quite a low temperature.

The cells should then be taped into the holder, to prevent them from falling out as the chassis is moved around. The completed battery can then be wired to the board, using the holes provided for this purpose. At this stage, do not connect the clip to the battery.

The final stage of assembly of the board is to install the RAMs. Ensure firstly that the barrel and bit of your soldering iron are earthed to the board earth, and then insert the ICs and solder them in. It is a good idea to solder the power supply pins (8 and 16) first.

The interconnections to the rest of the Mini Scamp circuitry can now be installed. The link connecting the main-PCB RAMs chip enable line to the “O” output of the 74LS138 must be broken, and these RAMs connected to the “I” output instead. This is so that the buffered RAMs can be connected to the “O” output, so that the stored programs can be run upon initialisation.

Make the remaining interconnections as shown on the overlay diagram. If desired, additional, unbuffered extra RAMs can be installed in the “A” and “B” positions. It is also possible to connect a ROM into the circuit as well, although in this case only one additional pair of RAMs can be installed, due to the Mini Scamp loading limitations.

For details of the additional components and wiring required in this case, readers are referred to the June 1977 issue.

Since it is intended to store utility programs permanently in the lower 256 bytes of RAM, a means is required to execute them. The CPU requires all programs to start at location 0001, but obviously only one program can start here. We have written a tiny “monitor program”, using only 16 locations, which will interrogate the data switches twice, and then do an XPPC 3 instruction to transfer program control to the appropriate address.

Fig. 3 is a listing of this program, and its use is quite simple. In response to the DRQ LED, feed in the high order
address of the program you wish to run. After a short delay, the DRQ LED will request the low order address. Feed this in, and program control will then be transferred to the address supplied. To return to monitor control, simply insert an XPPC 3 instruction in your program.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows details of how a single instruction facility and a programmed halt function can be added to Mini Scamp. Only two low cost TTL devices are required, along with a small number of passive devices. The RUN/HALT switch now becomes the RUN/SINGLE STEP switch, while an additional momentary action SPDT switch labelled STEP is required.

The CONT input of the SC/MP chip is now driven from the 7474 flipflop which is clocked by the debounced signal from the STEP switch. Note that the existing 10k pullup resistor and 22μF capacitor should be removed. In the single step mode, the inverted NADS signal is used to clear the flipflop, and drive CONT low. Operation of the CPU is then suspended just prior to the next instruction fetch.

Thus each time the STEP switch is operated, a new instruction is fetched and executed. During each fetch cycle the NADS signal appears and clears the flipflop, so that only one instruction is executed.

In the RUN mode, operation is similar, except that the flipflop is now cleared only when DB7 goes high during NADS time. This only occurs when a HALT instruction (code 00) is encountered. Program operation will continue when the STEP switch is operated.

By connecting the preset line of the flipflop to the Mini Scamp RESET switch, and by switching to the single step mode, only a single step will be executed upon initialisation. To start a program running switch to RUN and press STEP.

The extra switch can be accommodated on the front panel near the DRQ LED, with the remaining components mounted on a small piece of Veroboard mounted on the rear of the switches. The photographs show how the circuitry was positioned in the prototype. The front panel can be modified to suit, using typed labels and glue.
DEALERS FOR CROMEMCO

Sequence from Cromenco's Kaleidoscope software. This program runs without keyboard entry, gives you stunning colour display.

As a SPECIAL Introductory OFFER WE have reduced the price of the Z-2 Mainframe to $895.00 Assembled (inc. tax). This represents a saving of $100 under the USA price.

CROMEMCO MODULES AVAILABLE*

- 4MHz CPU Card with Z80 microprocessor, 4K Ram Card, 16K Ram Card, Byesav Card, 16K Prom Card, D/A and A/D interface, TU-Art digital interface, "TV Dazzler, Z-2D Disc Computer System
- 3K Control Basic Monitor, Resident Operating System Assembler, 16K Basic, Z-80 Macro Assembler, Fortran IV, Dazzler Games.

* ALL CROMEMCO MODULES ARE S 100 BUS COMPATIBLE CROMEMCO ASSEMBLED MODULES ARE BELOW USA PRICE

** SEND $5.00 FOR FULL COLOUR SET OF DAZZLER SLIDES

WE ARE PROUD TO BE APPOINTED SOLE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS FOR PAIA.

By anyone's standards this is a BIG synthesizer, as you can see by reviewing the module complement. Like our other packages, it may be used without a computer as a normal monotonic synthesizer. With a computer in the loop, you are ready to do polyphonic instruments, multi-track recording work, and innumerable composer and performer assisting functions that are only possible with a computer/synthesizer combination. The 4700/J module complement consists of: the 8782 Encoded Keyboard, digital to analog converter, QuASH, two 4710 Balanced Modulator/VCA's, three 4720 Voltage Controlled Oscillators, 2720-5 Control Oscillator/Noise Source, three Watt Block Supplies, two Envelope Generators, Reverb and two Wing Cabinets. Included are step-by-step instructions and using manual. Also includes a 4730 Multi-modal filter and one 4711 Stereo Mixer.

Send $3.00 for demonstration cassette of PAIA modules (refundable with purchase). Please write for dealer nearest you.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

OTHER SOFTWARE


SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOFTWARE LIBRARY

The entire library is 1100 pages long, chocked full of program source code, instructions, conversions, memory requirements, examples and much more. ALL are written in compatible BASIC executable in 4K MITS, SPHERE, IMSAI, SWTPC, PDP etc. BASIC Compilers available for 8080 & 6800 under $10 elsewhere.

VOLUME I: Book keeping. Games, Pictures
VOLUME II: Math & Engineering, Plotting & Stat. Basic Statement Def
VOLUME III: Advanced Business, Billing, Inventory, Payroll
VOLUME IV: General Purpose
VOLUME V: Experimentet

MUSIC SYNTHESIS BOARD

Features: Complete waveform generation control. Programmable low pass filter. 256 control levels of volume. Full standard piano range plus 8 higher frequencies. 256 control levels of envelope. Stereo output with more than one board.
Send $3.00 for demonstration cassette (Refundable with purchase).

As our product range is continually growing please write for latest details. Send $2.00 (refundable with purchase) for complete catalogue of all our products. Clubs note that we offer quantity discounts. Schools write for time sharing system (up to 8 users). We provide full back up service on modules.

Direct all replies to:

COMPUTER ART AND EDUCATION, PO BOX 147, CROYDON, VIC. 3136.
2 STEPHEN CRESCENT, CROYDON, VIC. 3136. TELEPHONE: MELB. 725-8094

ELECTRONICS Australia, January, 1978
New teletype

A new ASCII teleprinter has been added to the range of communications equipment made by Teletype Corporation, to supersede the very well known model 33. Called the model 43, the new machine operates at up to 30 characters per second and uses a 9-wire matrix impact printhead for very high printing quality. It prints the full 94-character ASCII character set, with lower case letters having full descenders for legibility.

The printer uses 300mm wide fan-fold paper, and employs tractor feed. It can print lines of 132 character length. True 30cps printing is achieved by using a receive buffer in conjunction with the printer's catch-up speed capability.

The keyboard is fully solid state, and is also buffered to allow the operator to type as fast as skill permits.

Data rate of the model 43 may be switched between 110 and 300 baud via a user switch. Also switchable are parity and full/half duplex communication modes.

Operation of the model 43 is significantly quieter than earlier models. It is also designed for very easy servicing, with modular construction and all major components readily removable.

Further information on the new model 43 Teletype is available from the local agents, Kenelec Systems Pty Ltd, 142 Highbury Road, Burwood, Victoria.

4k CMOS UV-PROMs

Intersil Inc., the Cupertino-based semiconductor manufacturer, has claimed an industry first on two new products, both 4096-bit UV-erasable CMOS PROMs. Both parts have typical quiescent power dissipation levels of around 15 nanowatts at 5V supply, and 50-100nW at 10V — about six orders of magnitude better than comparable N or P-channel counterparts.

The IM6603 is organised as 1024 words of four bits, while the IM6604 is organised as 512 words of eight bits. Access times are 200-280ns at 5V and 150-200ns at 10V, making them among the fastest EPROMs on the market.

Used with the Intersil IM6010 12-bit CMOS microprocessor, the new PROMs can form a fully CMOS system.

Further information is available from the Australian representatives for Intersil, R&D Electronics Pty Ltd, at 23 Burwood Road, Burwood, Victoria 3125.

Computer clubs

At present we know of three organised clubs, as listed below. Details of other clubs will be published as we are advised of their formation.

SYDNEY: The Microcomputer Enthusiasts Group (MEGs). Meetings are held at 8pm on the first and third Monday of each month at the WIA centre, 14 Atcheson Street, Crows Nest. Mail address P.O. Box 3, St. Leonards 2065.

MELBOURNE: The Microcomputer Club of Melbourne (MICOM). Meetings are held at 2pm on the third Saturday of each month at the Model Railways Hall, Glen Iris (opposite railway station). Contact is Roger Edgecombe on (03) 836 1077 (bus. hours).

NEW ENGLAND: The New England Computer Club. Membership is by no means limited to students, and enquiries are invited. Enquiries C/- The Union, University of New England, Armidale, NSW 2351.

Technico 16-bit SBC

Innovative Micro Processor And Computer Technology have introduced to Australia the Technico 9900 single-board computer, based on the Texas Instruments TMS9900 16-bit microprocessor. The board has parallel input/output via a CRU (communications register unit), TTY interface offering both RS232 and 20mA current loop, interrupt inputs, and address, data and control busses all available via IC sockets along one edge of the PCB.

Also provided on the board is a very useful feature, normally only available in other systems as an add-on option: an inbuilt EPROM programmer.

The basic "Super Starter" or 9900-SS board comes with 512 words of RAM and 1k words of ROM with a resident monitor. This can be expanded by fully populating the PCB, to provide 2k of RAM, 2k of ROM with an Instant Input Assembler as well as the monitor, and 2k of EPROMs.

Further expansion from this level may be done by adding 32k byte RAM boards and a variety of other boards, taking the system right up to full minicomputer level.

The Technico 9900-SS is available in kit form for $360, or assembled and tested for $480, in each case plus sales tax if applicable. Further information is available from Innovative Micro Processor And Computer Technology, PO Box 177, Petersham, NSW 2049.

65kbyte RAM board

The Extensys Corporation of Sunnyvale, California has released a dynamic RAM memory board for microcomputer systems with a capacity of 65,536 bytes — equal to the full memory space addressing capability of most microprocessors. The PCB uses Intel 2108 dynamic RAM chips, measures 128 x 256mm, and is S-100 bus compatible — making it usable on many of the established microcomputer systems.

The RM64 memory board comes completely assembled and tested, with memory chips fitted for either 32k, 48k or 65k bytes. All boards are burnt-in for at least 50 hours to detect faults, and come with a one-year warranty on parts, labour and materials.

Switches on the board allow 8k byte sections of the memory to be given any desired address range. There are also facilities for board selection, allowing multiple boards to be used with bank switching for expansion of systems to more than 1 million bytes.

The Extensys RM64 dynamic memory board is available from Computerland, 55 Clarence Street, Sydney.

Acoustic modem

The Sendata 1070 acoustically coupled modem is a new design from Electro-medical Engineering Pty Ltd, of Melbourne. It allows any currently used serial data interface to be connected to a standard Telecorporation, to supersede the very well
handset. Maximum data rate is 300 baud, and the modem uses FSK modulation with 980Hz/1180Hz tones for transmit and 1650Hz/1850Hz for receive. The data interface is via a 25-way connector (CCIT V24) with connections for both RS232 and 20mA current loop circuits.

Dimensions of the unit are 280 x 230 x 115mm, and mass is 3.25kg.

For further information contact the distributors, Anderson Digital Equipment, PO Box 322, Mt Waverley, Victoria or PO Box 294, Ryde NSW.

**1-chip data acquisition**

National Semiconductor claims to have produced the industry's first true one-chip data acquisition system. Designated the ADC0816/MM74C948, the new device has a true 8-bit analog to digital converter with Tri-State latched outputs, a 16-channel expandable analog multiplexer with address input latches, provision for handling external signal conditioning and all the logic required for interfacing to standard microcomputers.

The device is CMOS and uses an advanced ion-implanted high density metal gate process. The chip size is 18 square mm, and comes in a standard 40-pin DIL package. It runs off a single +5V supply and costs around $19.96 (US) in 100-up quantities. Conversion time is 50us.

Linearity and accuracy are equal to that of most hybrid and discrete systems, and better than most monolithic A/D chips. At 25°C the ADC0816's linearity, zero error and FSD error are rated at less than ±1/2 bit in the LSD position.

Enquiries to NS Electronics, cnr Stud Road and Mountain Highway, Bayswater, Victoria.

**FREE WITH THIS LASER**

Laser Electronics introduce their new low-price Helium-Neon Laser range with 4 power outputs and 12 packages and configurations from 1mW to 5mW, illustrated above is the “baby” of the range, the LE-201 1mW self-contained Laser — **Priced at $250 (plus sales tax)**.

**FREE** with every unit purchased for the next 3 months is the latest edition of “LASERS”, an informative illustrated book on what, how and where to use Lasers.

Available direct from:

**Laser Electronics Pty Ltd**

P.O. Box 359, Southport, Qld 4215
Phone: (075) 32 1699  Telex: 41225

---

**Introduction to MICRO COMPUTERS**

Jan-March Lecture Series Offering varied equipment experience. 8 evenings. Location 375 Pitt St, SYDNEY.

Phone Mr Thorn 560-6677, 569-8228, 371-7197.

Write PO Box 105, Marrickville 2204.
DICK SMITH INTRODUCES
HIS NEW 18 CHANNEL CB
Designed for Australia

THE BUMBLEBEE
Economy AM

ORIGINAL RELEASE
PRICE: $119.00

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICE (while 1st shipment lasts):
$99.50

There is a basic difference between the new 'Bumblebee ' and all those other rigs; the Bumblebee is easier to use. Just two main controls plus channel selector - less than most transistor radios!! That makes the 18 Channel Bumblebee the ideal set for all novice CBers - find out what CB's all about without spending a fortune! Yet the Bumblebee is a full power unit, with the same impressive performance as its more expensive brothers. Swells input, high sensitivity receiver - and it's designed for Australia with the very latest phase-locked loop integrated circuit technology. It is fully approved by the Posts & Telecommunications department so you can obtain your license easily.

Brand new Bumblebee: Cat D-1510...........$99.50

THE WASP
Deluxe AM

ORIGINAL RELEASE
PRICE: $169.00

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICE (while 1st shipment lasts):
$129.50

Here is the deluxe job the superb AM Wasp. A real little stinger! Most CBers are prepared to pay just a little more to get worthwhile features - they know that having a little control over their set makes CB in all the more interesting and enjoyable. The Wasp has the worthwhile features. Like an RF gain control (on an AM set!) and LED digital readout. Switchable noise limiter and blanker. Plus, plus, plus...... The Wasp is the AM set for the advanced CBer - or for the CBer who knows one day he will be! Like its brother, the Wasp features the very latest in electronics and, of course, it too is fully approved! Remember with these 18 Channel sets you actually get two extra legal channels more than the 23 channel sets. Take advantage of our introductory offer now: stock cannot last long at this incredibly low price!!!

Wonderful Wasp: Cat D-1520....................$129.50

THE HORNET
SSB/AM

ORIGINAL RELEASE
PRICE: $299.50

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICE (while 1st shipment lasts):
$199.50

If you're really into CB, you've probably longed for an SSB rig! Well stand back and feast your eyes on the Hornet! Did we say the Wasp had a sting...? The Hornet is performance CB from the aerial socket back! When you want that extra range the extra performance that only SSB can give, why settle for second best for no more (in most cases, considerably less at our special introductory offer price) The Hornet features AM operation as well as SSB, so all your friends down there on AM won't miss you! It is finished in the very latest black is beautiful lines, with its brilliant LED digital readout and large illuminated power strength meter contrasting perfectly. A set you'll be proud to own and use (and at this price what a bargain)!

Horny Hornet: Cat. D-1720.....................$199.50

THE SCORPION
SSB/AM Base Station

ORIGINAL RELEASE
PRICE: $349.50

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICE (while 1st shipment lasts):
$299.50

Sure you can run a mobile CB as a base station. All you need is a good power supply, probably an SWR meter, a decent speaker, connecting cords, patch cords etc, etc, etc... If you're going to go base, why not buy a base station? One that has all this assembled in one handsome case - a piece of furniture, in fact! This superb Scorpion is our top of the line model. It plugs straight into the power point (that we can supply - if needed) and has an in built SWR meter, extra large speaker all connected up for you and ready to go! It's brilliant! And it's a rig you'll be proud to place anywhere in your home! Beautiful lines, beautiful performance on both SSB and AM and a real saving over the cost of individually bought items connected up in an unlovely mess!!!

Superb Scorpion: Cat. D-1740.................$299.50

ALL DICK SMITH CB IS GUARANTEED 90 DAYS
Improve your CB enjoyment with these quality accessories from Dick

**AT LAST!**
Scalar base adaptor

$1.90

Cat. D-4504.

Now the people with the Scalar-type thread on their CB antenna bases can use the universal type 3/8 24TPI threaded antennas. Just screw one of these adaptors on!

**ANTENNA LAYDOWN**

Don’t remove your antenna when you go under something low — lay it down!

123

$6.95

D-4506.

3 position lay-down eliminates the need for removing the antenna. AS EASY AS 1-2-3!

Quality construction, long lasting.

**CB RECEIVER am & fm too**

Here’s value. Quality CB receiver (with Australian 18 channels marked) receives all CB band, plus normal broadcast (am) and music (fm) bands. Complete with carry strap. Inbuilt antenna.

$29.50 inc. batteries

Cat. D-2842.

Dick’s own CB radio book

YES! Finally, a book written by Australia’s CB expert on Australian CB radio for Australians...

HUGE 128 Page

EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT CB!

This is the first book written specifically for the Australian CB scene — by the person the government took notice of! What it’s all about, what to buy, what to say, what to expect.

FREE WITH ANY CB RADIO PURCHASE!

Horn Speaker

Use with practically ANY CB: turns it into a loud hailer! Ideal for promotions, club days, field days, etc etc. 8 ohms impedance.

$950

Cat. D-7084.

CB Headset

Comfy headset with attached microphone on boom. Switch stays in hand (on steering wheel) for top safety. Call in today and see for yourself!

only $27.50

Cat. C-1120.

CB Power Supp. Kit

Save money by building your own CB supply. As good as any you’ll buy, complete with easy instructions. 13.8V @ 4A peak. Ideal for SSB too!

$2750

FOR THE CBER WHO’S JUST A LITTLE MORE CAPABLE...

TVI is a dirty word

Protect your license with our filters!

Lo-pass for CB rig. Eliminates most of the harmonics that cause most TVI. Cheap investment for CBers.

$950

Cat. D-7082

$250

Cat. C-2705.

Learn Code

MORSE KEYS: If you try to learn Morse with a bit of tin or a crook key you’ll do more harm than good! Use a proper key — like the superb Hi-mound. Adjustable, easy to handle.

$25.00

Cat. D-7104

Amateur Radio Handbook

$1200

Cat. B-2218.

FREE PROTECTION

EXCLUSIVE D.S.N.O. SYSTEM

FULL DETAILS OF EVERY DICK SMITH CB INCLUDING THE NON REMOVABLE SERIAL NUMBER ARE ENTERED INTO OUR IBM COMPUTER FROM YOUR WARRANTY REGISTRATION CARD. THEREFORE, ANY CB CAN BE INSTANTLY TRACED TO ITS RIGHTFUL OWNER IN CASE OF THEFT. 

**COAXIAL NOISE SUPPRESSOR**

FINALLY! We now have the best noise suppressor — the co-axial type. Rated at 60 amps and 50 volts, use it on anything that can make a noise on the mobile! Don't put up with electrical noise any longer!

$375

Cat. A-7928

CB Headset

Comfy headset with attached microphone on boom. Switch stays in hand (on steering wheel) for top safety. Call in today and see for yourself!

only $27.50

Cat. C-1120.

CB Power Supp. Kit

Save money by building your own CB supply. As good as any you’ll buy, complete with easy instructions. 13.8V @ 4A peak. Ideal for SSB too!

$2750

FOR THE CBER WHO’S JUST A LITTLE MORE CAPABLE...

TVI is a dirty word

Protect your license with our filters!

Lo-pass for CB rig. Eliminates most of the harmonics that cause most TVI. Cheap investment for CBers.

$950

Cat. D-7082

$250

Cat. C-2705.

Learn Code

MORSE KEYS: If you try to learn Morse with a bit of tin or a crook key you’ll do more harm than good! Use a proper key — like the superb Hi-mound. Adjustable, easy to handle.

$25.00

Cat. D-7104

Amateur Radio Handbook

$1200

Cat. B-2218.

FREE PROTECTION

EXCLUSIVE D.S.N.O. SYSTEM

FULL DETAILS OF EVERY DICK SMITH CB INCLUDING THE NON REMOVABLE SERIAL NUMBER ARE ENTERED INTO OUR IBM COMPUTER FROM YOUR WARRANTY REGISTRATION CARD. THEREFORE, ANY CB CAN BE INSTANTLY TRACED TO ITS RIGHTFUL OWNER IN CASE OF THEFT.
## Basic History of the Helical Antenna

Over 6 years ago MOBILE ONE made the first DX HELICAL for 11 Metre Band. Today nearly everyone in all states of Australia are using this revolutionary antenna to assist their everyday communications.

### Office & Factory

17 Sloane St.,
Marrickville, 2204
N.S.W. Australia

Phone: (02) 5164500

Cables: MOBILEONE, Sydney

Telex: 21416, MOBILEONE

P.O. Box 166, Randwick, NSW. 2031

### All Products Carry 12 Months Guarantee

### Type | Model | Description | Price
--- | --- | --- | ---
SkipWhip | DX-IS | 72° SuperHelical | $28
Helihelix | DX3B | 40° SuperHelical | $18
LSD | DX-1/LSD | 60° SuperHelical LSD | $22
 | DX-3/LSD | 40° SuperHelical LSD | $20
Thunderstick | DX-2B | 60° SuperHelical | $22
SuperHelical | DX-1B | Original "Helical Antenna" | $20

### Leader Test Instruments

### Stereo

**LBO-552**
- 5" Horizontal, Dual Trace/
- Dual Chan. Oscilloscope
- With simultaneous left/right waveform display

A solid state achievement that makes audio testing, on-line quality control and general purpose measurements easier than ever. Features a horizontal dual trace/dual channel format that lets you view two independent signals simultaneously and side-by-side on a bright CRT display. Perfect for inspecting and aligning the most sophisticated stereo equipment, the LBO-552 also provides a single channel input for conventional readout. Sensitivity is 20mVp-p/cm. Vert. B'width is DC or 2Hz to 2.5MHz. Sweep speeds are from 10Hz to 1kHz, in 4 ranges with input impedance 1MΩ shunted by 40pF. 250mm h x 180 w x 380 d; 6.5kg.

**LMV-186A**
- Dual Chan./
- Dual Pointer
- AC Millivolt Meter

Check stereo signal quality, especially where a big difference exists in two points. This instrument uses identical switches and amplifiers in each channel to operate without crosstalk effects. Measuring range is 100μV to 300V, 12 steps. It has two dB scales: an easy-to-read meter face; 2 scale readings; built-in dual amplifier output. Accuracy is ±±2% full scale (1kHz). Channels operate individually, or in common at ch. 2. Scale calibration reads effective values. With input cable 240V/50Hz. 150mm h x 200 w x 250 d; 3.5kg.

### WARBURTON FRANKI

- ADELAIDE 356-7333 • BRISBANE 52-7255 • HOBART 23-1841
- MELBOURNE 699-4999 • PERTH 65-7000 • SYDNEY 648-1711
- AUCKLAND N.Z. 360-154 • WELLINGTON N.Z. 698-272

---

**SPECIALIST HELICAL ANTENNAS**

**SIMPLY... IT'S THE BEST!**

**MOBILE ONE**

**COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS**

**ALL PRODUCTS CARRY 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE**
Anticipating a keen and continued demand for Australian standard 27MHz CB equipment, the Radio Parts Group have announced the release of two new transceivers, the Electrophone CB-550 mobile SSB/AM unit and an equivalent base station, model CB-590. One of each was submitted to us for inspection and possible review.

Externally, the two units look quite different but reference to the user manuals reveals an identical set of specifications suggesting that the basic circuitry is the same.

Without checking every detail of the schematics in the respective manuals — it would be a painstaking task — visual inspection of the two transceivers did ultimately indicate a common basic board, with wires radiating to the appropriate controls, to access sockets, metering, etc. In addition of course, the base unit had an inbuilt mains power supply. The method of construction does tend to give a somewhat more cluttered appearance to the internal "works" of the mobile unit in particular, and probably adds marginally to its essential dimensions, but not necessarily at the expense of accessibility for service. In fact, controls at the end of wires may well be easier to replace than those soldered — ever so neatly — into one main wiring board.

The mobile transceiver, CB-550, is a fairly large unit in its class, measuring 64mm high, 190mm wide and 260mm deep, excluding knobs and connections. It has a brushed chrome front panel, chrome knobs, and removable black crinkle rear covers. It also has rather more than the usual number of panel facilities. Knobs control the LED readout for the 18 Australian standard channels, Clarifier, Volume, Squelch and Mode (AM, USB, LSB). An "on" switch is associated with the volume knob and a "PA" switch with the squelch knob. In addition, there is a knob to control the brightness of the LED display and another to provide a "calibrate" function for SWR, as read directly on the meter.

The meter actually serves three functions: relative signal strength on receive, relative RF output on transmit, and antenna SWR, the latter involving the calibrate control already mentioned and a selector switch. Other switches bring in the noise blanker circuit and provide a hi-lo setting for RF gain. A small indicator lamp flickers to show modulation on the AM transmit setting.

The CB-590 base station is larger, at 96mm tall, 329mm wide and 244mm deep, finished with black panel, chrome surround and a simulated timber grain finish for the rear cover — appropriate for a free-standing unit in a home.

It has all the control facilities of its mobile counterpart but they are separated out for maximum operator convenience. Separate meters are provided for receive and transmit functions, RF gain is continuously variable, the ANL function is brought out to an off-on switch, and a phone jack is provided as well as a forward-
YOU WON'T HAVE ANY LICENCING PROBLEMS WITH THESE FULLY APPROVED RIGS

18 CHANNEL CB RADIOS
THE MOST ADVANCED RANGE AVAILABLE IN AUSTRALIA.

BUY NOW WHILST STILL DUTY FREE.

- Impressive styling with a full range of controls.
- Inbuilt SWR Meters (CB530, CB550, CB590).
- 2 uncluttered channels (the new Australian 7 & 16 channels).
- RF Gain Controls (CB530, CB550, CB590).
- The most comprehensive range of models designed to satisfy even the most discerning buyer.
- Extremely low noise and low radiation — (these models have been built to the tough RB249 specifications).
- Full service workshop manuals on all models available.
- Spare parts backup — over 7000 spare parts on order.
- Sales display material available — 4 colour brochures — give away leaflets — wall posters — counter display stands with headers housing the three mobile models.

CB530 DELUXE AM
The ultimate AM with 12 Controls — including a unique CB monitor to hear CB messages through the mobile PA speaker whilst out of the car.

$148.52

CB550 AM/SSB DELUXE MOBILE
The bright LED Channel Indicator can be read easily from any angle. A dimmer is included for night driving convenience.

$249.64

CB590 AM/SSB BASE STATION
240 volt and 12 volt operation — Woodgrain, black and chrome cabinet — Headphone monitoring — add a 1/2 wave antenna for exceptional long range transmission.

$299.00

CB510 STANDARD AM
A low cost unit for the beginner or novice user with all the power of the more expensive models.

$99.50
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facing loudspeaker.

The CB-590 is set up to operate normally from the AC power mains, with its own in-built supply but it can be operated through a separate power cord from a negative ground DC supply, nominally at 13.8V.

Specifications for the two units indicate the use of a phase-locked loop for frequency control, with a tolerance of ±0.005%. The clarifier gives a range of ±600Hz.

In SSB mode, the receiver operates as a single conversion superhet, with a claimed sensitivity of 0.25μV for a 10dB signal/noise ratio and a selectivity of 2.5kHz at 6dB down.

In AM mode, the circuit operates as a double-change superhet with comparative figures of 1μV and 6kHz.

On transmit, the AM power output is rated at 4W with harmonic content more than 60dB down. On SSB the rating is 12W PEP, with carrier suppression more than 40dB down and unwanted sidebands and harmonics more than 60dB down.

Purely on the basis of convenience, our on-air tests centred mainly around the smaller of the two units. First impression was that the receiver was suspiciously quiet with no input signal, which might suggest a lack of sensitivity. However, observation indicated that the squelch was operating marginally, even with the control fully anti-clockwise, quieting the receiver rather than exposing the operator to the last fractional microvolt of noise. In practical terms there was no lack of either sensitivity or selectivity.

It did appear, however, that the RF gain switch was wired back-to-front in the sample receiver, with maximum gain being evident in the “off” position. This would almost certainly be a wiring error in the individual set. Either that, or the switch had been locked in upside-down.

On “transmit” everything behaved as expected, on both AM and SSB and, in fact, the SWR meter alerted us to a problem which had developed in our base station antenna. We had to dismantle and fix it before continuing the tests! Its usefulness had been demonstrated in a quite spontaneous manner.

A panel in the owner’s manual suggests that full service and spare parts are available through retailers, backed up by the distributors for Electrophone: Radio Parts Pty. Ltd, 562 Spencer St, West Melbourne, Victoria.

In answer to our specific question, Radio Parts advised us that both transceivers have been type approved by the P&T Department for licensing in Australia. (W.N.W.)
WHAT'S SO SPECIAL ABOUT THE DESIGN OF A CB ANTENNA?

With the performance of CB transceivers largely standardised by regulation, the heart of any CB installation is really the antenna system. This article seeks to outline, in broad terms, the theory behind CB antenna design. It should provide a background against which the reader can view, choose between and use one of the many antennas which are currently on the market.

by NEVILLE WILLIAMS

For those whose experience has been limited largely to listening on the broadcast band, an antenna is a particularly non-critical item—a ferrite rod gadget inside a transistor radio, a telescopic rod on a car, a couple of metres of wire hung from the picture rail or, at most, a somewhat greater length of wire strung outside.

They all seem to work!

It is indeed true that the requirements for broadcast band reception, in most areas, are not critical. But it is also true that the considerable strength of the available signals is due to the fact that transmitter engineers go to a great deal of trouble in planning and siting their antennas to ensure the highest possible radiation efficiency and the greatest possible field strength. Their massive towers are not engineering or advertising gimmicks; they are built to specific dimensions, appropriate for the frequency on which the station is transmitting.

At higher signal frequencies, however, it becomes progressively more important to ensure that receiving antennas also do their job more efficiently and it is no longer satisfactory to think of an antenna as any random length of wire, or any likely looking telescopic rod. That is why in this article the Citizen's Band around 27MHz, and even more critically to the UHF CB band around 470MHz, while it may be possible to transmit and intercept signals using random lengths of wire or rod, the efficiency of transmission and reception is likely to be low and the effective range very poor. For best efficiency, good signal strength and maximum range, it is essential to use antennas optimised for 27MHz—or 470MHz.

For an antenna to operate efficiently in either "receive" or "transmit" mode, it is essential that its dimensions—most critically its length—bear a planned rather than a random relationship to the wavelength (therefore the frequency) of the signal involved.

Expressed in another way, an antenna will intercept and transmit signals most efficiently when its dimensions are so arranged that it is naturally resonant at the signal frequency at which it is desired to operate.

A basic fact, and the one from which most resonant antenna concepts flow, is that an antenna can be made naturally resonant at a particular frequency if it is cut to a length approximately one half wavelength at that frequency. Such an antenna is commonly referred to as a "half-wave dipole" or, more simply, a "dipole".

But why the word "approximating" in the preceding paragraph?

Without going into all the whys and wherefores, what engineers refer to as "end effect", the thickness of the dipole as compared with its length, its proximity to other metallic objects and even to the earth itself, all tend to modify its natural resonance to some degree.

As a rule of thumb, an ordinary dipole tends to resonate at a frequency about 5% lower than one would expect from a simple calculation based on its length. As a result, dipoles generally have to be cut to 0.95 (5% short) of the true signal wavelength.

Let us say that we are interested in working out the length of a half-wave dipole for use on CB channel 9, which is close to the centre of the Australian 18-channel CB band. The frequency is 27.115MHz.

The formula relating frequency and wavelength is:

\[ I = \frac{300}{f} \]

where \( I \) is in metres and \( f \) is in MHz.

Using a calculator and the figure 27.115MHz, a full wavelength works out at 11.0639 metres. Divide by 2 for a half wavelength and the figure is 5.5315 metres.

The length of a dipole is 0.95 of this, or 5.255 metres, equivalent to 206.91 inches. Divide by 12 and the answer is 17.242ft, which is very close to 17ft 3ins.

It is possible to work directly in imperial measurements by rationalising the metre/feet conversion and including the divide by 2 to come up with the formula:

\[ I = \frac{492}{f} \]

where \( I \) is in feet and \( f \) is in MHz.

Resorting again to the calculator, a true half-wavelength works out at 18.14 feet. Multiplying this by 0.95 to account for end effect gives the length of a half-wave dipole for channel 9, once again, as very close to 17ft 3ins.

Remembering that the CB band includes quite a few channels, each on a different frequency, it might be reasoned that one should use an adjustable antenna, or as many separate antennas as there are channels. Fortunately, this is not necessary because, over the relatively narrow band of frequencies involved in the 23-channel CB system, an antenna resonant in the centre of the band operates quite efficiently on all channels.

In fact, amateur station operators have discovered that many pre-fabricated 27MHz antennas work quite well on the adjacent 28MHz amateur band, either as they are or with a minimum of trimming.

When a half-wave dipole antenna is being excited at its resonant frequency, either by a signal being intercepted, or by one fed to it from a transmitter, oscillations of RF voltage and current are set up in it as depicted in Fig. 1. The RF signal voltage oscillating between negative and positive values, is greatest at the two ends, and least in the middle (Fig. 1a). However, the RF signal current, flowing to and fro along the
CITIZENS BAND ANTENNAS

QUALITY SCALAR ANTENNAS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRALIA

MOBILE, MARINE, BASE STATION

Scalar Citizen Band Whip Antennas are designed to provide efficient performance with reduced length. Either helical, centre or top loading on fibreglass rods. They are available for vehicle or marine installations on standard, or marine base, or for gutter or for trunk lid mounting.

TYPES ILLUSTRATED

A) CB 1220 42" Centre Loaded.
B) CB 1120 30" Centre Loaded.
C) CB 1420 60" Helical.
D) CB 1520 60" Helical / Sector / Top Loaded.
E) CB 1320 60" Centre Loaded.

A WIDE RANGE OF SCALAR CB ANTENNAS (FROM 30" TO 108" LONG) AND ACCESSORIES ARE AVAILABLE FROM LEADING RETAILERS AND DISTRIBUTORS THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SCALAR INDUSTRIES PTY. LTD.
COMMUNICATION ANTENNA ENGINEERS.
18 SHELLEY AVENUE, KILSYTH, VICTORIA, 3137.
N.S.W. 20 THE STRAND, PENSHURST, 2222. Telephone: 570-1392
QLD. (STD 07) 371-5677. WA. (STD 092) 57-1555. SA. (STD 08) 42-6666

TASC

... When reliability and performance are essential

TASC TM 3100. 18 CHANNEL AM/SSB CB TRANSCEIVER

In keeping with the standard set by the popular TASC TM1100 we now present the TASC TM3100 18 channel AM/SSB CB transceiver designed for the Australian market.

Features
1. Phase lock loop circuitry
2. Double conversion
3. Inbuilt S/RF/SWR meter
4. LED Display Channel readout
5. Power output 4 watts AM (max. allowable), 12 watts PEP SSB (max. allowable)

The TASC TM3100 is distributed through:
NSW: JRS (Illawarra) Car Airconditioning Pty Ltd. 54C Fitzroy Street, Marrickville Tel. 516 3966.
Qld: Banox Manufacturing Co. 226 Lutwyche Road, Windsor 5000 Tel. 51 7288
Tas.: McCann Bros. Pty Ltd. 141 Elizabeth Street, Hobart 7000 Tel. 414 4544
WA: WA CB Radio Centre, 129 Fitzgerald Street, West Perth 6005 Tel. 28 6254

SOLE AUSTRALIAN IMPORTERS
C. HUPPERT & CO (VIC) PTY LTD. 175 Gratian Street, Carlton, Victoria.
Phone: 347 7166, AH 459 4501. Telex AA 34086

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
antenna is greatest at the centre and very small at the two ends.

This observation is important when it comes to connecting any sort of a cable to an antenna. After all, an antenna supported in space but not connected to anything is a rather futile piece of hardware!

At either end of a half-wave dipole, where the RF voltage tends to be high and the current low, the antenna tends to look like a high resistance device: a high resistance source, if it's trying to feed signals down to a receiver, or a high resistance load, if it's trying to accept signals from an associated transmitter. This observation follows from Ohm's Law which states that:

\[ \text{Resistance} = \frac{\text{Voltage}}{\text{Current}}. \]

If voltage tends to be high and current low, then the resistance will tend to be high. In practice, the effective resistance at either end of a dipole is of the order of several thousands of ohms.

At the centre of a half-wave dipole, the situation is reversed: current is high, voltage is low and so also is the effective resistance. If signal is derived from, or fed to, the centre of a half-wave dipole, the effective resistance turns out to be very close to 70 ohms.

At frequencies other than resonance, a dipole becomes capacitively or inductively reactive and its impedance bears no obvious relationship to any published value.

Here one point should perhaps be made to avoid possible confusion: it is appropriate to talk about the "resistance" of a half-wave dipole because, by definition, a dipole is resonant and at that frequency the impedance is predominantly resistive—as is the impedance of a tuned circuit at resonance. However, the distinction is rarely made in practice and "impedance" is the word most commonly found in antenna specifications, even when they are supposed to be resonant.

RF energy is most commonly fed to, or derived from, dipoles at their centre, where the effective impedance approximates 70 ohms, as stated. It involves cutting the dipole at its centre (so that each half becomes an approximate quarter wavelength) and connecting a cable or other signal-feed device between the two inner ends, as shown in Fig. 2.

For efficient energy transfer, the cable (or other feed device) should be so designed that it will most readily handle the signal voltage and signal current in the same ratio as exists at the centre of the dipole. In the simplest case, this means feeding the dipole with a two-wire cable which is itself designed to have a "characteristic impedance" of 70 ohms.

Much more could be said on the subject, but this is sufficient for the present. In terms of directivity, a dipole antenna tends to radiate or intercept signals most efficiently at right angles to the rod or wire, and least efficiently in line with the ends. In fact, if one were to insert a pencil through the hole in a doughnut, one would have a model of the radiation pattern around a half-wave dipole in free space. If the dipole is supported horizontally above ground, radiation and pickup is maximum at right angles, so that it tends to have a bi-directional or figure-of-8 pattern, as shown in Fig. 3.

Mounting a dipole vertically in respect to the ground tips the "doughnut" on its side, as in Fig. 4, and produces an omnidirectional or circular pattern at predominantly low angles of radiation, with a minimum of direct upwards radiation. This is obviously a very useful pattern for installations where it may be required to communicate between points anywhere in a 360-degree circle.

It so happens that an omnidirectional pattern is appropriate for ordinary CB requirements, because base stations or cars may wish to communicate with other stations or cars anywhere in the district; and, of course, cars may be heading in any direction, during the course of conversation. Directional antennas in such situations would be a liability.

An additional reason for using vertical antennas on a road vehicle or a boat is the fairly obvious one that they are much more practical, as evidenced by the fact that vertical rods or whips are virtually standard for AM and FM broadcast reception. Vertical telescopic rods are natural, too, on hand-held portable transceivers.

While vertical antennas are preferred for their omnidirectional qualities and their convenience, their use also means that they will radiate—and receive most
From out of the blue comes a dramatic improvement in CB from Telex, the aviation communications experts.

Patented design fits every hand - the same style used by pilots around the world.

Unique aircraft-type front mount eliminates mike fumbling. Mike comes off the bracket in the talk position.

Exclusive Double-Header feature allows use as a conventional power mike or a superior, noise-cancelling power mike.

The first "loud and clear" CB mike.

Unique Telex CB-73 Double-Header - power mike with switchable noise-cancelling mode.

Puts you through loud - thanks to the power mike - and clear - thanks to the special noise-canceling mode. Built-in integrated circuit amplifier maximizes "talk power" without distortion. In high noise environment, switch to unique noise-canceling mode. Try it. You'll get the message - loud and clear.

The Pilot People

COMMUNICATIONS INC.

Made in U.S.A.

WILLIS TRADING Co. Pty Ltd

429 MURRAY STREET.

PERTH. W.A. 6000

PH. 321.7609, 321.7600

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE P&P
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18 Channel AM/SSB CB The Rolls Royce of CB sets

KITS AVAILABLE

Mosquito Repeller, E.A. Jan 1976

27MHz Pre-Amp, E.A. May 1977

Musicalot MKIII, E.A. Sept 1976

Twin Twenty Five Amplifier, E.A. Apr 1976

CD1 Units, E.A. July 1976


Logic Probe, E.T. Sept 1975

Simple 1 watt Amplifier, E.T. Oct 1976

Two Tone Door Bell, E.T. Oct 1976

CB POWER SUPPLY KITS

Power mate 105A $20.00

2.5A Peak 4A $128.00

ANTENNA MANUFACTURERS

'DX' PRODUCTS

DX 1/2 WAVE BASE STATION ANTENNAS.

5ft HELICAL WHIPS.

1/4 WAVE MOBILE ANTENNAS.

DELTA BASE

CB RADIO

697 CENTRE ROAD,

EAST BENTLEIGH, VIC. 3165

TEL: 579-4758

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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efficiently—signals which are “vertically polarised”. Again, without going into all the technical detail this describes the form in which the signal is transmitted and received: in this case with the electric field vertical and the magnetic field horizontal.

What this means in practice is that, if the majority of CBers elect to use vertical antennas—and therefore to radiate vertically polarised signals—everyone has to follow suit, or else be the odd man out and put up with a reduction in apparent signal strength both ways.

So the convention has emerged: CB communication assumes the radiation of vertically polarised signals and, for all practical purposes, this means the use of antennas with the active elements vertical rather than horizontal.

While a vertical half-wave dipole, approaching 6 metres long, may be considered for a base station, there is no way that such an antenna can be used reasonably or safely on a road vehicle. In fact, reports for overseas suggest that attempts to use very long antennas on vehicles have often ended in tragedy, due to them fouling overhead power wires.

Fortunately, while a dipole is a natural starting point for the consideration of resonant antennas, it is possible to promote a resonance effect at the same frequency from an antenna approximating one quarter-wavelength long.

If a quarter-wave antenna is set up above a flat conductive surface (Fig. 5) preferably several wavelengths in all directions, the surface tends to act as a mirror for the RF energy, with voltage and current distributing along the antenna just as if it were one-half of a complete dipole. It has a similar directivity pattern, covering the full 360 degrees, and concentrated at a low angle relative to what is known as the “ground plane”. In terms of antenna “gain” it suffers by comparison with a dipole by about 1.8dB—not much.

At a wavelength equivalent to 27MHz, a sufficiently large conductive plane is a rarity but its effect can be simulated by providing a number of “radials” or rods (usually three or four) each a quarter wavelength long and at right angles to the radiating element. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the radials are normally joined metallically to one another at the centre, as well as to the support structure, the whole lot being grounded. The radiating element is also supported from the centre of the structure but insulated from it, so as to create a feedpoint to which a transmission cable can be attached, running away to a transmitter or receiver.

If mounted above a large plane metal surface, a quarter-wave antenna has resonant qualities, as explained in the text.

Fig. 6 seeks to illustrate the principle only, without showing any details of the actual structure—clamps, insulator or the means of connection for the cable. Commercial manufacturers have their own way of doing things and anyone who buys an antenna kit involving ground plane elements will normally get the explanatory literature that comes with it.

In the physical sense, the natural way to transfer energy to or from a quarter-wave ground plane antenna is by the use of coaxial cable, the outer braid connecting to the junction point of the radials and the inner conductor to the actual radiating element.

There is a problem, however, in that the natural input impedance to a quarter-wave ground plane antenna is about half that to a dipole: hence about 35 ohms. This is lower than the characteristic impedance of readily available coaxial cable. Rather than put up with the resulting mismatch between, say, a 50-ohm vehicle—would be too small for 27MHz. But a whip antenna the best part of 3M (9ft) long and mounted on a car roof promises to be more the antenna begins to look like a vertical dipole (with the bottom element splayed) and the more the impedance creeps towards 70 ohms. A compromise position yields an antenna that is a cross between a dipole and a ground plane, with an input impedance of around 50 ohms.

Antennas of the ground plane variety are fine for base stations, where there is a reasonable chance of mounting them where the radials are in the clear. But there is generally no way that one can mount a set of 2.7-metre radials on a road vehicle, and much more severe compromises have to be accepted.

If one could mount a full quarter-wave whip in the centre of the roof of a very large car, the position would not be too bad; the antenna would have its full required length, even though the “ground plane”—the metal body of the vehicle—would be too small for 27MHz. But a whip antenna the best part of 3M (9ft) long and mounted on a car roof would be unsightly and rather hazardous. So those who are keen to use a long antenna, at all costs, usually finish up attaching it to a bumper bar and putting up with a very ineffective ground plane—which is just another kind of compromise.

Well then, can something be done to reduce the length of an antenna below a quarter-wave and still maintain a resonant condition? The answer is yes, but...
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The “Southern Star” power and SWR meter, as announced recently by the Dick Smith Electronics Group. Suitable for instant connection to all normal CB installations, it measures power to 10W, SWR to 1:3, and reflected power to 25%. Designated as catalog number Q-1350, it retaills for $19.50.

The basic configuration of the popular quarter-wave groundplane antenna.

The A&R Soanar Electronics Group are now marketing a comprehensive range of antenna and cable connectors, as pictured, dummy loads, CB interference suppressors, lightning arresters, high performance antennas, etc. For details of these and other CB items, write to Soanar Electronics Pty Ltd, 30 Lexton Rd, Box Hill, Vic. 3128.
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Lafayette 27MHz two-way

From the Lafayette Radio Electronics Corporation of U.S.A. Lafayette transceivers embody features which have made them world famous. 1,000's in use throughout Australia, 100,000's world-wide. Government, industrial, marine, sports and farm applications testify to their versatility and rugged reliability.

An antenna can be shortened by effectively winding part of it up like a coil—an inductor. What really happens in practice is that a "loading" coil (or inductor) is wound and encapsulated in such a form that it can be assembled as an integral part of the vertical rod—the latter often having a telescopic portion to allow it to be adjusted for exact resonance.

However, while the insertion of an inductor into the vertical rod will allow its resonant length to be reduced, there is a price to pay. Only the actual rod will intercept or radiate signals and, as it is shortened, so does its efficiency as an antenna diminish. For example, a 1-metre whip is credited with an efficiency only 20% that of a full quarter-wave whip.

Antennas which are shortened by the inclusion of a loading coil are commonly referred to as "miniwhips".

The nature and position of a loading coil are both very significant to the end result.

The loading coil should have as high a "Q" as possible—therefore wound with thick wire on a large, low loss former, maybe 30mm to 40mm in diameter. Because such a coil would be unsightly, a diameter of 10mm to 15mm is a more usual figure, wound with much thinner wire and likely to dissipate quite a deal of the transmitter output power as heat!

This is particularly likely to happen if the loading coil is included near the base of the antenna where it is least obtrusive and least affected by windage. It also happens to be the place where the RF current is highest and the losses are likely to be greatest!

A frequent compromise is to settle for a fairly slim loading coil but to place it in about the centre of the whip—not so far down as to exaggerate losses, not so high up as to invite trouble with windage and mechanical oscillation. (Fig. 7.)

Last but not least, shortened whips, with their concentration of inductance and capacitance, tend to tune more sharply than full-size antennas. Thus, a full quarter-wave whip is critical in length only within a few centimetres, and can cover the entire CB band with little change in efficiency. By contrast, a very small whip has to be trimmed or adjusted by telescopic means to within a centimetre or so and efficiency tends to fall off sharply beyond two or three channels away from the one for which it has been specifically tuned.

Because a miniwhip is so critical, they really need to be adjusted in situ, usually with the aid of an SWR meter (See "Electronics Australia" for April 1977). Alternatively, many transceivers now in-
corporate an RF power output meter which can serve as a tuning aid of sorts.

The reasons for these statements are quite basic and hold, with very little qualification, irrespective of manufacturers' possible claims. Some antennas may be better constructed than others, exhibit more resistance to windage and corrosion, etc, but the potential efficiency will remain a matter of the effective length of the radiator relative—a full quarter-wave—plus proper installation and setting up.

A type of antenna which has received a lot of attention recently is the helical-wound whip. The basis is usually a flexible fibreglass rod which carries a spiral of wire or copper strip, held in place by a heavy epoxy coating or by shrink-plastic tubing. The pitch of the helix, the number of turns and therefore the overall length of the whip are arranged (often by empirical means) to resonate in the centre of the CB band.

Helical antennas tend to be somewhat more efficient than conventional loaded whips, because the loading inductance is distributed rather than lumped and also because people who go to the expense of buying them, or the trouble of making them, often settle for a greater length than is common with loaded whips. Both factors contribute to efficiency but the ultimate result is still governed by the three main considerations: how does the length compare with a full quarter-wave? How effective is the metal structure beneath the whip as a ground plane? How carefully has it been installed and adjusted?

Yet another approach to the antenna problem is to make use of the existing broadcast radio antenna on the vehicle but to connect it via a passive signal splitter to both the radio receiver and the 27MHz transceiver. The splitter includes tuned trap circuit(s) which are supposed to prevent 27MHz energy from reaching the broadcast receiver, while allowing its free transfer between antenna and transceiver.

Some splitters appear to be very primitive and one would wonder how really effective they could be, even assuming that the telescopic radio antenna was adjusted for optimum results. Other splitters are somewhat more pretentious, with provision for external adjustment and the ability to produce a near unity SWR on the selected channel(s) when carefully set up.

Combination broadcast radio/CB antennas obviously avoid the need for an extra antenna on a vehicle, and also help to disguise the presence of a CB transceiver. How well they work will depend on the effective length of the antenna, its physical condition in terms of corrosion and installation, and how well the splitter does its job. Reactions they work will depend on the effective length of the radiator relative—a full quarter-wave—plus proper installation and setting up.

As mentioned earlier, a vertical half-wave antenna is an excellent choice for a base station since it is likely to be close to the gain limit of what the Australian P&T Department will license.

With a vertical dipole, it is difficult to arrange centre feed, as implied in Fig. 2, because the feeding should approach the dipole at right angles—a problem with a vertical antenna. In most cases, it is more convenient to "end-feed" a vertical dipole (at the bottom) even though, as we have already seen, the ends of a dipole exhibit a very high apparent resistance.

There are various ways in which this problem can be overcome but the method illustrated in Fig. 9 is typical and interesting. A metal band, clamped directly to the earthed metal mast, is bent into a full circle, with the two ends side-by-side to form a capacitor. The inductance of the circle is so controlled that it will resonate with the capacitance effect to tune to 27MHz. The top of this resonant circuit provides a high impedance point to which the bottom of the antenna can be directly coupled. The arrangement also means that the antenna is earthed as far as DC is concerned, ensuring that it will not accumulate static charges from the atmosphere.
The Amateur Bands
by Pierce Healy, VK2APO

Youth Radio Scheme, club directory etc.

Since the Youth Radio Scheme was founded it has continually expanded to meet the ever increasing interest in amateur radio. It is currently offering a self-instruction kit suited to the novice licence examination. Also featured this month is the first part of the Australian club directory.

The introduction of the YRS in New South Wales 15 years ago and subsequent adoption by other divisions of the Wireless Institute of Australia, has enabled hundreds of young, or not so young, enthusiasts to increase their knowledge of radio and electronics.

Initially, the YRS was intended to assist school pupils secure a better understanding of radio and electronics, as an introduction to a hobby or career in electronics. Today those concepts have been expanded to assist persons to qualify for the novice amateur licence, including a large number who have been caught up in "CB" craze but have discovered the limitations of this service.

To cater for these enthusiasts the NSW division, WIA — YRS education service now have available a self study package. It has been compiled by the YRS education service committee, and designed specifically for self instruction. The six elements in the package are: Using the study pack handbook; Elementary theory nights stage I — text book; Manual of questions and answers for the novice licence; 1000 questions for novice licence candidates — with answers; Learning Morse Code — hands on; Learning Morse Code — two C60 cassette tapes.

This kit costs $15 posted anywhere in Australia and is available from the YRS Education Office, David Wilson, VKZZCA/NMW, Whalan High School, Whalan, NSW 2770 or 63 Superior Street, Seven Hills, NSW 2147.

Another feature is a questions and answer service. Should you have a problem or find a difficult area in the course then contact the YRS question and answer service, using the format set out in the study pack handbook.

Full information of the YRS may be obtained from:

NSW — K. Hargreaves, 52 Marlin Avenue, Floraville 2280.
Vic. — Reverend Bro. Frank Whitton, St John's College, 204 Churchill Ave, Braybrook 3019.
Qld — Roger Davis, 2/32 Farrington Street, Alderley 4051.
SA — Mrs Maxine McEvoy, 3 Tyne Street, Kilburn 5084.
Tas. — Reg Emmett, 111 New World Avenue, Trevallyn 7350.
 Correspondence section — Bill Tremewan, 34 Flower Street, Ferntree Gully 3156.
Editor Zero-Beat — Roy Hartkopf, 34 Toolangi Road, Alphington, Vic. 3078.

Special NOVICE licence exam

OFFICERS of the P&T Department have agreed to hold a special examination for novice licence candidates. This is to be held at the conclusion of

Radio clubs and other organisations, as well as individual amateur operators, are cordially invited to submit news and notes of their activities for inclusion in these columns. Photographs will be published when of sufficient general interest, and where space permits. All material should be sent to Pierce Healy at 69 Taylor Street, Bankstown 2200.

Electronics Australia, January, 1978
Heathkit—Continuing Education Series—the fast, easy, low-cost way to learn electronics!

Part 1: DC Electronics—
electrical fundamentals, theory and practice—

1. Electron Theory
2. Voltage
3. Resistance
4. Ohm's Law
5. Magnetism
6. Electrical Measurements
7. Network Theorems
8. Inductance and Capacitance

Includes all texts, records, 56 parts for 20 experiments. Average completion time, 20 hours.

Programme EE-3101 $65.00

Heathkit Experimenter/Trainer
For the Heathkit DC, AC and Semiconductor programs—helps you perform each project quickly and easily. And after you finish the programs, it's ideal for "breadboarding" your own design projects. Has solderless breadboarding sockets, 2-range variable sine and square wave signal source, dual-variable power supplies over 1.2 to 16 volts, 100 mA, both regulated and short-circuit protected. (both variable over 1.2 to 16 volts, 100 mA, current limited; +5 V, 500 mA, overload protected; —12 V, 100 mA current limited; +12 V, 100 mA current limited; +5 V, 500 mA, overload protected.) Accommodates up to eight, 14 or 16-pin dual-in-line IC's, also 24, 28 and 40-pin DIP's.

Kit ET-3100 $114.00

Heathkit Digital Design Experimenter/Trainer
Use it to perform all the experiments in the Heathkit Digital Techniques Program, also to develop projects, build and test prototypes, verify circuit operation, check digital IC's. Has solderless breadboarding sockets, four binary data switches, 2 "no-bounce" switches to pulse logic circuits, 3-frequency pulse clock generator, 4 LED's for visual indication of logic states. Three regulated power supplies: +12 V, 100 mA current limited; —12 V, 100 mA current limited; +5 V, 500 mA, overload protected. Accommodates up to eight, 14 or 16-pin dual-in-line IC's, also 24, 28 and 40-pin DIP's.

Kit ET-3200 $132.25

Part 2: AC Electronics—
sine waves, inductive and capacitive reactance, impedance, phase shift, transformers and filters

1. AC Fundamentals
2. AC Measurements
3. Capacitive Circuits
4. Inductive Circuits
5. Transformers
6. Tuned Circuits

Includes all texts, records, 16 parts for 8 experiments. Average completion time, 15 hours.

Programme EE-3102 $65.00

Digital Techniques Program—For the advanced experimenter, technician, hobbyist or engineer.
Learn digital fundamentals, circuit design, TTL, ECL, CMOS, NMOS, etc. validated with microprocessors.

1. Introduction: techniques and uses, binary numbers, digital codes.
3. Digital Logic Circuits: AND gates, OR gates, NAND/NOR logic, etc.
5. Boolean Algebra.
7. Sequential Logic Circuits: binary, BCD, modulo N, up/down counters, dividers, shift registers.
8. Combinational Logic Circuits: encoders, decoders, exclusive OR, comparators, multiplexers, ROM's, PLA's.
10. Digital Applications: counters, computers, microprocessors.

Update your knowledge of electronics with this program in digital fundamentals. Provides a solid background with particular emphasis on design. Covers the latest integrated circuits; ROM's and PLA's; even microprocessors. Helps you learn to design digital circuits for virtually any application.

The program assumes a prior knowledge of electronics fundamentals, either completion of the Heathkit basic electronics programs or equivalent knowledge. It can be successfully completed by technically-oriented people with a math or science background.

The program includes all texts, records and 44 parts for 24 experiments. Av. completion time: 40 hours.

Programme EE-3201 $81.00

ORDER BY COUPON NOW OR COME TO OUR SHOWROOM

Please rush me the programme of my choice. My cheque for $ is enclosed plus $2.50 for package & post.

Name .................................................................
Address .............................................................
P/Code .............................................................

Send to: W. F. Heathkit Centre, 220 Park St., South Melb. 3205. Phone: 699-4999
Chances are, someone you know just bought a professional 3½ digit DMM kit for less than $70.

Thousands of people have already bought the Sabtronics Model 2000...for two main reasons. First, its incredible accuracy, range and professional features. And second, the incredibly low price of $69.95.

People everywhere appreciate this bench/portable multimeter. They depend on its basic DCV accuracy of 0.1% ± 1 digit, its readings to ±1999 and its five functions giving 28 ranges, overload protection and 100% overrange.

The 2000 is automatically appealing to hobbyist and professional alike. With automatic overrange indication, automatic polarity, even automatic zeroing.

Best of all, it's easy to assemble. All the parts you'll need, including the high-impact case, come right along with the clear, step-by-step instructions.

The result is a professional quality 3½ digit DMM that you could have paid a lot more than $69.95 for...possibly receiving a lot less. But this one's from Sabtronics, specialists in digital technology.

Maybe you should order yours before you turn the page.

TO: Sabtronics International,
P.O. Box 64683, Dallas, TX 75206, U.S.A.
Please send via insured airmail:

__________ (qty) Model 2000 DMM kit(s)
@ A$69.95 each

Insurance, postage and handling:
A$9.00 per unit

Amount enclosed A$__________ × TQTAL

Name ______________________
Address ____________________
City ________________________

*I have enclosed the U.S. dollar equivalent of the A$ total.
mutual exchange of information. This has happened worldwide, no less than in Australia. The WIA has encouraged the formation of RTTY groups, whether they be members or not. A federal RTTY committee has been set up to coordinate activities as a liaison between the state groups. These groups offer assistance and supply electronic and mechanical equipment to anyone interested.

Radio teletype is perhaps more frightening than difficult but, from both cost and a technical aspect, is well within the capabilities of the average amateur. A newsletter is published by at least two groups, NSW and West Aust. Anyone interested will be included in the mailing list if they supply a stamped self-addressed envelope with their request.

Contacts in the various states are:

**NSW** — WIA, 14 Atchison Street, Crows Nest 2065. Vic. — WIA, 412 Brunswick Street, Fitzroy 3065. Qld. — N. Wilson, VK4NP, PO Box 81, Albion 4010. SA — J. J. Hunt, VK5QX, 8 Dexter Drive, Salisbury 5108. WA — B. Ross, VK61F, 42 Mayflower Crescent, Craigie 6025. Tas. — WIA, Box 1010, Launceston 7250.

ACT — WIA, Box 1173, Canberra City 2601. The chairman of the WIA federal committee is C. Walker, VK2BXX, Lot 4 Wylde Road, Arcadia, NSW 2159.

NSW plans to set up repeaters for RTTY, and frequencies have been allocated. Kits for demodulators and speed converter/regenerators are being prepared to assist newcomers. Similar kit projects are available in West Australia.

The following frequencies have been adopted for RTTY: 3.545MHz; 7.045MHz; 14.090MHz; 21.090MHz; 28.090MHz; 52.075MHz; FM: 144.15MHz; SSB: 146.6MHz FM.

**CENTRAL COAST AMATEUR RADIO CLUB**

**BRIGHT STAR CRYSTALS PTY LTD**

35 EILEEN ROAD, CLAYTON, VICTORIA, 546 5076

(ALL MAIL TO:— P.O. BOX 42, SPRINGVALE, VIC. 3171)

**MAY WE REMIND YOU THAT BRIGHT STAR CRYSTALS HAVE MORE THAN 36 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN**

**FOLLIES**

WE WISH TO ADVISE OUR CUSTOMERS THAT WE RE-OPEN AFTER THE CHRISTMAS BREAK ON JANUARY 2, 1978.

**radio club news**

**CENTRAL COAST AMATEUR RADIO CLUB**

21st Annual Field Day Sunday, 19th February, 1978 Gosford Show Ground

Full details next month

**BENALLA DISTRICT ELECTRONICS AND RADIO CLUB**

At the monthly meeting for 6th January, 1978, Senator Button will be the guest of members. He will speak and answer questions on the use and abuse of the radio frequency spectrum, as well as the administration of this precious resource.

Invitations have been sent to groups who may have an interest in the radio frequency spectrum. Included are amateur radio operators, CB radio clubs, commercial broadcasting companies, commercial two-way radio operators, commercial two-way radio service organisations and boating clubs.

Rodney Johnston, at Tyson Studios, 49a Nunn Street, Benalla, will be pleased to give further information and receive questions in written form to be put to the Senator. A meeting was held on Friday, 11th November, 1977, at Wangaratta, initiated the rejuvenation of the North Eastern Zone of the Victorian Division WIA. John Whitehead was elected president; Bruce Riley, vice-president and Henry Simmons, secretary-treasurer. Amateurs and prospective amateurs from Seymour, Shepparton, Albury, Tallangatta and many other places attended.

**GOLD COAST RADIO CLUB**

At the Queensland Division WIA convention held on the Gold Coast on the 22nd and 23rd October, 1977, a novel contest was held for the ladies. There were 48 entrants.

The contest was in two parts, the first, a humorous multi-choice questionnaire and the second was the ability of the ladles to correctly recognize 25 items and components found in the average amateur "shack".

From a total of 49 questions two ladies tied with only four errors each, so a draw had to be made.

The winner Mrs Brennan, 12 Cornhill Street, Kenmore, Qld. Mrs Brennan's husband is VK4XJ and her son VK4AXJ.

The other lady was Mrs Parker, her husband being VK4ZLP. The prize was a digital clock donated by Dick Smith Electronics.

For details of all age group classes for those aspiring to gain their novice licence telephone: Eric St Clair, VK4NQC — 31-3548; Ray Lippold, VK4NDL — 32-2147; Brad Bradmore, VK4AO — 34-3237. Classes are held at the Education Centre, Surfers Paradise, Friday evenings at 7.30 pm.

**ILLAWARRA AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY**

Commencing Friday, 17th February, 1978, the School of General Studies within the Wollongong Technical College will conduct an approved electronics course. The course will cover all the work needed to obtain an amateur licence.

Classes will be held in Room 213, Matthews Building, Wollongong Technical College on Friday of each week between 6.00 pm and 9.00 pm. The fee is $2.00.

The novice section of the course assumes that students have no previous knowledge of electronics or radio and will prepare them for the October 1978 exam. Recommended study materials will be for sale at classes.

The advanced section of the course starts when the novice section finishes and will cover limited and full licence requirements. Holders of limited licenses wishing to upgrade to full licence may attend the Morse code classes only.

For further information contact Brian Wade, VK2AXI telephone (042) 84-1381 (AH).

**DARWIN AMATEUR RADIO CLUB**

Scouting and Guiding associations in Darwin were provided with facilities for participation in the 1977 Scout Jamboree on the Air by members of the DARC.

Four stations were set up in the Darwin area operating under the call signs VK8DA/P DARC station; VK8JD; VK8NT and VK8VE. Over 50 Scouts and Guides participated together with a number of visitors. Seventy overseas contacts were made in addition to the 63 interstate and nine intra-state.

The contest was in two parts, the first, a humorous multi-choice questionnaire and the second was the ability of the ladies to correctly recognize 25 items and components found in the average amateur "shack".

From a total of 49 questions two ladies tied with only four errors each, so a draw had to be made.

The winner Mrs Brennan, 12 Cornhill Street, Kenmore, Qld. Mrs Brennan's husband is VK4XJ and her son VK4AXJ.

The other lady was Mrs Parker, her husband being VK4ZLP. The prize was a digital clock donated by Dick Smith Electronics.

For details of all age group classes for those aspiring to gain their novice licence telephone: Eric St Clair, VK4NQC — 31-3548; Ray Lippold, VK4NDL — 32-2147; Brad Bradmore, VK4AO — 34-3237. Classes are held at the Education Centre, Surfers Paradise, Friday evenings at 7.30 pm.

**ILLAWARRA AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY**

Commencing Friday, 17th February, 1978, the School of General Studies within the Wollongong Technical College will conduct an approved electronics course. The course will cover all the work needed to obtain an amateur licence.

Classes will be held in Room 213, Matthews Building, Wollongong Technical College on Friday of each week between 6.00 pm and 9.00 pm. The fee is $2.00.

The novice section of the course assumes that students have no previous knowledge of electronics or radio and will prepare them for the October 1978 exam. Recommended study materials will be for sale at classes.

The advanced section of the course starts when the novice section finishes and will cover limited and full licence requirements. Holders of limited licenses wishing to upgrade to full licence may attend the Morse code classes only.

For further information contact Brian Wade, VK2AXI telephone (042) 84-1381 (AH).

**DARWIN AMATEUR RADIO CLUB**

Scouting and Guiding associations in Darwin were provided with facilities for participation in the 1977 Scout Jamboree on the Air by members of the DARC.

Four stations were set up in the Darwin area operating under the call signs VK8DA/P DARC station; VK8JD; VK8NT and VK8VE. Over 50 Scouts and Guides participated together with a number of visitors. Seventy overseas contacts were made in addition to the 63 interstate and nine intra-state.

The contest was in two parts, the first, a humorous multi-choice questionnaire and the second was the ability of the ladies to correctly recognize 25 items and components found in the average amateur "shack".

From a total of 49 questions two ladies tied with only four errors each, so a draw had to be made.

The winner Mrs Brennan, 12 Cornhill Street, Kenmore, Qld. Mrs Brennan's husband is VK4XJ and her son VK4AXJ.

The other lady was Mrs Parker, her husband being VK4ZLP. The prize was a digital clock donated by Dick Smith Electronics.

For details of all age group classes for those aspiring to gain their novice licence telephone: Eric St Clair, VK4NQC — 31-3548; Ray Lippold, VK4NDL — 32-2147; Brad Bradmore, VK4AO — 34-3237. Classes are held at the Education Centre, Surfers Paradise, Friday evenings at 7.30 pm.

**ILLAWARRA AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY**

Commencing Friday, 17th February, 1978, the School of General Studies within the Wollongong Technical College will conduct an approved electronics course. The course will cover all the work needed to obtain an amateur licence.

Classes will be held in Room 213, Matthews Building, Wollongong Technical College on Friday of each week between 6.00 pm and 9.00 pm. The fee is $2.00.

The novice section of the course assumes that students have no previous knowledge of electronics or radio and will prepare them for the October 1978 exam. Recommended study materials will be for sale at classes.

The advanced section of the course starts when the novice section finishes and will cover limited and full licence requirements. Holders of limited licenses wishing to upgrade to full licence may attend the Morse code classes only.

For further information contact Brian Wade, VK2AXI telephone (042) 84-1381 (AH).

**DARWIN AMATEUR RADIO CLUB**

Scouting and Guiding associations in Darwin were provided with facilities for participation in the 1977 Scout Jamboree on the Air by members of the DARC.

Four stations were set up in the Darwin area operating under the call signs VK8DA/P DARC station; VK8JD; VK8NT and VK8VE. Over 50 Scouts and Guides participated together with a number of visitors. Seventy overseas contacts were made in addition to the 63 interstate and nine intra-state.

The contest was in two parts, the first, a humorous multi-choice questionnaire and the second was the ability of the ladies to correctly recognize 25 items and components found in the average amateur "shack".

From a total of 49 questions two ladies tied with only four errors each, so a draw had to be made.
This page contains information about various electronic devices and accessories for ham radio enthusiasts. It includes descriptions of audio mic compressors, RF speech processors, and speech processors, along with prices and specifications. There are also mentions of antennas, microphone types, and other accessories. The page provides details on how to contact the supplier, Vicom, for further information or purchases.
AMATEUR BANDS

AUSTRALIAN CLUB DIRECTORY

Club name: Amateur and Citizens Radio Club (VKCB Club).
Club call sign: Prefix “Amateur Radio”.
Meeting place: Novice licence course, Wireless Institute Centre, 14 Atchison Street, Crows Nest.
Day and time: Each Saturday at 1.00 pm.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division, NCRA NSW.

Club name: Albury Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: Nil.
Meeting place: State Emergency Services Rooms, Cnr Dean & Thruogona Streets, Albury.
Day and time: Every second Wednesday evening at 7.30 pm.
Affiliation: Not stated.
Net frequency: Not stated.

Club name: Armidale Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2BAA.
Meeting place: Armidale Police Boys’ Club.
Day and time: Wednesday evenings at 7.30 pm.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division and YRS NSW Division.
Net frequency: 146.6MHz and 10 metre novice channels.

Club name: Blue Mountains Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2AUX.
Meeting place: Springwood Primary School and Blaxland Primary School.
Day and time: Every Friday evening at 5PC and first Monday of each month at BPS at 8.00 pm.
Affiliation: YRS NSW Division.
Net frequency: Not stated.

Club name: Central Coast Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2AY and repeater VK2RAW.
Meeting place: Clubrooms, Dandaloo Street, Kariong NSW.
Day and time: First and third Friday, each month at 8.00 pm.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division.
Net frequency: VHIF repeater channel 3 VK2RAW.

Club name: Griffith Radio Club.
Club call sign: Repeater VK2RGF.
Meeting place: To suit members.
Day and time: As necessary.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division.
Net frequency: Channel 5 FM repeater VK2RGF.

Club name: Hornsby & Districts Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2APF.
Meeting place: Willow Park, 25 Edgeworth David Avenue, Hornsby.
Day and time: Second and fourth Wednesdays of each month at 8.00 pm.
Affiliation: Not stated.
Net frequencies: Primary — 146.55MHz (channel 51), secondary — 3546kHz. Club nets occur on the first, third and fifth Wednesdays of each month.
Contact: Barry White, VK2AAB, 28 Redgrave Road, Normanhurst 2076, telephone (02) 487-1428.

Club name: Hunter Branch NSW Division WIA.
Club call sign: VK2AXW and repeater VK2ARN.
Meeting place: Newcastle Technical College.
Day and time: First Friday of each month at 8.00 pm.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division.
Net frequency: 3565kHz each Monday night at 7.30 pm. Channel 6 repeater VK2RAN.

Club name: Illawarra Amateur Radio Society.
Club call sign: VK2AMW and repeater VK2RAW.
Meeting place: Wollongong Town Hall Meeting Room.
Day and time: Second Monday of each month at 7.30 pm.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division WIA.
Net frequency: Channel 5 repeater VK2RAW. Also VK2AMW 432MHz Moonbounce (EME) schedules.

Club name: Liverpool & Districts Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2AZD.
Meeting place: State Emergency Services Hall, Christie Street, Liverpool.
Day and time: Second and Tuesday of the month at 7.30 pm. Weekly instruction classes — Novice licence Tuesdays at 7.30 pm; Youth Radio Scheme Saturdays at 10 am.
Affiliation: WIA YRS.
Net frequency: 21.33MHz SSB, 146.6MHz (ch. 50) FM Mondays at 8.00 pm.

Club name: Liverpool & Districts Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2BKV.
Meeting place: State Emergency Services Hall, Christie Street, Liverpool.
Day and time: Friday evenings 7.00 pm to 9.00 pm.
Affiliation: Not stated.
Net frequency: Nil.
Contact: Secretary, Mrs. S. J. Wells, PO Box 238, Gosford, NSW 2250.

Club name: Maitland Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2BH.
Meeting place: Club rooms Maize Street, East Maitland.
Day and time: Friday evenings 7.00 pm to 9.00 pm.
Affiliation: Not stated.
Net frequency: Nil.
Contact: Secretary, Clarice Ward, PO Box 59, Maitland, NSW 2322, telephone (094) 64-8021.

Club name: Manly Warringah District Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2MB.
Meeting place: Old RAAP. Radar Station, Warringah Road, Beacon Hill.
Day and time: Wednesday evenings at 7.00 pm.
Affiliation: North Coast NSW.
Net frequency: HF and VHIF bands on meeting nights.
Contact: Secretary, PO Box 186, Brookvale 2100 or telephone (AH) Roderick Bird (02) 949-3720 or Geoff Myers (02) 98-069.

Club name: Mid Coast South Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2RMU channel 2 FM repeater.
Meeting place: As arranged to suit members usually at a family picnic resort.
Day and time: As arranged.
Affiliation: NSW Division WIA.
Net frequency: Channel 2 repeater VK2RMU each Wednesday evening at 8.30 pm.
Contact: Frank Hill, VK2HQ, Milton, telephone (048) 55-1077 or Doug Allen, VK2YDA, Ulladulla, telephone (044) 55-2394.

Club name: North West Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: Nil.
Meeting place: As arranged to suit members.
Day and time: To suit members.
Affiliation: To be determined.
Net frequency: 357kHz Sunday evenings at 8.00 pm.
Contact: Noel Taylor, VK2ASQ, 40 Diane Street, Tamworth, NSW 2340, telephone (067) 65-7733 (day), (067) 65-9911 (night).

Club name: Orange and District Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2AOA.
Meeting place: Orange Technical College, Mars Street, Orange.
Day and time: Each Friday evening at 7.00 pm (except during school vacations).
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division.
Net frequency: Channel 2 repeater VK2ROA.
Position: Robert Allford, VK2JR) telephone (063)

Discount Components

LINEARS

| Value | Description | Cost
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>50c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>50c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>50c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>50c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TTL

| Value | Description | Cost
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7404</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>55c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7403</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>55c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7402</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>55c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7401</td>
<td>$1.70</td>
<td>55c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMOS

| Value | Description | Cost
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4001</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>51c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4002</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>51c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4003</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>51c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4004</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>51c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

| Board | Description | Cost
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>51c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>51c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS

P.O. BOX 135,
NORTHCOTE, VIC. 3070
NOVICE TRANSVERTER KIT

Complete kit: Cat K-3133

YOUR 80 metre QRP rig not quite up to it? This linear amp will take 0.3 W to 3W drive and give 30W output. Easy-to-build circuit, ideal for the novice, too. Cat. K-3133

LEARN MORSE!!

We have three ways to help you!
1: Morse tapes — easy graduated steps, ideal for beginner or expert. Cat D-7106
2: ARRL book 'Learn Radiotelegraph code' As with all ARRL books really first class, well presented. Cat B-2216.
3: Morse practise key, fantastic value at this price! Adjustable space & tension. Cat D-7105

Power all those 12V projects and transmitters with this supply. In kit form, so save money! With complete instructions, all components & case. Nothing more to buy. All you need is a couple of hours ... Voltage internally adjustable, handles up to 4A surge (2A cont.).

$27.50 Cat. K-3448

MOBILE TROLLEY STAND

Ex-Pye. Brand new in cartons. On 4 heavy duty castors. 101 uses eg section mat black steel finish 23"h x 23" L x 16" W. $23.50 F on. Road Rail Air.

AMA ELECTRONICS GROUP

136 VICTORIA RD, MARRICKVILLE, NSW 2204

MOBILE TROLLEY STAND

Ex-Pye. Brand new in cartons. On 4 heavy duty castors. 101 uses eg section mat black steel finish 23"h x 23" L x 16" W. $23.50 F on. Road Rail Air.

RHEOSTAT

10 omhs 50 watts 1/4" shaft. $2.95 pp 45c.

GENERAL ELECTRIC SOLID STATE RELAY

Model GSR 10 8VS/DA. 240vAC 5A. 3-30VDC. $8.50 pp 90c.

STAINLESS STEEL WIRE

Seven strand. 600 lb breaking strain, nylon insulated, ideal arial or guy wire. Ten metres for $3.00 pp 90c.

MINI RELAYS

48Vac. Four sets of heavy duty change over contacts. Size 28x21x34mm with plastic cover. Only $1.75 pp 45c.

WE REGRET THAT PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
### AMATEUR BANDS

62-4673 (AH), 62-1544 (bus.) or Alan Wright, VK2BVL, telephone (063) 62-1432 (AH).

Club name: Oxley Region Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2BOR, repeater VK2RPM.
Meeting place: As convenient to members.
Day and time: As convenient to members.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division.
Net frequency: Channel 2 repeater VK2RPM.
Contact: Postal — PO Box 712, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444, or Peter Alexander, VK2PA, telephone (065) 83-2033.

Club name: Parkes Amateur Radio Club.
Club call sign: VK2BPK.
Meeting place: Youth Centre, Currajong Street, Parkes.
Day and time: Tuesday evenings at 7:30 pm.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division.

### Contact: Jack Mowtell, VK2BMJ, 247 Clarinda Street, Parkes, NSW 2870, telephone (068) 62-3100 (bus.), 62-3410 (AH), or Tom Darcy, 308 Clarinda Street, Parkes, NSW 2870, telephone (068) 62-2943 (bus.), 62-1663 (AH).

Club name: St George Amateur Radio Society.
Club call sign: VK2LE.
Meeting place: As convenient to members.
Day and time: First Wednesday of each month at 7.30 pm.
Affiliation: WIA NSW Division.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club Name</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Meeting Place</th>
<th>Club Frequency</th>
<th>Net Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summerland Radio Club</td>
<td>VK2AGH, VK2RIC</td>
<td>Assembly Hall, Primary School, Kingsgrove</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Chapter Quarter Century Wireless Association</td>
<td>Harold Wright, VK2AWH, PO Box 518, Lismore, NSW 2480, telephone (066) 24-1864.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westlakes Radio Club</td>
<td>VK2ATZ</td>
<td>Club rooms, York Street, Teralba.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of NSW Amateur Radio Society</td>
<td>W. Pearce, 5 Spencer Street, Rose Bay, NSW 2029.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waverley Amateur Radio Club</td>
<td>VK2BV</td>
<td>Bondi Junction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IONOSPHERIC PREDICTIONS FOR JANUARY

Reproduced below are radio propagation graphs based on information supplied by the Ionospheric Prediction Service Division of the Department of Science. The graphs are based on the limits set by the MUF (Maximum Usable Frequency) and the ALF (Absorption Limiting Frequency). Black bands indicate periods when circuit is open.

#### 7MHz EAST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 14MHz GMT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 21MHz EAST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SO YOU WANT TO BE A RADIO AMATEUR?

To achieve this aim, why not undertake one of the Courses conducted by the Wireless Institute of Australia? Established in 1910 to further the interests of Amateur Radio, the Institute is well qualified to assist you to your goal.

Personal Classes for 1978 will commence on Tuesday, February 7, 1978, at Crows Nest. Applications, which are accepted in order of priority, are now being received. Correspondence Courses may be commenced AT ANY TIME.

For further information write to:

**THE COURSE SUPERVISOR, W.I.A.**

**14 ATCHISON STREET, CROWS NEST, N.S.W. 2065**

ELECTRONICS Australia, January, 1978
This electronics house ain’t exactly two guys in a garage.

It takes a lot of research, development, and investigation to turn out a good range of electronic components... it also takes a lot of world-wide product sourcing... plus a lot of specially-educated and skillfully trained people striving for product and service excellence.

At Davred Electronics we have accumulated, over twenty-five years* of intensive experience in the manufacture and supply of innovative components and kits, products that assure total customer satisfaction. We have built the kind of operation it takes to supply products compatible with today’s, as well as tomorrow’s, requirements.

We proudly invite customers and visitors to tour our open-plan, 'pick your own' warehouse, the nation’s finest facility of its type. Here you will see the magnitude of effort that goes into a properly organised open warehouse and mail-order supply. You’ll be pleasantly surprised!

Amazing!

Yes, build a 20 watt output stage amplifier for the low cost of just $17.50. 8 ohms output and input required of 420 m/V at IKHz. Board, all components and power module included, even an overload fuse and holder. Voltage required 46V D.C. or ±23V at 0.72A.

Order Kit 52 Only $17.50

10 watt Amplifier $11.95

That's right, our Electrokit 51 is a complete 10 watt output stage including P.C. board. Input of 300 m/V at 10kHz. Board, all components and power module included, even an overload fuse and holder. Voltage required 46V D.C. or ±23V at 0.72A.

PLUGS AND SOCKETS

P15 5 pin Din Plug 55c 15 5 pin Din Socket 35c
P27 Insulated Phono Plug 25c P33 2 pin AC Adpt. Plug 35c
S33 2 pin AC Adpt. Socket 70c

*The D.J.R. Group have been importing, manufacturing and distributing for more than 25 years.

Time gentlemen please!

You’ll always be on time with our Model LU.010 digital car clock. Sorry for the delay to those customers who ordered from our catalogue. The rush was incredible, however, we now have ample supplies ready for despatch. Fits into 50 mm recess.

"LED 0.3" display"
Model LU.010 Only $19.95

50 volt P.C. MYLAR CAPS

One of the most widely used for P.C. boards

001, 0015, 0022 mfd 10c 0033, 0047, 0068 mfd 12c 01, 015, 022 mfd 18c

SAVE ON DIODES

IN4002, IN4003, IN4005, IN4006

1.5W Zeners IS4008A (8V), IS8015A (20V)
IS4039A (39V), IS4051A (51V)
10W Zeners IS5009A (9.1V), IS5020A (20V)

Mail Order Instructions

Minimum P.P. $1.00

Orders over $9.99 must include $25 $49.99 $1.50
add. postage charges (see note) $50 $99.99 $2.50
$100 or more $100

DAVRED ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD.
104-106 King Street Newtown Sydney Australia P.O. Box 317 Newtown, N.S.W. 2042.

THE NEW BREED IN ELECTRONICS SERVICE

Telephone 516-3544

ELECTRONICS Australia, January, 1978
This year is the 40th anniversary of Radio Sweden, a station highly rated by short-wave listeners for its keen interest in the radio listening hobby. The station now broadcasts in seven languages, the program content designed mainly to inform foreign listeners about life in Sweden.

When Radio Sweden, the External Service of the Swedish Broadcasting Corporation, made its modest start in 1938, the broadcasts were exclusively in English and on a 10kW transmitter at Malmo. Today, it is appreciated in more than two dozen languages, and 1730k, 1740k, 1750k, and 1760k, all frequencies are used. The program content is designed mainly to inform foreign listeners about life in Sweden.

Radio Sweden operates as an autonomous program unit to inform non-Swedish audiences about Sweden, and also to give Swedes living abroad up-to-date information. The transmitters were increased to 100kW in the 1950s and recently power was increased with three transmitters of 390kW.

Arne Skoog, who conducted Sweden Calling DXers, recently retired after 31 years. During that time, his interest in the short-wave listener placed Radio Sweden at the top of the world's popularity poll some 10 years ago. The session is now being conducted by George Wood.

**NEW SWEDISH FREQUENCY**

The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation is now using the frequency of 17845kHz for their English transmission to Australia and New Zealand. This channel replaces 17840kHz. The full transmission is 0700-0815GMT. This is a relay of the Home Service of Radio Sweden.

The BBC Relay base on Antigua is using 15240kHz for a relay of the World Service from 2000-2153GMT. While at the same time, the Relay Station on Ascension uses 15260kHz for the same program.

**LISTENING BRIEFS**

**FINLAND:** Helsinki has introduced a transmission in English each Sunday for Australia and the Far East. The frequency of 21490kHz is used for the broadcast 0800-0925GMT. The transmitter has a power of 250kW and the station would appreciate reception reports to the Finnish Radio, Helsinki 26, Finland.

**EAST GERMANY:** Radio Berlin International is heard in English on 6065kHz, 9605kHz, and 11545kHz for a relay of the World Service to Europe 2056-2150GMT on 9585, 11900 and 15155MHz. The transmitters to the Far East is on 1205-1245GMT on 15125, 15320 and 21540kHz, while a further service broadcast is on 1400-1445GMT on 15110kHz. The station is interested in reception reports, and these should be sent to Radio Berlin International, South East Asia Department, 116, Berlin, East Germany.

**AFRICA**

**SOUTH AFRICA:** Radio RSA broadcasts in English to West Africa 0530-0700GMT on 11900, 15220 and 17780kHz. The English service to Europe 2056-2150GMT on 9585, 11900 and 15155MHz is heard in Arabic to Africa. The transmitters to the Far East is on 1205-1245GMT on 15125, 15320 and 21540kHz. The frequency of 21490kHz is used for the broadcast 0800-0925GMT. The transmitter has a power of 250kW and the station would appreciate reception reports to the Finnish Radio, Helsinki 26, Finland.

**TANZANIA:** Radio Tanzania has been heard by Paul Edwards of Wellington on 4785kHz at 1900GMT. Reception included the time signal and announcements in Swahili, followed by African music. Another frequency, 6134kHz, has been heard by Barry Williams of Auckland with news in English at 1800GMT, but there is some interference from the Vatican Radio.

**BENIN:** According to the World Radio Handbook Newsletter, the Benin station is broadcasting on 4875kHz with the power of 50 or 30kW weekdays 0400-0530GMT and 1300-2300GMT, and Sundays 0600-2300GMT.

**CAMEROON:** A new station is Radio Bertoua reported on 4750kHz. It will use 4750 and 7165kHz with a 20kW medium wave transmitter will operate in the near future. An International Service from Yaounde will soon operate with a 100kW short-wave transmitter using 5960, 7290, 9475, 11875, 15115 and 17750kHz.

**ASIA**

**KUWAIT:** Radio Kuwait has two transmissions in English daily from 0500-0800GMT. They use 9650 and 15345kHz, which from 1700-2000 the broadcast is on 9650, 11625 and 12085 kHz. They use 9650 and 11625 kHz for the Arabic transmission. There is some interference from the Voice of America at this time and later from Radio Moscova.

**IRAQ:** Baghdad on 11905kHz provides strong signals at 1200-1245GMT. The service to South Germany and France is on 11905kHz, and from the Vatican Radio.

**AFGHANISTAN:** Radio Kabul's Foreign Service operates on 15308kHz at 1000-1035GMT, 15340, 1030-1300 and 4775 1300-1430. English broadcasts are 1110-1200 and 1400-1430GMT.

**BANGLADESH:** According to the World Radio Handbook Newsletter, the External Service 0445-0515GMT on 15400, 17890 and 21685kHz, 1230-1300 on 15520 and 17720; and 1815-1915 on 9500 and 11650.

**AMERICAS**

**BRAZIL:** Radio Station PRK9, operating on 15190kHz, has been heard up to 0300GMT when they close with a goodnight melody. The station has the slogan "Radio Inconfidenca", and broadcasts to Belo Horizonte.

**COSTA RICA:** Radio TIC, "The Lighthouse of the Caribbean", broadcasting from San Jose, has been noted on the new frequency on 5055kHz. The station opens at 1055GMT and then continues with a program of Spanish gospel music.

The BBC Relay base on Antigua is using 15240kHz for a relay of the World Service from 2000-2153GMT. While at the same time, the Relay Station on Ascension uses 15260kHz for the same program.
**EDUC-8 COMPUTER—COMPLETE KIT**

**(OCT-NOV-DEC 1974)**

$402.40 (Plus Tax)

**OR INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS**

**AS REQUIRED**

---

**MAJOR STOCKISTS OF ALL GENERAL RADIO & ELECTRONIC COMPONENT PARTS — YOU NAME IT — WE WILL QUOTE**

- Wire — Etc. — Etc.

---

**POPULAR KITS — TOP QUALITY — LOWEST PRICES**

---

**AUDIO**

1. Direct Reading A.F. Gen.
2. SQ Wave Gen-10Hz-1MHz
4. Audio/Video Input
5. A.F. Tone Burst Gen.
7. Source/Divider Unit.
8. Crystal Freq Calibrator
9. Direct Reading A.F. Meter-0-2000KHz—10MV/2V
13. 1975. C D I Unit
14. Ignition Analyser
15. 1975 Digital Voltmeter.

---

**AUTOMOTIVE UNITS**

- 1969 C.R.O Wideband P/Amp
- High Performance A.F. Gen.
- 1971 Scaler/Divider Unit
- 1972 Improved Logic Probe
- 1973 Digital V.O.M. (2)
- 1974 Digital V.O.M.
- 1975 Solid State Timer
- 1976 Solid State V.O.M
- 1977 Solid State V.O.M
- 1978 Solid State V.O.M
- 1979 Simple 5V 1A Unit.
- 1980 Simple 3-6V 3-5A Unit
- 1981 1C Variable Supply Unit.
- 1982 1MHz Crystal Cal.
- 1983 3 Band 2 Valve
- 1984 52MHz Handset
- 1985 144MHz Handset
- 1986 144MHz Handset—Novice Tx.

**BATTERY CHARGERS**

- 30 V D.C. — 1 Amp
- 31 12 Volt — 1 Amp
- 32 Automotive H.D. Unit
- 33 1/4 Volt — 4 Amp
- 34 1973 Automatic Unit
- 35 Constant Current Unit
- 36 —
- 37 —

---

**CONVERTERS — INVERTERS**

- 38 1972 12 VDC 240 VAC 20W.
- 39 120 VDC 240 VAC 20W.
- 40 —
- 41 —
- 42 —
- 43 —
- 44 —

---

**C.R.O. UNITS**

45 1963 3" C.R.O
46 1964 3" C.R.O
47 1965 3" Audio C.R.O.
48 1966 3" C.R.O
49 1967 3" C.R.O
50 1968 3" C.R.O
51 —
52 —

---

**E.D.&E. (SALES) PTY LTD**

**NOW TRADING AS ALL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS**

**PHONES**

662-3506

---

**E.D.&E. (SALES) PTY LTD**

**118 LONSDALE ST, MELBOURNE, VIC. 3000**

---

**E.D.&E. (SALES) PTY LTD**

**NOW TRADING AS ALL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS**

**PHONE**

662-3506

---

**ELECTRONICS Australia, January, 1978**
**Improved direct reading ohmmeter**

In the February 1977 issue of *Electronics Australia* a design was featured for a simple self-zeroing, direct reading ohmmeter with a linear scale. A disadvantage of the circuit is the high current passed through the resistor under test, being 20mA on the 100 ohm range. Not only is this current a rather heavy drain on the 216 9V battery specified, but is undesirably high to pass through the resistance being measured, particularly if the device under test is a semiconductor junction. An improved circuit is shown which should be safe for measuring any device.

In this circuit a fixed current is passed through \( R_x \) for each resistance range. This is produced by using a PNP transistor as a constant current source. The constant current source is switched to provide 100\( \mu \)A on the 100 ohm range, 10\( \mu \)A on the 10k range and 1\( \mu \)A on the 1M range. It should be noted that 1\( \mu \)A is about the lowest current that should be used, since below this value errors due to the input bias current of the op-amp will become significant.

The voltage produced across \( R_x \) is amplified by the 741 op-amp to drive the meter movement. The op-amp is used in the non-inverting mode, and because of the high input impedance it does not load the measurement circuit. The output voltage of the op-amp, and hence the meter current is directly proportional to \( R_x \). The gain of the op-amp is switched to provide the correct output voltage on each range. The gain is 200 on the 100 ohm range, 20 on the 10k range and 2 on the 1M range.

The meter, meter protection, x10 switch, etc. are identical to those used in the original article and a description of their function may be found there. Construction and operation of the ohmmeter are also similar to the original. One transistor is saved but a 3-pole switch is required instead of a 2-pole switch. Alternatively, a 2-pole range switch could be used with a separate on-off switch. Total circuit current on all ranges is about 5mA.

(By Mr D. L. Craig, 134 Victor Street, Holland Park, Qld 4121.)

---

**Counter preamplifier and prescaler**

The Low Cost 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter as described in *Electronics Australia*, January, 1978 was of considerable interest to me. For some months I have been experimenting with a 11C90 ECL chip for a 100 to 450MHz prescaler to drive an existing 60MHz counter. Also, to increase the input sensitivity of my counter I used a Philips thin film UHF hybrid device type OM322. With it, the input sensitivity was improved by 15dB, to 30mV at 220MHz.

I thought that readers may be interested in using this hybrid wide band UHF preamplifier with your new counter design to improve the input sensitivity. The preamplifier could be used either with or without the 11C90 prescaler. The only disadvantage with the OM322 is that need for a +24V supply at 60mA. The input to the preamplifier is protected by the two 1N4148 silicon diodes.

(By Mr G. B. Teesdale, 13 Glendale Drive, Hamilton, NZ.)
NOW YOU CAN HAVE LIGHT WHERE YOU NEED IT

New FIBRE OPTICS LIGHT PROBE

bends light around corners, gives light to the exact point of inspection, able to direct light where access was previously restricted. Ideal for inspection and examination of small components, tubes, locks, fuel systems, engine repairs — where access is limited, instrument inspection, search and retrieval of unwanted foreign bodies plus a host of other uses too numerous to mention. A must for the technician, engineer, scientist, mechanic and repairman.

Available in kit form:—

Type 2: (Heavy Duty) as illustrated comprising:
Right angle power source
24" x 4mm lightguide
Fixed mirror ½" with hollow mounting handle
½" adjustable mirror with hollow mounting handle
P.V.C. Sleeve
2 spare lens bulbs
1½ interchangeable mirror head—short shaft
1½ interchangeable mirror head—short shaft
1" interchangeable mirror—extended shaft
1 case

For immediate delivery please send cheque to
FRANCIS LORD MFG. PTY. LTD.
33 Higginbotham Road,
Gladesville, N.S.W. 2111

Name
Address

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Price: $79.73 plus 15% Sales Tax if applicable.
Price does not include cost of 2 'D' batteries.

FIBER OPTICS
bends light around corners, gives light to the exact point of inspection, able to direct light where access was previously restricted. Ideal for inspection and examination of small components, tubes, locks, fuel systems, engine repairs — where access is limited, instrument inspection, search and retrieval of unwanted foreign bodies plus a host of other uses too numerous to mention. A must for the technician, engineer, scientist, mechanic and repairman.
Automatic motor stop for teleprinters

The circuit operates as follows. Under steady mark conditions 20V will be dropped across the circuit, 16V across the 330 ohm resistor and 4V across the 82 ohm resistor. The 400μF capacitor is charged to 16V via diode D1 and the 1000μF capacitor is also charged, via the relay contacts MC1 (normal) and the 1k resistor. The 4V across the 82 ohm resistor is divided by the 47k and 56k resistors to produce 2V of reverse bias on the transistor, thereby holding it cut off.

At the first break of line current, the 1μF capacitor is charged from the 400μF capacitor via the 330 ohm resistor and the diode D2. Transistor base current flows through the 56k resistor, causing the transistor to conduct. The relay then operates from the charged 400μF capacitor. If loop current is not restored or signalling does not start within three seconds, the relay will release as the 400μF capacitor discharges.

The contacts MC1 connect the negative side of the charged 1000μF capacitor to the transistor base to maintain base current until the 1000μF capacitor is discharged. This discharge time can be varied by adjusting the 470k potentiometer, one to two minutes being possible. Contacts MC2 disconnect the 47k resistor to prevent the transistor from being turned off by the voltage drop across the 82 ohm resistor during subsequent marks.

During signalling, breaks in loop current allow the 1000μF capacitor to be re-charged from the 400μF capacitor, to reset the delay via the 330 ohm resistor, diode D2, contacts MC1 (operated) and the 1k resistor. The contacts MC3 control the power to the motor via the triac.

A quick push of the switch button will start the motor by removing the voltage drop across the circuit. The motor may be stopped without waiting for the delay to expire by simply holding the switch button depressed for three seconds or so.

(By Mr G. R. Leadbeater, 16 Ellison Street, Ringwood, Victoria 3134.)

Wien bridge oscillator using CMOS gates

In the course of investigating the use of CMOS devices in linear amplifiers, I came up with this arrangement of a diode stabilised Wien bridge oscillator. It works over the range 3.5 to 15V. Output voltage is 2V peak-to-peak and frequency stability is within ±2.5%. With the components indicated, the frequency is about 1000Hz.

Because one was available, a quad NAND gate device was used, although of course a hex inverter device such as the 14069 could be used, but with NAND or NOR gates it is possible to have a mute function connected to another gate input. Because of the very high input impedance (10M) the oscillator is sensitive to noise pickup and this should be taken into account.

(By Jan Martin Noeding, LA8AK/G5BFV, in "Radio Communication".)
RCA Gold Seal Stereo Reissues: Good Value

CHOPIN — Scherzo No. 4 in E.

RCA Gold Seal Stereo Reissue AGL1 1279.

RACHMANINOV — Three Preludes, Nos. 1, 9 and 10.

PROKOFIEFF — Gavotte (from Cinderella). Vision fugitive Nos. 6, 7, 8, 9, 15 and 18. Sviatoslav Richter (pianist). RCA Gold Seal Stereo AGL1 1264.

Here are some more reviews of RCA's reprocessed reissues (Gold Seal), many of which I found so impressive when the first lot came out. This disc is made from tapes recorded at live performances in New York in 1960. They were recorded within two days of each other, December 26 and 28, but in different halls, one at Carnegie Hall the other in Mosque Theatre, Newark, New Jersey.

This latter may explain the slightly different acoustics on the two sides of the disc. The sound on the Chopin/Debussy side is sometimes ultra resonant, at others dry. Richter takes the Chopin Scherzo at the very top speed, so that if some of its more romantic aspects disappear you have instead an example of terrific virtuosity — often just for its own sake. But for contrast he caresses the middle section like a lover.

RCA's reprocessing has in many cases vastly improved on the sound of the originals made in the early 1960s. But, surprisingly, in this issue there is a moment of coarseness so unexpected that it is as if the pianist had struck you a blow. Despite Richter's great speed the piece just lacks the warm impulsiveness of similar passages when Richter plays Schumann. I always find prolonged applause after an item on a disc deplorable and here it is again.

In the Ravel, Richter's touch and approach to the music changes completely. In the Valley of the Bells one might be tempted to describe it as almost impressionistic, but to me it is completely realistic. Under his beautifully veiled tone, one can appreciate the enormous concentration that went into producing it. But in Jeu d'eau — taken a little faster than is usual — every note sparkles like the droplets depicted so wonderfully!

Here is another example of Richter's exquisite soft touch when he feels it necessary. He plays it all rather dead pan but that didn't worry me. And that impeccable technique! Never a note out of place however difficult the passage.

The three Rachmaninov Preludes on the reverse may well surprise many by the amount of interest Richter finds in them. None is a show piece but each is a gem — at least the way Richter plays them! In other hands they might well lose much of their interest. I cannot imagine them better played — or as well for that matter. You can hear an occasional cough but so suppressed that it's not likely to worry anyone but the most finnicky listener.

While in the Preludes he is unabashedly romantic, he changes his style again in the more percussive Prokofieff pieces that conclude the recital. Here everything is deliciously crisp and often irresistibly rhythmic. I doubt if today any other pianist could produce such a variety of styles on the one disc. The Prokofieff's make a glittering end to a great recital. Listen to the fourth little piece and marvel at his treatment of the immensely difficult repeated notes, and the power when he releases it. Unhesitatingly recommended.

TCHAIKOVSKY — Symphony No. 5 in E Minor. Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Pierre Monteux. RCA Gold Seal Stereo Reissue AGL1 1264.

This record is a disappointment, all the more so since I have always been a fervent admirer of Monteux. Listening to it, an experienced musician might well think that here is a conductor who just doesn't know what Tchaikovsky is about. Yet I heard the same man give a moving performance of the Pathetique in London years ago.

Monteux was of course French, and it was perhaps in that school of music that he shone his brightest. He was also a pioneer in the conducting of early Stravinsky and actually conducted the first outrageously unruly performance. The Rite of Spring. I seldom heard him conduct German music so on that subject I can add nothing.

In addition to his vast erudition, he was a man of the most winning charm, witty, tolerant and loved by every orchestra he conducted. I am afraid that RCA's reprocessing team, despite its incomparable skill, could do little to make the present performance attractive, not because of any technical difficulties but because of the inadequacy of Monteux's performance.

In this recording Tchaikovsky's continuity of line seems to mean little to him. He is constantly breaking it up to substitute an idea of his own and, I am afraid, these eccentricities are seldom effective. First one solo instrument then another seem to compete. The balance in the introduction to the first movement is dicey. Later, in the main body of the movement, the loud passages seem to clash. And strangely the Boston strings do not always sound faultlessly together.

Here and there during the symphony several subordinate passages are senselessly hurried over for no accountable reason I could think of. And, returning to the first movement, there is a frenzy that is alien even to that composer's music. There does not seem to be any discernible design. The ideas seem to be "chucked" together.

Of course every bar in the symphony is not as bad as I am perhaps making it sound. It even has one or two great moments. But on the whole I am saddened to think that a conductor I admired so much as a musician and liked so much as a man should not only play the work in this way but allow it to be issued. Surely there can be no excuse for permitting a supremely unimportant supporting passage to be brought forward enough to obscure the music's natural line?

BERLIOZ — Harold in Italy. William Primrose (violist) with the Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Charles Munch. RCA Gold Seal Stereo Reissue AGL1 1526.

I am not so happy with my pressing of this reissue, though it was produced by the same process as the others. First, and importantly, the surface has more...
than its share of pops and crackles. And Munch was in one of his uninspiring moods when he made the original, so perhaps the blame does not rest with the reprocessors.

There is a hint of artificiality in some of the climaxes here and there, as if they were imposed on the work. In the solo viola part, William Primrose sounds a little too forward, though none could cavil at the eloquence of his playing. But no soloist, however fine, could carry Munch and the Boston's lifeless performance.

Despite this the disc is a vast improvement on the 1958 original which I still own and used here for comparison. I am aware that a note on Berlioz' score states that 'the player (viola) must stand near the public and apart from the orchestra'. But that was before the days of electronic amplification. Another fact to be considered is that the piece was commissioned by Paganini, who was no blushing violet.

Another fault, in my opinion, is in the pace at which Munch takes the Pilgrims' March. His speed suggests that these pious gentlemen are in a hurry to get to the next pub. The Serenade it taken more sensitively.

The final Brigands' Orgy is very difficult to deliver as Berlioz intended, but surely the Boston could have handled it better than they do here. They make it sound about as orgiastic as these pious gentlemen are in a hurry to a Festival of Light picnic. It is extraordinarily clear (the original dates from 1965), and Leinsdorf seems in a slightly warmer mood than usual. Yet his coolness in the Lullaby is a delight.

Occasionally, though I must stress not often, some of the sound is not quite up to present day standards. But the disc is still a fine example of reprocessing.

The work is purely decorative — and descriptive — and calls for no deep emotional involvement, which suites Leinsdorf's style very well. He wins lovely smoothness in the opening to the Queen's dance. There is only one extract that appeals to me less than the others — the rather strait laced opening to the Wedding March. It lacks a little of the languor that picks up splendidly by the time the coda is reached. And the whole of the latter part gets much livelier.

In the opening bars of the Firebird the low, very soft notes come out very well indeed. The whole of the Prelude — before the curtain goes up — is fine, if sometime a wee bit metronomic. The passage when the Firebird crosses the stage for the first time glitters just as it should. The Firebird's and Prince's dance is a little unyielding despite a few subtle tempo changes.

The Golden Apples dance is here played with virtuoso delicacy. Some might not know that Stravinsky died disliking this lovely little movement. During his lifetime he made many attempts to rewrite it but always thought it sounded too much like Mendelssohn.

By the way, at Leinsdorf's fast tempo of this item I should hate to have to dance to it. But everywhere, throughout the difficult score of the whole work, there is nothing less than perfect precision.

I was happy to find the euphonious Ronde des Princesses included although this, too, is a little too dead slow. It brings out all its beauties. Leinsdorf uses Stravinsky's own revision for a smaller orchestra than the original, which demanded a gigantic combination, including such exotic instruments as a surrusophone.

To sum up, I prefer Firebird played with just a wee bit more affection. Still, this version will do nicely, especially at its budget price. Like so many of the Gold Seal reissues, its darned good value.

MAHLER — Symphony No. 4. Chicago Symphony Orchestra conducted by Erich Leinsdorf. RCA Gold Seal reprocessed Stereo Reissue AGL1 1333.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV — Suite from the opera Le Coq d'Or. STRAVINSKY — Suite from the ballet The Firebird. Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Erich Leinsdorf. RCA Gold Seal Stereo AGL1 1528.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SOLID STATE

Fundamentals of Solid State is in its second reprinting, showing how popular it has been. It provides a wealth of information on semiconductor theory and operation, delving much deeper than very elementary works, but without the 'mats and abstract theory which make many of the more specialised texts very heavy going. 'Solid State' has also been widely acclaimed in colleges as recommended reading — but it's not just for the student. It's for anyone who wants to know just a little more about the operation of semiconductor devices.

$3.00 plus 60c p & p
Electronics Australia
Box 163, Beaconsfield, NSW 2014.
It's a mod. mod. modular world.

Simplify, simplify! Instead of paying more for bigger, bulkier audio control components, pay less for compact Shure modular components that—singly or in combination—handle critical functions flawlessly. Cases in point: (1) the M67 and M68 Microphone Mixers, the original high-performance, low-cost mixers; (2) the M610 Feedback Controller, the compact component that permits dramatically increased gain before feedback; (3) the M63 Audio Master, that gives almost unlimited response shaping characteristics; (4) the M688 Stereo Mixer, for stereo recording and multi-source audio-visual work; (5) the M675 Broadcast Production Master, that works with our M67 to create a complete production console (with cuing!) for a fraction of the cost of conventional consoles; and (6) the SE30 Gated Compressor/Mixer, (not shown above) with the memory circuit that eliminates "pumping." For more on how to "go modular," write to:

AUDIO ENGINEERS PTY. LTD.
342 Kent Street, Sydney.
**Devotional Records**

**VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE.** Tom Howard. Stereo, Solid Rock Records, SRA-2003. (From Sacred Productions Aust., 181 Clarence St, Sydney and other capitals.)

There is a play here on the words "solid rock". It has a Gospel connotation, as expressed by the old hymn "On Christ, the solid rock ..." It also has musical overtones in the nature of the music used to convey the Gospel message.

In fact, the very comprehensive notes on an inner sleeve ably justify the producer's approach by drawing attention to the fact that some of the hymns which older people regard now as great, traditional and dignified, were once contentious because they utilised folk melodies and popular forms, in an attempt to communicate in their day to the average person.

It makes interesting reading and could well form the basis of a church discussion group, the more so because the lyrics are given in full. Additionally, the arrangements are modern without being as extreme as the name "solid rock" might suggest.

The titles: Come On In — Mansion On The Sand (remember the parable?) — To Learn By Living — We All Mean Very Well — One More Reason — She Likes To Look At Pictures (the emptiness of movies and TV) — Blessed Are The Children — Marriage Of Our Souls — All Through The Day.

The arrangements are good, the diction is good and the sound quality is excellent. A good modern Gospel record in its own right and, as I said, one with potential for a discussion group.

(W.N.W.)

**☆ ☆ ☆

**DANIEL AMOS. Stereo, Maranatha Music HS-777-24. (From S. John Bacon Pty Ltd, 12-13 Windsor Ave, Mt Waverley, Vic 3149.)

Looking through the credits, Dan Amos is mentioned only in connection with "Other percussive embellishments". But his name is apparently used to identify the basic group of four, responsible for this album, assisted by other supporting musicians.

While the backing is gentle rhythm through to (very) soft rock, the main emphasis is on the lyrics, which are given in full on the inside of the double-fold jacket. The phrases and images are those of the teen-twenty generation but sentiments and the values are as old as the Gospel itself.


You probably won’t know any or many of the songs by their titles but the obvious intention is that you follow the lyrics, at least the first time through. Such is the sound and the quality of the recording that you’ll almost certainly enjoy the experience. (W.N.W.)

**☆ ☆ ☆

**SACRED SONGS. June Bronhill with the John McCarthy Singers and organist Brian Stanborough. Stereo, EMI Axis AXIS.6325. (Also on cassette TC- AXIS.6325.)

Well known for her stage and operatic roles, Australian soprano June Bronhill teams here with the John McCarthy Singers to perform a group of sacred songs, drawn variously from classical sources, from opera and from traditional hymnals.

Nun’s Chorus (from "Cassanova") — Flocks in Pastures Green Abiding (Cantata No 208) — Easter Hymn (from "Cavalleria Rusticana") — Ave Maria (Bach-Gounod) — O For The Wings Of A Dove (Mendelssohn) — Nearer My God To Thee — Bless This House — Largo (Handel) — Agnus Dei (Bizet) — The Holy City — O Divine Redeemer — Abide With Me.

Although the album holds promise of considerable pleasure for those who like these well known selections, I fear that it is likely to earn a mixed reception. It is very much a performance — and I stress the word — by June Bronhill the stage and opera star, and your enjoyment of the album will depend on your ability to accept it on this basis.

But if you lack empathy with operatic sopranos and the thrusting quality they can impart to even traditional hymns, then this record isn’t for you, despite the demure portrait on the jacket, the candle and the Bible.

In other words, listen to a couple of representative tracks before you buy. Incidentally, the album was recorded in 1969 but the sound quality is still in line with today’s average. (W.N.W.)

**Instrumental, Vocal and Humour**

**HALLELUJAH. The Portsmouth Sinfonia at The Royal Albert Hall. M7 Records MLF 187.**

If you see this record on the stands, don’t buy it as a present for anyone who takes their music seriously; it would be a quick way to destroy a beautiful friendship. This must be one of the most tongue-in-cheek send-ups ever put on record, with over 350 out-of-key voices and "musicians" creating havoc with such music as the '1812 Overture, William Tell Overture and the Hallelujah Chorus from Handel’s "Messiah". Quality, terrible! (N.J.M.)

**☆ ☆ ☆

**A PORTRAIT OF BENIAMINO GIGLI.** EMI OXLP-7631.

Gigli was one of those legendary voices that has passed into history and this wonderfully remastered release from EMI shows some of the vocal magic that still lingers in the memories of opera lovers.

Considering the fact that the recording covers performances as far back as 1921 through to 1943, the quality is incredibly good and, with 16 excerpts to enjoy, the disc is a bargain at any price.

A few of the works represented: II Trovatore — La Traviata — Mefistofele — La Boheme — Lucia Di Lammermoor — Carmen — Faust. This disc would be a wonderful way to husband those precious 78s. (N.J.M.)
THE LIGHTER SIDE


The cover of this record shows a can and a can opener, and the contents are about as bland as oyster soup. In my opinion, the record deserves to be "canned". Tracks preserved are: Baby Face — Tangerine — Kojak — Who's Sorry Now — Headline News — We Do It — It Had To Be You — That Old Black Magic — Land Of A Thousand Dances — 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 (Blow Your Whistle) — Help Me Make It Through The Night — Do It Again.

In conclusion, a thoroughly uninteresting menu, with only average ingredients. (D.W.E.)

PETE SEEGER & BROTHER KIRK VISIT SESAME STREET. Axis stereo 6319.

Those readers with young children possibly share my mixed feelings about the American children's TV program "Sesame Street". What is particularly galling is the nonchalant disregard for English grammar. This is carried through to this recording where it is all the more noticeable because of the lack of video distraction. Recording quality is just mediocre although I doubt whether the potential audience will notice.

There are twelve tracks: Hello — Michael Row the Boat Ashore — This Land Is Your Land — Skip To My Lou — She'll Be Coming Round The Mountain — Patty Cake Gorilla — Riding In My Car — Garbage — Old Lady Who Swallowed The Fly — The Ballad Of Martin Luther King — Guantanamera — Sweet Rosyanne. (L.D.S.)

DONALD SMITH SINGS FOR YOU.

With the Adelaide Symphony Orchestra; arranged and conducted by John Lanchbery. Stereo, EMI OASD 7602. Also on cassette TC 7602.

Well known Australian tenor Donald Smith engages here on a nostalgic journey back through hit tunes from the "talkies", and the prime appeal of the album will be to those who remember the '30s era. There are 14 songs on the two sides:

For You — Would You — I'm In The Mood For Love — Moonlight Becomes You — Over The Rainbow — Diane — If I Had A Talking Picture Of You — Dancing With Tears In My Eyes — I Only Have Eyes For You — You Belong To My Heart — We Were So Young — September In The Rain — You Stepped Out Of A Dream — Giannina Mia.

As a class, operatic tenors tend to "perform" even simple songs at full pressure but Donald Smith is much more relaxed, sufficient to evoke the remark from a member of my household: "He's certainly very easy to listen to".

Unfortunately, he is rather let down by the recording itself. The sound is clean enough but so "middly" that it is also reminiscent of the period! And I had to listen twice to make sure that it was stereo.

If the music appeals, by all means buy the album but don't expect of it a hi-fi experience. (W.N.W.)

☆ ☆ ☆


This is a collection of Free tracks compiled from earlier albums, and as such will probably be only of interest to avid fans or new fans. In order, the tracks are as follows: Walk In My Shadow — The Hunter — Woman — Wishing Well — Fire And Water — Travellin' In Style — Remember — Bodie — On My Way — Oh I Wept.

I'm not a Free fan, and would prefer not to comment on the merits of the various tracks. Suffice it to say that recording quality is good. (D.W.E.)

☆ ☆ ☆

I LOVE TO LOVE. Tina Charles. Stereo. CBS Records SBP-234833.

This is a disco record, probably as good as most and better than some. Tina has an attractive voice, which tends to get overcrowded by the insistent beat of the accompaniment. If you like to gyrate endlessly in your lounge, then this record would be ideal. Otherwise, I wouldn't recommend it. (D.W.E.)

☆ ☆ ☆


"America's greatest pop musician" that's how the cover notes describe Tony Mottola. While this claim could be a matter for some debate, there is no denying that this budget-priced 2-record set does contain some very fine guitar work.

The songs are all hits based on the popular love theme, and Tony's interpretations fit perfectly into the "Feelings" title theme.

Some of the track titles are: This Masquerade — Feelings — Just Say I Love Her — Colour My World — The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face — Nadia's Theme — So Nice — Love Theme From "Romeo and Juliet" — Remember — You Make Me Feel Brand New — Close To You.
An excellent buy for popular guitar fans, particularly at the budget price of $9.99 for the 2-record set. Recording quality is very good. (G.S.)


If you haven't heard the name Earl Klugh before don't worry. “Finger Paintings” is only the second album from this fine up-and-coming acoustic guitar player. There are nine tracks on the album, each treated with a distinctive mellow jazz style with some fine rhythm backing — “mellow music from a mellow man”, says the promotional material accompanying the album. And that's just the way it sounds in practice.

Most of the track titles are familiar: Dr Macumba — Long Ago and Far Away — Cabro Frio — Keep Your Eye On The Sparrow — Catherine — Dance With Me — Jolanta — Summer Song — This Time.

Recording quality is up to the usual high standards of this label. (G.S.)


This new album for Jessi Colter has a definite religious flavour. All the tracks are self compositions, and cover such subjects as her mother, earthly love and spiritual love.

Listening to the tracks, I found them all to be very similar, so that the album tended to become one long experience. Jessi's fine voice is very pleasant to listen to, and could always be clearly heard above the backing instruments.

Summing up, a very enjoyable album, which was excellent in the technical sense. (D.W.E.)

BINAURAL DEMONSTRATION RECORD. Stereo Review magazine. ZD-BN-1A. (From M. R. Acoustics, P.O. Box 110, Albion, Qld 4010. $9.50 + $1.50 p/p)

As the title suggests, this recording was initiated by the well known American hifi magazine “Stereo Review” and is intended for headphone listening, as distinct from an ordinary stereo recording heard through loudspeakers.

The outdoor recordings on side one — streets, planes, trains, ships, industry, birds, etc — were obtained by the recordist having a microphone taped to each side of his head and capturing the sounds on a Uher 4200 portable recorder. The music on side two — rock, jazz, classical orchestral and the grand organ in the Riverside Church — was captured with a full-scale 30ips recording system and using microphones mounted inside a carefully scaled dummy head.

The recording suffers with a fundamental limitation of all binaural recordings — admitted in the jacket notes here — that the method does not allow the listener to seek frontal, rear and elevation clues by slight movements of the head relative to the sound source. I tend, personally, to interpret all sounds in this central plane as coming from behind or above; others react differently but, without spoken clues, the result is always ambiguous.

But while binaural listening is disappointing, in terms of directional ambiguity, it does have an intimacy for close-up sounds, and a spaciousness for distant sound that is impressive. This is particularly evident in the Riverside Church organ recording, where the highly complex sound, bouncing around in the cathedral-like space, can sometimes become quite confused.

By way of other comment, the modulation on the disc is lower than normal and, while it gives the signal plenty of headroom, it does require the amplifier gain to be turned up, exposing some surface noise on the disc, especially between tracks. Nevertheless it's an interesting record to have, at a time when every second enthusiast has a pair of stereo phones on hand. (W.N.W.)

HERE COME D'BOOGIE MAN. The powerhouse piano of Herbie Marks. Harlequin stereo L25201. $3.99.

Herbie Marks is supposedly more at home playing an accordion than a piano but to listen to this album you would not realise it. He plays a happily violent boogie with “the strength of a horse in all six fingers of his left hand” to quote the sleeve notes. Most enjoyable. Recording quality is good.

Track titles are: Here Come D'Boogie Man — Near You — Honeysuckle Rose — Sentimental Journey — Wipe Out — Herbie's Boogie — Bizet Boogie — Chattanooga Choo-Choo — Herbie's Other Boogie — Honky Tonk Train — Slow Movin' Man — Baby Elephant Walk (L.D.S.)

“THE NEW audiosound T 752 FM TUNER”

This superb FM only, tuner, offers very high performance with a simplicity rarely found in today's world of electronics. Yet this tuner is able to provide very high quality, interference free reception of any transmission arriving at the aerial capable of full quality recovery.

Make an appointment now to see this excellent tuner with other Audiosound all Australian Hi-Fi components which offer state of art performance at a fraction of the cost of imported counterparts. Simply phone or write to: Audiosound Electronic Services, 148 Pitt Rd, Nth Curl Curl 2099.

Telephone 938-2068.
Now ADC frees you from the job of mounting the cartridge on the shell.

Introducing the pre-mounted ADC cartridges.

The “Uni-Head” is solidly engineered. It is a beautifully styled and tooled accessory. And it fits into practically all manual tonearms and many of the semi-automatic players. Illustrated is the ADC ZLM/P which is the top of any line stereo cartridge with all the great ADC unique features:

- Nude Aliptic® stylus
- Low mass moving system
- Induced magnet principle
- One gram tracking – or less

Other cartridges available with the pre-mounted ‘Uni-Head’ (and the respective recommended retail values of each) are:

- ZLM/P $150
- XLM Mk III/P $125
- VLM Mk III/P $105
- QLM36 Mk III/P $95
- QLM34 Mk III/P $75
- QLM32 Mk III/P $60
- The QLM30 Mk III/P $47

The ‘Uni-Head’ is available separately.
THE LIGHTER SIDE


A brand new Australian group to emerge in '77 is The Ferrets, and their first single reached the coveted No. 1 position on the National Top 40 chart. This single, “Don’t Fall In Love” is included in the album, amongst many other top quality tracks, like: — You Belong With Me — Dreams Of A Love (title track — My Old Dog — Just Like The Stars.

All in all, this is an excellent Australian recording, with the National Boys Choir contributing to its tone.

Catch the very closing of the album. It brings a different approach to the conventional finale. (D.H.)


Ray Stevens is probably best known for his funny songs, such as “Ahab The Arab”, “Gitarzan” and “The Streak”. All these songs, and some of his lesser known ones are present on this album. But Ray has another side as well, and can sing serious songs also. A fair sampling of these are included on this album, among them tracks such as “Nashville” and “Misty”.

So whichever of his styles you fancy, they are catered for here. Recording quality is adequate. (D.W.E.)


Murray McLauchlan wrote all the songs presented on this album, and performs them in conjunction with his band, the Silver Tractors. He has a very sad and melancholy voice, and the songs are all in a similar vein. I found them rather depressing. The recording quality was very clean. (D.W.E.)


Brass band repertoires seem to be expanding these days to include jazz and pop themes and they seem to work out well, to everybody’s satisfaction.

Unfortunately, this record from the Royal Doulton Band suffers from poor top response, sounding rather muffled, even with the treble turned up. The 12 tracks are all fairly topical: The Duchess Of Duke Street — Queens Own — Aria — Bal Masque — Harry James Concerto For Trumpet — Magic Flute Overture — Jaws — Carnival In Paris — Autumn Song — Trumpet Piece — Mood — Indigo La Reine De Saba. Apart from the comment about sound quality, the album is most enjoyable. (N.J.M.)


Billy (I Can Help) Swan is one of the leading lights in Rockabilly, which is a mixture of rock and roll, tradition and invention. His music has a feel to it; it makes you want to get up and start dancing. In style, his music relates to 1950’s style rock and roll, but seems to have modern touches as well.

Billy has a very plaintive, nasal, but endearing voice, and he treats the songs with conviction and respect. The overall result is a very listenable record, which I am sure will improve with playing. Technically, the recording was good, with a clean well balanced sound. (D.W.E.)

THE COLLECTED BROADCASTS OF IDI AMIN. John Bird. M7 Records MLF188.

I have rather mixed feelings about this album. It’s not that John Bird is without talent — it’s just that Idi Amin has long since ceased to be a laughing matter! Not exactly a record for genteel company either.


BARRY WHITE SINGS FOR SOMEONE YOU LOVE. Barry White. 20th Century L36310. Festival release.

Yet another addition to the Barry White collection, typical of his funky, soul sound. The highlight of the album is a seven-minute version of his new single “It’s Ecstasy When You Lay Down Next To Me”, currently riding high in the US charts.

Other tracks of good quality are “Playing Your Game, Baby”, “You’re So Good You’re Bad” and “Of All The Guys In The World”.

The usual female back-up group for Barry White, Love Unlimited, appears on the album. (D.H.)

Specifications:
D.C. Resistance 0.105 Ω / m
Impedance 9.15 Ω (constant)
Inductance 0.15 μH / m

HARMAN AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD., P.O. BOX 6, BROOKVALE, N.S.W. 2100
PH. (02) 939-2922,
TLX. 24873.

Send coupon for your detailed literature and your free sample of TOCORD Hi-Fi speaker cable.

TOCORD ULTIMATE AUDIO CABLES

Can you hear your speaker cables?

Recent research has confirmed that listening to a quality Hi-Fi music system which utilises standard figure eight speaker cable may be compared with viewing a colour slide out of focus!
### About cassette decks


Pages 23-40 of this book discuss cassette decks in a general way, covering how a cassette recorder works, input circuits, playback circuits, wow and flutter, spooling indicators, noise reduction systems, &c. This would be compact but helpful reading to anyone contemplating the purchase of a deck.

Pages 43 to 154 are devoted entirely to reports on cassette decks available in Britain at the time of publication — about 60 in number. I would expect to find many of these on offer in Australian hifi shops, although relative prices may differ from those in Britain, affecting value-for-money conclusions which follow the reviews.

Pages 171-203 are devoted to a discussion and review of tapes — a rather confusing subject where it is difficult to distinguish between intrinsic tape quality, bias requirements and compatibility with particular decks. In practical terms, I doubt that the discussion could do much to alter the idea that one should prefer the tape that works best in your own recorder!

For Australians trying to select a new deck, I see the value of a book like this as alerting the reader to things to consider, rather than as a source of firm recommendations.

Our review copy came from Thomas C. Lothian Pty Ltd, 4-12 Tattersall's Lane, Melbourne 3000. (W.N.W.)

## Amateur satellites

**GETTING TO KNOW OSCAR.** Edited by J. P. Kleinman, WA1ZUY. Published by American Radio Relay League Inc. Soft covers, 48 pages 275mm x 207mm. Suggested Australian price $5.30.

This book is made up from 14 articles which originally appeared as a series in the ARRL publication "QST", under the same title — "Getting to Know OSCAR from the Ground Up".

The series was written to acquaint amateurs with the OSCAR program in general and the procedures, technical and otherwise, required to listen to, or operate through, the current satellite(s).

The article headings give some idea of the contents: Space Communication is for Everyone; Getting Started; Finding OSCAR — it's easy; How to use OSCAR 7 Mode B; The Benefits are Yours; The OSCARLOCATOR; The New OSCAR; Toward the Ultimate Amateur Satellite; What Phase III Will Do; You . . . and Phase III; OSCAR Goes to Schools; Satellites Can Save Lives; OSCAR's Vital Statistics; The Rise and Fall of the OSCARS.

There is also an index and a foldout map on stiff card which forms part of the OSCARLOCATOR. This latter is an ingenious system designed to enable the location of a satellite to be determined at any time, using basic data published regularly through amateur channels. It consists of the map (of the northern hemisphere centred on the north pole) and two transparent overlays.

The overlays are not supplied but can be obtained free from the ARRL by submitting a coupon in the book. Unfortunately, this would be of little use in the southern hemisphere.

Our copy from the Technical Book and Magazine Co Pty Ltd, 289 Swanston St, Melbourne, Victoria 3000. (P.G.W.)
virtually all of the basic concepts of computer operation — like the programmed processor and stored program control.

There is no real introduction to the concepts of machine language programming, instruction types, assembly language and assemblers, and a variety of other basic things. Some of them are mentioned, but often just in passing and with the assumption that the reader is already familiar with the basic ideas.

Considering the book's stated aims, a couple of the chapters near the end seem of dubious relevance. One is devoted to the fabrication of LSI devices, while the other, although titled 'Special Programming Techniques,' includes a number of rather sketchy descriptions of hardware and/or system architecture matters like interrupt handling, stacks, DMA implementation and non-binary counters.

On the other hand, the chapters on number systems, logic, fixed point and floating point arithmetic are quite reasonable.

In short then, a book which may be of moderate value, although a long way short of the ideal introduction to basic programming.

Review copies were received from both Dick Smith Electronics, of PO Box 747, Crows Nest 2065, and Technical Book and Magazine Co, 289-299 Swanston Street, Melbourne. (J.R.)

**Hifi speakers**


Revised and updated in 1977, the book commemorates the 50th anniversary of Philips speakers and, especially for those who can remember, it carries a colour picture of a bakelite-enclosed Philips cone speaker of the 1927 vintage, together with a Philips B-battery eliminator.

Though updated, the book is recognisably a Philips publication, both in style and approach.

It opens with carefully written chapters on: Sound Reproduction — Moving Coil Loudspeakers — Loudspeaker Enclosures — Multi-way Speaker Systems — Listening Room Acoustics.

Statements are made without equivocation, backed up by tables, graphs and mathematical expressions, yet explained in sufficient detail to communicate to the non-technical reader as well to the student or engineer.

From page 120 onwards, the author turns to practical matters, such as the (continued on p115)
Non-Linear Systems have recently released a miniature portable oscilloscope, which operates from internal rechargeable batteries and has a 15MHz bandwidth.

The first impression one gains on seeing the model MS-15 oscilloscope is that it is very small. Overall size is just 160mm wide x 70mm high x 200mm deep, and the CRT screen measures only 35 x 28 mm.

Performance wise, however it is a relative giant. Maximum vertical sensitivity is 10mV per division (a division is 6mm), while the frequency response extends from DC to 15MHz. The maximum timebase speed is 100mS per division.

The front of the instrument is divided into four basic areas. In the lower left hand corner is a power switch and indicating LED. In the absence of external power, the internal sealed lead-acid batteries provide an operating time of three hours when fully charged.

An adapter is provided to enable operation from the mains. This also serves to recharge the batteries. Note however that the batteries will only fully recharge when the Miniscope is not operating, so overnight charging is recommended. If the unit is run from the mains continuously, the batteries will level out at approximately half full charge.

Warmup time is stated as five seconds, but the sample submitted for review seemed to require only one second or so. The manufacturer recommends that the battery operating time be prolonged by switching the unit off when it is not being looked at.

The remainder of the left hand side of the instrument is taken up by the blue display screen and the vertical input and controls. A BNC socket is provided for the input.

A three-position toggle switch selects AC or DC coupling for the input, with the centre position grounding the amplifier input. A vertical shift control is provided to enable the trace to be centred.

Vertical sensitivity is adjusted by a four-position slide switch and a three-position toggle switch, giving a total of twelve ranges. The slide switch selects ranges in decades, while the toggle switch functions as a 1-2-5 multiplier.

Minimum sensitivity is 50 volts per division, so the maximum signal which can be displayed is 200V peak to peak. Maximum sensitivity is 10mV per division.

A vernier vertical control is provided. In the calibrate position, amplitudes can be read with a 3% accuracy. Maximum allowable input voltage is 350 volts peak to peak, while the input impedance is 1M shunted by 50pF. The high frequency -3dB point for vertical amplifier is 15MHz, although this performance can only be achieved for small deflections.

The centre portion of the front panel is occupied by the horizontal deflection controls. Twenty one time base ranges are provided, with selection by a four position slide switch and two toggle switches. The lowest sweep speed is 100mS per division, while the highest is 100mS. As with the vertical amplifier, the ranges are selected in decade steps with the toggle switch acting as a 1, 2 or 5 times multiplier.

A horizontal shift control is provided, as well as a timebase vernier control. When this is in the calibrate position, periods can be determined with an accuracy of 3%.

The remainder of the front panel is concerned with the timebase triggering circuits. The timebase can be triggered from the mains (when connected), the display waveform, from an external trigger waveform or from an internal 15kHz 1V p-p squarewave. This latter waveform is made available at a front panel socket for use as a calibrating waveform. Positive or negative slope triggering can be selected, and a trigger level control is provided.

A switch-selected horizontal deflection input is provided. This has a sensitivity (fixed) of 1V per division, and a bandwidth of 200kHz. The input impedance is 1M shunted by 50pF.

Three rear panel controls are...
Electrocraft 175D25 antenna booster amplifier

Electrocraft Manufacturing Pty Ltd is an Australian company which makes and distributes a wide range of television distribution equipment. A typical unit in their range is the 175D25 TV/FM distribution amplifier which is suitable for use in showrooms, home units and homes with 75ohm antenna installations.

The 175D25 is housed in a metal case 80mm in diameter and fitted with a bracket which enables it to be either fitted to the back of a TV set or screwed to a wall near a 75 ohm outlet. It has two 75 ohm Belling-Lee sockets for input and output. There is also a 3.5mm jack socket for connection of the 18V supply.

Included with the 175D25 is a separate power supply which is moulded into a power plug. It supplies 18V DC at 50 milliamps.

One can envisage several situations where a booster of this type would be useful. The first is in a home unit where the tenant finds himself with an existing 75 ohm outlet which gives insufficient signal for good reception — the picture may be snowy or just slightly grainy. Installation of the 175D25 may cure the situation. A second possibility is where the signal may be strong but plagued with ghosts. Rotating the aerial may remove the ghost but result in a snowy picture. Fitting a booster could then restore the situation without (hopefully) restoring the ghost.

A third application exists where the viewer has good reception from local stations but desires reception of a regional station. This could happen say, in the Northern suburbs of Sydney where viewers may have the potential to receive transmissions from Newcastle. This would probably require a separate antenna aimed at Newcastle, with a booster to ensure a good signal. Of course, some sort of switching or signal splitting would be required to mix the local signals with the signals from the booster.

An important point to be noted is that a booster such as this cannot handle strong signals without overloading. So you cannot hope to improve reception of a weak signal if it is provided by an antenna which provides a strong signal from another station. The strong signal would have to be attenuated by means of a suitable filter (probably some sort of tuned stub) inserted in the input line to the booster.

At the other end of the range, a booster cannot improve reception from an antenna which by virtue of its design or environment, has a poor signal-to-noise ratio. In between these two extremes, there are a large number of situations, some noted above, where a booster such as the Electrocraft 175D25 can be useful.

Oscilloscope continued

provided: an intensity control, a focus control, and a DC balance control for vertical amplifier. An input socket for the external power supply/battery charger is also provided.

Accessories supplied with the unit include an input cable terminated in crocodile clips, an AC adaptor/battery charger, an instruction manual and four miniature banana plugs to suit the input and output sockets provided on the front panel.

The overall impression of the unit is that it has a performance far greater than one would judge by its size, and that it would be quite suitable for either laboratory or field use. Of course, some care is required in operating the controls, as they are of necessity rather closely spaced. The portability of the unit should however more than make up for this.

Recommended retail price of the Model MS-15 Miniscope is $325.00, plus 15% sales tax if applicable. The unit reviewed was submitted by Radio Despatch Service, of 869 George Street, Sydney 2000. (D.W.E.)

Gain of the 175D25 is 25dB. If less gain is required, the similar model 175D16 with 16dB will be adequate. Both these models have a frequency range of 40 to 860MHz, which covers the whole of the VHF and proposed UHF Australian television stations. Other models which have two or more outlets have a range of 40 to 230MHz, which makes them suitable for reception of all existing stations.

We performed a practical test on the 175D25. Reception in our laboratory is very good so we inserted an attenuator in the line to deliberately make the picture snowy. Then, when the booster was added, reception returned to normal with pictures free of snow and grain. This would simulate the situation occurring in many home units with less than adequate antenna distribution systems.

Recommended retail price of the 175D25 is $53.55 complete with power supply, while the lower gain model 175D16 is $45.90. Further information can be obtained from the manufacturers, Electrocraft Pty Ltd, 106a Hampden Road, Artarmon, NSW 2064.

Soanar now have available 3 amp 400V diodes listed as 1N5404. Full ratings apply to junction temperatures of 105 degrees Celsius. Single cycle surge capability is 200 amps. Trade enquiries to Soanar Electronics Pty Ltd, 30 Lexton Road, Box Hill, Victoria 3128.

Also supplied with the Electrocraft 175D25 is a "plug-pack" power supply to provide the required 18V DC at 50mA.

3A 400V diode from Soanar
Controlled temperature soldering.

For advanced work on critical or sensitive circuits.

From your electronic parts supplier or enquire from:

**ADCOLA PRODUCTS**

- **Melbourne**: 848 3777
- **Sydney**: 970 5923
- **Adelaide**: 42 6655
- **Brisbane**: 52 5233
- **Hobart**: 31 5211
- **Launceston**: 31 2311
- **Perth**: 381 5500

**ELECTROCRAFT PTY LTD**

**TELEVISION AERIAL & DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT, CB RADIOS, AERIALS & ACCESSORIES**

**NEW TELEVISION**

**EGRAFT DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS & AMPLIFIER SPLITTERS**

Medium and high gain distribution. Amplifiers suitable for all TV & FM applications with 1, 2, 3 and 4 outputs. Suitable for small home unit, showroom or household type installations.

Type 1.75 D16 has one output, 16db gain with low N/F...

While Type 4.75 T19 has 4 outputs, 19db gain with low N/F...

**ANTENNAS**: A complete range of TV & FM aerials.

- **Hills Channel Master, Matchmaster and H1.Q.**

**Hills GA16**: High gain phase array, $6.94. 215.2710, 0 element yagi. $25.29. 2010.2710, Airwaves screened co-linear, $36.26. EFCI, 75ohm for colour low gain, $36.00. EFO2, 75ohm for colour medium gain, $56.96. EFO3/4, 75ohm for colour high gain, $75.50. Channel Master 2110, 2 element collinear, $27.96. 3111, 6 element super collinear, $41.98. H1.Q Log Periodic, 6 elements and 10 elements, $39.00 (excellent back to front ratio).

**ACCESSORIES**: Outlet plates, transformer, attenuators, filters, plugs, sockets for 75 ohm and 300 ohm applications.

**AERIAL**: Hardware, wall brackets, chimney mounts, J brackets, guy wire and rings masts from 6 ft to 50 ft.

**CB EQUIPMENT**

½ WAVE SPIRAL TUNED BASE STATION AERIAL

Omnidirectional (top view) radiation pattern with excellent ground wave and sky wave characteristics. Ideal for “point to point” and “skip” communications. Sturdy plated base bracket, 4 telescopic radials and vertical radiator.

Spiral tuning stub at base for quick and easy tuning.

SWR of 1:1:1 possible.

Aerial comes complete with So239 socket, U-bolt and saddle and detailed instruction sheet...

$37.75.

**DEGAUSSING COILS**: Complete with power cord, plug and pushbutton switch...

$14.00.

**CB CLEARANCE SALE OF ALL OUR CB RADIO STOCK TO MAKE WAY FOR NEW SHIPMENT.**

Cobra 132/SSB transceivers, Cobra 21X transceivers, Cobra 19M transceivers, President "grant" AM/SSB. Phone for special prices.

**MOBILE AERIALS**: Royce, Belling Lee Gilco (heavy duty), Topix.

**ACCESSORIES**: Plugs, sockets, jumper leads, coaxial cable, SWR meters, etc.

**ALL TYPES OF CABLE**: In stock, coaxial, twin, 200 ohm, 75 and 50 from 30c per metre.

**COMPONENTS**

**FERGERSON TRANSFORMERS**:

- 240V to 18V, 60VA (low profile), $8.95.
- 240V to 18V 20VA (low profile), $6.55.
- 240V to 18V O. 18V 5A, $4.56 (PC type). 240V.

**PLUG TYPE POWER PACKS**: 240V to 18V DC, full wave rectification, 470uf filter capacitor, CW 1 metre lead and 3.5mm plug, $5.50.

**METAL BOXES**: L = 200mm, W = 135mm, H = 70mm, black vinyl covered, suitable for CB power supply, etc. Ideal project box, $5.50.

106A HAMPDEN ROAD, ARTARMON 2064. PHONES: 411 2989, 411 3772
Illuminated 12V toggle switch

Swann Electronics Pty Ltd has released a range of 12V illuminated toggle switches suitable for automotive and marine applications.

With this switch range, the requirement for a separate warning light is eliminated, as the toggle section of the switch is illuminated. This can result in savings in front panel area.

The new switches are available with conventional or duck bill toggles, and feature plain or printed bezels for a variety of functions. A range of predrilled mounting panels to suit the toggle switches is also available.

For further information contact
Swann Electronics Pty Ltd, Cnr Forster and Hardner Roads, Mt Waverley, Victoria 3149. Telephone 544 3033.

1/4-wave base station antenna from Electrocraft

Recently released by Electrocraft, this 1/4-wave base station antenna is designed to facilitate quick assembly and adjustment.

The radials and vertical radiator are made of telescopic aluminium sections, while the sturdy steel mounting base and "U" bolt mount have been cadmium plated and passivated to give maximum corrosion protection.

Connection to the antenna is by means of a standard SO239 socket located in the mounting bracket. The "U" bolt and saddle ensure positive mounting and will mount on a mast up to 44mm in diameter.

Specifications of the antenna are as follows: Input impedance 50 ohms; SWR less than 1.1:1; polarisation vertical; and radiation pattern omnidirectional.

Electrocraft say that the antenna is suitable for both "point-to-point" and "skip" working.

Enquiries to Electrocraft Pty Ltd, 106A Hampden Rd, Artarmon 2064.

CB antenna design ... ctd from p87

A coaxial feed cable can readily be used by bonding the braid to the region where the spiral meets the mast, and tapping the centre wire out along the spiral to a point where the apparent impedance is 50 ohms.

The popular 1/4-wave base antenna is a variation on this general theme. As indicated in Fig. 10, it involves a length of tubing, approximately 1/4-wavelength, plus a loading coil (normally included in the central moulding) and three ground-plane radials. Odd as the dimensions may appear, the design concept behind such an antenna is consistent with what has already been discussed.

The bottom 1/4-wavelength of tubing is virtually a dipole, end fed. Radiation from the bottom 1/4-wavelength modifies that from the upper 1/4-wavelength, giving about 1.2dB of gain above the dipole of Fig. 9—not a lot but nice to have on your side.

The antenna can accommodate to a 50-ohm coaxial feed cable simply by attaching the braid to the junction of the ground-plane radials and tapping the centre lead up the loading inductor, as appropriate.

Going beyond the 1/4-wave antenna, quite a large array of high-gain beam arrays appear in overseas CB literature but, at present, they are expressly forbidden to CBers in Australia. If you want to know about them, refer to overseas books and magazines. If you want to build and erect one, you do so at your own risk.

Which looks like a good place to wind up this dissertation on CB antennas.
A LEGITIMATE AMATEUR PRODUCT

Finally a true 80-10M linear amplifier really designed for amateur use, not a cheap class-C biased “CB” unit. The HF-150 is a true, band switching, class-B linear amplifier. Perfect for use with many of the low-powered HF transceivers now on the market.

INSTRUMENT QUALITY

The HF-150 is designed and built by Communications Power, Inc., a company well established in the manufacture of industrial power amplifiers and ferrite RF components.

- Thus the HF-150 has such quality features as -50db minimum harmonic suppression on all bands, with built-in switchable harmonic filters. 10 times better than current FCC and ITU regulations.

- In addition there is absolute stability into all phase angles of a 3:1 VSWR mismatch, plus 10 times better than current FCC and ITU regulations.

Thus* the HF-150 has such quality features as -50db minimum harmonic suppression on all bands, switching, class-B linear amplifier. Perfect for use with many of the low-powered HF transceivers now on the market.

A.M. TUNER MODULE

Beautifully constructed with high grade components . . . Fully wired and ready for operating. Complete with data and connecting diagram.

Specifications:
- Frequency Range: 535 to 1605 kHz.
- Intermediate Frequency: 455 kHz.
- Image rejection: 40 dB at 1 MHz.
- Sensitivity: 20 µV.
- No interference.

Power Supply: 100 mA at 9V.

Intermediate Frequency: 455 kHz.

Frequency Range . . . 535 to 1605 kHz.

Image rejection. 40 dB at 1 MHz.

Antenna. Ferrite Rod.

Signal to Noise. 20 dB at 80uV.

Power Supply. 1.6 mA at 9V.

MEASURE TO SELL AT $19.50

OUR PRICE ONLY $12 POST FREE

SEAL NEO INDICATOR LAMP BEZELS

For 250VAC 1 amp Operation. Sturdily constructed, completely with Neons. For that Power Supply. Equipment Power Indicator . . . Data-board on/off indicators and many other uses.

Type A’65mm x 23 mm dia.
RED or WHITE Lens (please indicate)
ONLY 95c Post Free

Type B’25mm x 20 mm dia.
RED or ORANGE Lens (please indicate)
ONLY 95c Post Free

BOTH MODELS IN ELEGANT CHROME BEZEL FINISH

TRADING HOURS

MON-TUES-WED & FRI: 9am-5.30pm.
THURS: 9am-7pm. SAT: 9am-12 noon.
C.O.D.’s. Please add $2.40 to posting fee. NO ORDERS UNDER $5.00. accepted. For replies please send S.A.E. Post and Packing $1.00 where not included in price. PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON ALL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE.

FROM MARCH ‘78

699-9922 or 699-6912

PLAYMEC KEYBOARD SWITCHES

An indispensable necessary component in developing handy electronic calculators and microprocessors. Can also be adapted for electronic games. Ultra thin, ultra compact.

Current Cap. 20 mA. 24 VDC. Contact resist. ± 100 m. MIN & 24 VDC. Chattering time 2m SEC MIN. Size 60 mm x 80 mm. Complete with mounting bracket set at 160 deg approx.

Heavy Duty Control

Key Switch

Rigidly constructed for Industrial use. ON-OFF-ON Change-over. Supplied with 2 keys. For 240V 10 amp.

All new & cartoned. LIMITED QUANTITIES ONLY.

OUR PRICE

P & P $1.00

SPECIAL OFFER!!

95c

Only

$4.95

CAR RADIO FRONT PANEL & KNOB KIT

Will fit most car radio & cassette players. Size of panel: 195mm x 60mm Dist. between holes: 145mm Size of aperture: 113mm x 50mm

LOOK AT THIS — Completely crazy!!

ONLY

95c

P & P 50c

TV GAMES

GAME CHIP AY-3-8550

with two joy stick controls, this advanced unit comes complete with joy sticks — all games (6) and scoring etc are the same as game chip AY-3-8550 BUT the balls not only move up and down but forward and backward too Complete with data sheet. Yours for a value packed $24.00.

GAME CHIP AY-3-8550

ONLY

$13.95

P & P $1.00

SHERIDAN ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD.

THE GREAT NAME FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS IN AUSTRALIA

164-166 REDFERN ST., REDFERN, P.O. BOX 156 REDFERN, N.S.W. 2016 TEL: 69-5922 or 69-6912

RECHARGEABLE GEL BATTERIES

USE THESE FOR YOUR CB

6 Volt 1.8 AMP HOUR

SIZE: ‘A’ 75mm x ‘B’ 52mm x ‘C’ 50mm

PRECISION GERMAN MADE

S.E.’s Price Only $8.75.

WORTH DOUBLE

P & P $1.25

7 TRANSISTOR 2 DIODE RADIO

by BENDIX

Completely ready wired with volume control and switch. Large tuning dial and complete with 3½” 8 ohms 6 watt speaker. Battery container included. (Batteries not included) — Ready to go! S.E.’s crazy price $3.85 each or 2 for $6.50, P&P $1.50

A reference to a product called "PLAYMEC" KEYBOARD SWITCHES is mentioned but the content is not fully visible due to the cropping of the image. Additionally, there is a note that the Mad Fantasy Games, including video games, has a special deal where the users can test the games before purchasing them.
Software articles

I have been following with increasing interest articles on microprocessors in recent issues of your magazine. While the technical information regarding construction and setting up of such equipment is excellent, there is very little mention of what to do with such equipment once you have it. The only relevant literature I could find was in Dick Smith's (An Introduction to Microcomputers by Adam Osborne) book, but the book dealt almost entirely with the theory of what happened 'inside' the computer as it was being programmed. Even the chapter on programming was treated the same way, but I did learn what the various terms meant and what the various components do (PROM, RAM, CPU, Hex, Mnemonic etc, etc).

I have been in the electronics field for about 20 years and maybe the more precise technical aspects have dulled my mind to the more abstract computer programming concepts. However, I feel that other readers may have similar problems, so that maybe an article clarifying the situation would be welcome, or at least a mention of relevant literature that might be appropriate to study up on the subject.

Udo Nirk, Elizabeth Bay, NSW.

COMMENT: Hopefully some of the entries in our competition will be of interest to you, in this regard. We'll see what else can be done, also.

Solar Energy

I would like to take up the problems of energy resources and especially solar energy, that you raised in your editorial in the August and September issues of Electronics Australia. Solar energy is not a commodity that can be exploited in the same way that deposits of gold, nickel or oil can be by their discoverers. With few exceptions it is unlikely that there will be any major industrial plunge into the field of solar energy collection.

The generation of electricity, probably the most important and useful form of energy, has long been in the hands of large companies and public utilities where it is generated in huge amounts at high efficiencies and with ever higher technology.

Whether or not use is made of such sources of energy on a large scale, the cost of electricity to the user will rise and rise as the costs of fuels, plant and generation increase. The ordinary man will be unable to affect, in any way, either the developments in large scale power generation or the cost of electricity.

It is therefore worth considering what methods readers of Electronics Australia might use to decrease their dependence on this ever more costly commodity.

The solar water heater is now available as an alternative or an auxiliary source of hot water, a large domestic consumer of electricity. For some other purposes, such as cooking and heating, gas is a reliable alternative. But what of all the other things we use power for, all the things that go best on 50Hz 240V? Fans, television sets, refrigerators, power tools, fluorescent lights, vacuum cleaners, amplifiers, turntables, air-conditioners?

I suggest that there could be much support for a regular page or two in Electronics Australia on low-technology power generation and better ways to use and save power.

There could be many solutions to such problems and a regular page devoted to them might be a more effective contribution to the energy problem than shouting at the Federal government, in a loud whisper. There is no reason why articles on the generation of power from renewable sources on an industrial scale wouldn't also have their appeal and give rise to new ideas.


The views expressed by correspondents are their own and are not necessarily endorsed by the editorial staff of 'Electronics Australia'. The Editor reserves the right to select letters on the basis of their potential interest to readers and to abbreviate their contents where this appears to be appropriate.

---

VIEWDATA... continued from page 19

For Britain, Viewdata could easily evolve into a nationwide service, ushering in an era of cheap home and office terminals and electronic mail. The 50,000 or so computer terminals built up in the UK over the past 15 years could soon be outgunned by some 14 million "instant terminals" formed by the combination of a TV set and a telephone.

BOOKS — from page 109

construction of a typical enclosure from basic materials. Then follow essential details of a variety of designs using Philips drivers. Seventeen systems are described, along with response and impedance curves, all but two of them being sealed systems, as distinct from the reflex or ported concept. Values are listed for crossover components but constructors would have to seek out their own source of supply. However, even if you don't use the constructional information directly, the general theory up to page 137 would justify the modest purchase price.

Our review copy came direct from Philips Elcoma at 67 Mars Rd, Lane Cove, NSW 2066. Tel. (02) 427 0888. They advise, however, that the book is also being stocked by some hifi dealers. (W.N.W.)
FOUR CHANNEL
VHF TRANSCEIVER
250 to 140 M/hz. 28 volt DC operated AM single crystal locks both TX and RX on same channel complete with generator.
$33.00

EX ABC
MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPES 1/4"
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
50' x 600' $1.50
7" x 1200' $2.75
P & P A $1.10, B $2.00, C $2.25, D $2.25.

MINI-TOGGLE SWITCHES
MIYA MA
SPST 3A 75C
SPDT 3A 95C
DPDT 3A $1.25
SPDT Centre-Off 10A $1.25
SPDT Centre-Off 10A $1.65
Please add postage

40 DIGIT RELAY COUNTERS
50 volt DC, suit slot car Lap counters,
etc. $1.25 each. P & P $0.60.

SENSITIVE ALTIMETERS
Ex RAFF Smiths. $65 each p&p $1.10.

NIFE CELLS
1 2 Volt, fully charged. 4in x 3in x 1in 4 AH.
$1.50 each. P & P B0c.

5" CRO TUBE 5 BPI $5.50 each
Post A $1.40, B $2.25, C $2.70, D $3.45

HANDY SIGNAL INJECTOR
Produces a Audio Signal in rich harmonics ideal for Sig Tracing in A, F, F, and F circuits. Powered by 4 Penlight Batteries with On Off Switch and indicator lamp. Size 1 1/2" Dia 5" Long Only.
$6.95 Post $1.10

EXARMY TWO-WAY FM RADIOS

TELEPHONE WIRE
1 mile twin (2 miles) genuine ex-Army Don 8 pair condition $35 per $2.00 cargo to rail freight payable at destination.

SCL77DX MICROPHONES
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
$75
P & P A $1.80 B $2.50 C $4.55
D $8.55.

MORSE KEY MORSKE BUZZERS
$1.75 $4.25
Post 40c Post 60c

KIAISE MULTIMETERS
A compact and handy tester for workshop or field where quick circuit checks are required
DC Volts 2.5 to 1 000v (20 000 OHMS per volt) AC Volts 10 to 1 000v (10 000 OHMS per volt) DC Current 50 uA 25A 250A
Resistance 40 K OHM. 4 MEG OHM Declines minus 20 dB plus 2'0 dB complete with instructions only $23.95 etc. P & P $1.05
Multimeter similar to above 30 000 OHMS per volt $29.50 P & P $1.05
Only $17.25 ea Post $1.05

SIMIENS
Typing Perforator
240 Volt Type with Keyboard $57.50

3000 DIGIT RELAY COUNTERS
200 MA 24 volt, 1/16 push n'pement. $2.30 P & P 20c.

SELSYN MOTORS MEGS MARGS
RECEIVERS 2" MK2 $5.50
TRANSMITTER 3" MK2 $15.00
Post Packing A $1.75 B $2.75 C $2.75 D $3.65

3000 TYPE RELAYS
P & M 2000ohms —1 5000ohm Coils $2.50 each P & P $0.60.

MAGNETISU DRY CELL BATTERIES
Suit PRC 25 and dozens of other uses. 15 volts long life only $1.50 ea.
P & P A $1.65 B $2.75 C $3.20 D $3.70

DEITCH BROS. 60, OXFORD STREET, SYDNEY 2010

ZOOM SPOTTING SCOPES
High grade coated lenses. Ideal for pistol and rifle ranges or general viewing. Zooms in from very low to high powers. Complete with tripods.

TELESCOPES
25 x 30 $7.95

CONDENSER LENS
1/16" Dia 4%/" Fl. 75C 1/2" Dia. 2/" FL $1.50 each Or $2.50 per pair P & P $0.60

IMPELLER PUMPS
New gunmetal body, Stainless Steel. 12 Amps AC or DC $52.

MAGNEFUSCING MICROSCOPES
Battery & Mirror Illuminated
900X Magnification $23.95
1200X Magnification $35.00
P & P $1.70 B $2.50 C $2.75 D $3.25

WHIP ANTENNAS
8ft in 6 tapered sections. Copper plated 25 x 30 $15.00

MAGNUS KIAISE

KIAISE
SX-100 Multimeter 100 000 ohms per volt
12 Amps. AC or DC $52.

BATTERIES
P & P A $1.60 B $2.80 C $2.75 D $2.75.

P.M.G. TYPE KEY SWITCHES.
75C P & P 20C.

ZOOM FOCUSING MICROSCOPES 900X
$23.95
Battery and Miror Illuminated
Zoom 1200X
Simplex $3.00
$35.00
A $1.70, B $2.25, C $2.40, D $2.65.

P.M.G. TYPE TELEPHONES
Standard desk type with magnetic bell calling device. Range 30 miles. Use standard batteries at each phone. Any number can be connected together on single line.
$35.00
(1 TELEPHONE SETS)
2 Cartage to Rail. Freight payable at nearest attended Railway Station.

FOUR CHANNEL
VHF TRANSCEIVER
250 to 140 M/hz. 28 volt DC operated AM single crystal locks both TX and RX on same channel complete with generator.
$33.00
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ACCENTED BEAT METRONOME: I recently built the accented beat metronome as described in the July 1976 issue (File No. 3/MS/64). The unit functions well, but lacks volume to make it useful as a teaching aid. Do you have any suggestions as to how it could be improved? (A.L.M., Tatura, Vic).

The volume available from the metronome is a function of the ratings of the output transistor, and the size of the loudspeaker. The best way of providing a louder sound would be to use a supplementary amplifier. A suitable design was presented in the April 1976 issue (File No. 1/MA/51). A simpler solution, which may be adequate, is to use a larger speaker—the larger the better.

Connecting the amplifier to the metronome poses some difficulties, as the speaker is floating with respect to the supply rails, and does not have one side earthed. It will be necessary to isolate the emitter of TR4, and the earthy end of the 82 ohm resistor from the earth rail, and insert a low valve resistor from the junction of these two components to earth. A 10 ohm value should be adequate.

The amplifier input, with a suitable volume control pot. interposed, can now be connected across this resistor. Refer to the accompanying circuit diagram for further details.

The amplifier requires a supply rail of about 12V, and the 6V required by the metronome can be driven from this using a 5.6V zener diode and a suitable dropping resistor.

If the metronome speaker is no longer required, it can be replaced by an 8 or 10 ohm resistor.

Behind Your Conscient Mind

WHY LIMIT YOURSELF to five senses? There is a greater world of realization behind your outer self. Impressions of these extrasensory powers occasionally arise. The strange feeling of impending danger—an intuitive hunch—receiving another's unspoken thought—these indicate unused potentialities. They are natural phenomena. To understand, develop, and direct them can transform your whole personality. They provide greater insight and personal achievement.

FREE BOOK

The Rosicrucians, a worldwide cultural organization (not a religion) have the facts about your extrasensory powers. A free book The Mastery of Life tells how you may share this practical knowledge. Use coupon or write to Scribe O.E.O.

The ROSICRUCIANS
(AMORC)
P.O. Box 21
Redfern, N.S.W. 2016 Australia

Scribe O.E.O.
The Rosicrucian Order, AMORC
P.O. Box 21
Redfern, N.S.W. 2016 Australia

Please send me a complimentary copy of the book "THE MASTERY OF LIFE."

Name:
Address:
City:

PREMONITION
MONITION
TELEPATHIC
COMMUNICATION
INTUITIVE
INSIGHT
FOR SALE

FREE SEMICONDUCTORS. Send SSAE or 18c stamp for your free pack of 10 Mixed Transistors and Diodes. Novus Digital Watches, I.C.O. with seconds, month, date $39 plus $3 P and P (Cert Mail). Ask for our mail order list of Electronic Kits, Components and Accessories. Special Bulk Buying prices that will save you a packet on all your Electronic Needs. A. E. Cooling, 6 Trimmer Rd, Elizabeth South, SA 5112.

SHORTWAVE LISTENERS AND DXERS: Southern Cross DX Club Inc. GPO Box 336, Adelaide, SA 5001, gives the latest on the medium wave and shortwave scene in our monthly magazine. Details for an 18c stamp, or telephone our representatives — Melbourne: Harry Weatherley (03) 277 2253; Sydney: Jack Buckley (02) 686 1839; Brisbane: Ernie Moore (07) 355 2462 or Adelaide: Keith Barton (08) 332 1318.

REPUTABLE ELECTRONIC PARTS outlet in Hong Kong — If you are seeking reliable source of quality supply of ICs, transistors, caps, resistors, digital displays, buzzers, wide range of AM/FM radio parts, etc. Write to us now for catalogue list: Prodicto Enterprises, PO Box 10240, Hong Kong.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SOLID STATE It's for anyone who wants to know just a little bit more about the operation of semiconductor devices. $3.00 plus 60c p & p Electronics Australia Box 163, Beaconsfield, NSW 2014.

If you program microprocessors, these sheets are for you

Writing microprocessor programs on blank or plain ruled paper is messy and time consuming. To make the job easier, Electronics Australia has produced these custom-designed programming sheets for use with virtually any microprocessor system. The sheets feature columns for a 4-digit address, up to six digits of instruction code or data, labels, mnemonics, and comments. There is space for 46 lines per sheet, and the sheets are provided with space for program title, date and sheet number. They are also punched for filing in a standard ring binder. All for less than 5 cents per sheet, posted!

PRICED AT $2.00 FOR 50 SHEETS (plus 40c for postage anywhere in Australia)

Available only from Electronics Australia, 57 Regent St, Sydney (P.O. Box 163, Beaconsfield, NSW 2014)
COWPER SHEETMETAL WORK FOR THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

E.A. VIDEO DATA TERMINAL CASES MINI-SCAMP MICROCOMPUTER
C.S. 108 & 216 Hobby Boxes
108 x 108 x 50 ++ 216 x 108 x 50
Inquiries welcome on Cases and Panels
Rack Mounting Chassis
Chassis & Covers
Vented Transformer Cases
General Sheetmetal & Welding
COWPER SHEETMETAL & ENG.
11 COWPER STREET GRANVILLE N.S.W. 2142
PHONE 637 8736 (S.T.D. 02)
(A Division of The Star Delta Co. P/L)

VIDEO EQUIPMENT—Sony, Akai, Portopacks. Also agents for J.V.C. and National. All formats and brands Colour and BW recorders, editors, generators and blank video tape available. New and used equipment. Trade and terms. Specials. We have several BW Portopacks traded on colour sets.

AUDITEC A-SERIES AMPLIFIERS

THE A-SERIES ARE INO-FRILLS BASIC POWER AMPLIFIERS READY TO CONNECT TO YOUR PREAMPLIFIERS OR MIXER AND LOUDSPEAKERS

AVAILABLE IN 1 x 100 WATT (1A009, 1A033)
2 x 100 WATT (2A009, 2A033)
1 x 200 WATT (1A027)

FRANCHISEES REQUIRED FOR S.A., W.A., VICTORIA AND TASMANIA

FOR DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLETS ON THESE AMPLIFIERS CALL, PHONE OR WRITE TO:

AUDITEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
10 WAITARA AVENUE, WAITARA, N.S.W. 2077
PHONE: 48 4116
(PACIFIC HIGHWAY SIDE OF WAITARA STATION)
Electronics is going digital.
This book can help YOU go right along with it:

Electronic equipment now plays an important role in almost every field of human endeavour. And every day, more and more electronic equipment is "going digital". Even professional engineers and technicians find it hard to keep pace. In order to understand new developments, you need a good grounding in basic digital concepts, and An Introduction to Digital Electronics can give you that grounding. Tens of thousands of people—engineers, technicians, students and hobbyists—have used the first two editions of this book to find out what the digital revolution is all about. The new third edition has been fully rewritten and updated, to make it of even greater value. The author is Jamieson Rowe, Editor of "Electronics Australia" magazine, a qualified engineer and experienced technical writer.

You don’t need any previous knowledge of digital electronics—the book starts you right from scratch, and covers all of the basic concepts you need.

PRICE $3.00
Available from newsagents, bookstores, electronic suppliers and also from "Electronics Australia", Box 163, P.O. Beaconsfield 2014. (Post and packing 60c).

Here are the chapter headings:

1. Signals, circuits and logic
2. Basic logic elements
3. Logic circuit "families"
4. Logic convention and laws
5. Logic design: theory
6. Logic design: practice
7. Numbers, data & codes
8. The flipflop family
9. Flipflops in registers
10. Flipflops in counters
11. Encoding and decoding
12. Basic readout devices
13. Multiplexing
14. Binary arithmetic
15. Arithmetic circuits
16. Timing & control
Glossary of terms

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE

ELECTRONICS Australia

Subscription Rates
$A 17.00 per year within Australia.
$A 20.00 per year elsewhere.

Make sure you receive every copy of the magazine by ordering it from your newsagent or the publisher. For publisher subscriptions post this coupon, with your remittance, to Electronics Australia Subscription Dept., John Fairfax & Sons Ltd, GPO Box 506, Sydney, 2001. Subscription will start with first available issue.
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JVC's Quartz-Locked Turntable has perfect pitch, and that's the musical truth.

Fifty years of continuous devotion to recording and reproduction techniques has taught us how elusive is the goal of total musical realism.

And yet today, the JVC Audio Engineering Research Laboratory—probably the largest of its kind in the world—has moved even closer to achieving this goal. You see it here in the JVC QL-10 Quartz-Locked Direct Drive Turntable.

The musical truth? The QL-10 is a direct drive turntable whose platter revolves at the exact speeds of 33 1/3 and 45rpm. It operates on the same principle as a quality quartz timepiece. Its servo control system works from a quartz oscillator, with the steady, accurate oscillating frequency locking the revolution speed of the turntable platter. The result is obvious: Complete speed accuracy.

But there's more from this magnificent turntable. It features the world's first super-precision pitch control. This permits pitch control of up to ±6Hz from the international standard of 440Hz for note a'. And this in steps of 1Hz each without unlocking the quartz-locked servo control system.

These features, plus the positive/negative servo control, digital speed indicator and coreless DC servo motor, have all been created for a single objective: The accurate reproduction of the original musical performance stored in the disc record.

That's the musical truth. In the QL-10 and other fine high fidelity products, JVC continues to dedicate its total resources to bring it out in all program sources. You can count on it.

For details on JVC Hi Fi Equipment, write to: JVC Advisory Service, P.O. Box 49, Kensington, N.S.W. 2033.
Technics
MK2 Series
turntables.
Built by
perfectionists
for
perfectionists.

In 1970 Technics introduced the ultimate turntable drive method . . .
the direct-drive principle.

In developing phases our first direct-drive turntable was succeeded by a whole family of them. A major innovation was the quartz phase-
locked servo electronics featured in the SP10 MK2, enabling great
speed accuracy to be attained (±0.002%). Its enormous torque and super fast start/stop action make it the choice of top
broadcasting stations both in Australia and the rest of the world.

Two newly released Technics models—the SL1300 MK2 and SL1400 MK2 (automatic and semi-automatic respectively)—are totally quartz controlled drive turntables. You won't find any belts, gears or idlers in these. But

you will find our lowest wow and flutter ever (0.025% WRMS) and inaudible rumble (−73dB DIN B).

Both feature a pitch control of ±9.9% on normal turntable speeds that can be obtained simply by the push of a button. The pitch chosen is displayed in digital form by a LED readout. All controls are located on the front panel of the turntables and can be operated even with the dust cover down.

Technics MK2 series of turntables are just a few components in the new Pro. Series from Technics. Reliable as they are precise.

For a National Technics catalogue, please write to:
National Technics Advisory Service, P.O. Box 49, Kensington, N.S.W. 2033